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When the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
(IUPAC) established in 1965 a Committee on the Teaching of Chemistry,
one of the first tasks of this Committee was to review major areas of

chemical education and decide on priorities for action. It was
quickly agreed that examinations in Chemistry play a major part in
determining how the vabject is taught and that if new approaches to
teaching chemistry were desired, then one way of bringing this about
would be to change the type of euestione asked in public and internal
examinations.

Accordingly the 1UPAC Committee on the Teaching of Chemistry
invited Mr. J.C. Mathews (1::.K.) to prepare a report on "lhe 7,ffect of

Focaminations in Determining Chemistry Curricula up to University Level"
which was published in Pure andkalied Chemistry by Butterworths in

1967, This Report was mainly a comparative survey of selected coun-
tries in Europe together wiLh U.S.A. and Japan.

Subsequen ly a report was submitted to the IUPAC Commdttee on
similar problems viewed from the practice in France and countries in

Southern Europe, whose educational systems and examination procedures

are somewhat different from 4estern Europe and the U.S.A. This report

has not yet been published.

The Report that follows in this beoklet describes the proceedinge

and conclusions of an international workshop held in Ceylon in August,

1968, which was convened by IUPAC as a follow-up to the original
Mathews Report. The Workshop was under the Chairmanship of Professor

Hailiwell (U.K.), who has had wide exTerience in chemical educa-

tion throughout the world, and the Secretary to the Workshop was Mr. D.G.

Chisman, Secretary or IUPAC Committee on the Teaching of Chemistry.
Mr. J.C. Mathews himself was among the ten participants from outside

Ceylon.

The Workshop was held in Ceylon at the invitation of the Ceylonese
Ninistry of Education and was timed to follow a seminar on evaluation
and curriculum development sponsored by the Ministry of Education in

Ceylon, the British Ministry of Overseas Development and British Council

which was under the direction of Mr. J.C. Mathews. The DRAG Committee

on the Teaching of Chemistry were pleased to have this opportunity of
arranging a Workshop in Ceylon on this topic since the progress made by

the Ceylon Ministry of Education in revising Chemistry curricula and

Changing the whole approach to examining in chemistry is very considerable

indeed. They were also pleased to be able to collaborate with UNESCO in

the joint sponsorship of the Workshop on this occasion since UNESCO's

Chemistry Pilot Project in Asia has been involved with similar problems

of evaluation. In particular the UNESW Study Group in Ceylon, associated

with the Pilot Project was involved in the Workshop.
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INTRODUCTION

In order to communicate clearly and effectively in any
systematic activity it becomes necessary to develop concepts
and at the same time to evolve symbolism and technical terms
which carry specific and unambiguous meaning.

Chemistry as a subject provides a good example of the
need to develop such concepts with associated symbolisms and
technical terminology. The emergence of chemical, symbolic
nomenclature in the early 19th century contributed signifi-
cantly to the growth of chemistry. In recent years, the
study of organic reaction mechanism and the concepts.evolved
for its interpretation and communication provides a further
example.

In the field of curriculum development and assessment
the use of specialised terminology and symbolism, such as
content objectives, behavioural objectives, tables of- speci=
ficationa, reliability coefficient, difficulty indices and
discrimination coefficients, illustrate an analogous phase of
professional activity.

In this report terms that are commonly used in curricu-
lum development have been included, and there is a glossary
of such terms for those new to this field. It is suggested,
however, that those chemists and administrators who are now
engaged in this important area of evaluation and assessment
of chemists curricula should become sensitive to the concepts
involved and familiar in the use of related symbolism and
terminology. This will lead not only to an enhanced lucidity
in communication among professional workers but will also pro-
vide for an accelerated development of chemical education
itself.

Before the specific problems of evaluation of chemistry
curricula can be considered it is necessary to place ohemistry
in perspective within an educational system, to reflect on the
aims and objectives of education as a Whole and the part that
chemistry as a subject can play in achieving such aims. Thus
the report that follows is concerned not only with the design,
construction and administration of chemistry examinations and
evaluation of chemistry curricula but with the whole inter-
related problem of curriculum change within an educational
system,
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THE_ MAIN REPORT

Aime and Ob'ectives of Education throu-h Chemistr

The aims and ohjeot.i.vs of an educational system may be

regarded as'part of a cyolic process of curriculum development
me indicated in Figure 1.

Objectives may be seen and understood differently by pupils,

teachers, curriculum designers and policy makers. Since this
report is conoerned essentially with evaluation, objectivea will
be considered mainly from the point of view of those involved in

ourrioulum assessment. In this context it is possible to out-
line broad classifications of objeotives and this may be prefer-
able to listing detailed objectives. Such amplification in any
case mast relate to the pupils for whom the curriculum is inten-
ded and adjusted to the conditions prevailing in a particular
eociety

Objee i es may be broadly classified in two divisions -
content objectives and behavioural objectives.

The content objectives will vary with time and place as
the subject develops and grows. The design of chemistry
courses will have to reflect this change and the content
should include carefully selected themes from chemistry to
enable pupils to,acquire an ordered view of nature and
materials. It should also give pupils an appreciation of
chemistry in everyday life, indicate the results of the appli-
cation of chemistry to technology, agriculture and medicine,
and show the relationship of chemistry to other sciences and
culture. These themes must be treated in such a way as to
give some awareness of the role of chemistry in terms of
individual and social needs and of the scientific approach to
problems.

The behavioural objectives relate to changes which chem-
tstry teaching seeks to achieve in pupils' skills, attitudes
and knowledge. These changes will be brought about primarily
through pupil participation in experimental work leading to the
development of three aspects of learning. First, the ability
to use simple apparatus to observe ohanges in materials in
chemical reactions and to record such changes in a meaningful
way. Secondly, the ability to recall, classify and interpret
information and experiences, to devise appropriate schemes for
solving a practical problem, to apply previous understanding
to new situations and to report and comment on matters of
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chemical interest. Thirdly, to develop an interest and involve-
ment in the subject and to gaii satisfaction from it, leading to

an appreciation of its value.

Both the content and benavi ural objectives of teaching
chemistry need to be precisely stated in operati_ al terms and
will need to be modified accordingly when chemistry is consid-
ered as part of general scienoe as distinct from a separate
subjeet. They muet, however, seek to establish securely in
students the desire and capacity to learn throughout life.

InifITEILi_qie9n in ceYlon
;The following examples iiJnstrate the way in which the

objectives outlined above have been interpreted in the educa-
tional system. in Ceylon and conveyed to teachers, examiners and

pupils.

a) 21.tectives for Teachers and Examnors

In this analysis objectives are classified using a modi-
fied form of "The Taxonomy of Educational Objectives" designed
by Bloom et al.(see bibliography).

A Table of Specifications (aee Part 11 - Supporting Evide
once, 1) listing the various items of the chemistry syllabus
and analysing the questions set on each item J3 used to show how
the following dlfferent objectives are tested in the examination.

Recall: involves test items requiring a response util-
ising primarily the recall of specific parts, terminology,
conversations, trends, classification criteria, method-
ology, principles, generalisations, theories, etc.

Comprehensiong test items in this category demand a
response requiring more than simple recall. An element
of understanding is required and this may be of the

following types:

- translation of mathematical verbal material into
symbolic stateme to and vice versa,

- interpretation of data, statements (including simple
explanations, summaries, etc.),

- extrapolation from data, statements (i.e. extension
of trends beyond the given data, determination of
effects, corollaries, etc.).

(iii) Application: includes responses involving the application
of abstractions in speoifio cases. The abstractions may
be in the form of general ideas, rules of procedure,
general methods, techniques, theories, etc.

A subdivision of this objective (iii) involv s calculation.
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) Analysis, synth sis_and evaluation: includes items
testing recognition of explicit and implicit rela-
tionships, structure; recognition of unstated
assumptions; discriminations of facts from hypo-
theses; organisation of ideas, statements, data;
design of simple experiments; recognition of
logical accuracy, consistency; comparison of
theories and generalisations.

b) Instructions to Schools: 0-level Chemistry Examinations

In the introductory notes to the new 0-level chemistry
syllabus (see bibliography) candidates are informed that there
will be two papers - one of three quarters of an hour duration
consisting of short answer questions carrying 40% of the marks,
the other of two hour duration. They are also advised that
in their answers they will be expected to give evidence of:

(i) An understanding of the facts, principles and theories of
elementary chemistry.

An appreciation and an understanding of the relevance of
elementary chemical facts, prinoiples and theories to
everyday life.

iii) A simple appreciation and an understanding of the methods
of experimental science as applied.in elementary chemistry.

(i ) A familiarity with simple apparatus and-experimental work.
(The possibility of using simple materials, other than
standard laboratory apparatus, to perform experiments,
should be recognized. Teachers are advised to use such
materials wherever they are relevant.)

The Function of Examinations in Chemi tr
n an Educational_System

As outlined in the previous chapter the process of curri-
oulum davelopment may be regarded in a cyclic manner (Fig. 1).
Having formulated aims and objectives, appropriate aotion is .
required to achieve:these goals. In turn assessment is used to
determine to what_extent and how successfully the aims and
objeotives have been achieved and to adjust both the objectives
and action,if necessary.

Thus examinations as one means of assessment play a
powerful and somewhat complex role in the development of an
educational system. In various systems examinationsin ohem-
istry are currently being used for some or all of the following
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purposes.. is rnlhQi;y, however, that any one examination
would be valid for all rae purposes listed.

The firs'. three purposs listed are direc ed at the pupils;
the remsii,dcz- are P.imed e,t tile educational system as a whole.
In a well es'cablished syztem the main purposes of examinations
may be aimply the first three, but in a developing system the
other purposes can be of g7:oat importance in providing data on
which judgments and adjustmnts can be made. In particular
(vi) and (viii) can have a majer formative influence on teach-
ing and learning.

(1 To teat a3iir iHeat of pupil .

(ii) To indicate pot Itial of pupils.

(iii) As a select
employment.

instrument for higher education or

(iv) To assess effcctiv ass of teaching.

(v) To diagnose pupils' difficulties.

To stimulate and modify teaching and learning methods
and at 'tudes.

(vii ) To modify future examine ions.

(viii) To sp ll out the objectives and content of he curriculum
in operational and specifio terms.

) To aot ae a sensitive and rapid st ering system to
adjust deci ien making at the aims and objeotives level.

(x) To reflect quantitatively the characteristics of an,
educational environment.

To locate constraints ia an educational system.

examInations in Ceylon

Chemistry examinatioNN in the Ceylon educational eyntem

at -used for all the purposes listed above in the following way.

The Ceylon G.C.E. '0' and 'A.' level examination's are used

as achievement teats and also for seleotion purposes ( (0 and
(iii) ). In the absence of suitable I.Q. or aptittide tests

the G.C.E. examination in science, mathematics and first lang-

uage is also used for predioting the potential of pupils ( (ii)

using correlations from the G.C.E. National Stratified Random

Sample Data (see Part III --Background Papers 2 and 3).
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eff.,ive.,..e ,rticular areas
of t1-!e ietrevi nerfot in ,:,eneral are meas-
ured by Diffic-Cit Indees end MeL'as from the G.C.E. 10'
National 6%.4-atiecL R=e.om aata. Likewise specifio points
in the_techipg ozed for diaTnostic uurposes
( (v) ) t-e diffieult7,.0-: and to sugrgest
reinfo:ce:;2ent sna.ew r,equences, ineserviee train-
ing courses are aiwed at specific areas of the syllabus as a
corrective to weal--messes brought to light in the data.

Dur.le the y,e,iori 19r(,)-e5 eLanes in the cxami.ations in
chemistry eere deei,3n.De t3 ..;L-ste changes in the teaching
( (vi) ). A Ereater ceverag of the old syllabus was made
po6:3ible chang tructures and also objec-
tives so.ea as appati., synthesis (see Part III -
Background Paper 2) 1/:;:e introduced. This period of change
made it possible to int2oduce a ri:ejor curriculum and examination
reform in 1965. l'ertler changes in the desi&I and moderation
of chemistry exa:r11.3'c,3 ( (-v1i) ) are brought about by refer-
ence to the Natienni nt:%.;;ified Ran-um Sample. The teachers
end puniin may refer to 11 rtoty.ee paper and marking schemes
attached to the new syllabu an0 teaching schemes in order to
become completely fsmil'ar ith tL-.2 objectives and content of
the currioulem in cl::ecific t;:rms ( (viii) ).

The way in which an examination ean be used as a sensitive
and rapicl 'steering instu:lent ( (ix) ) to assist policy making
may be exemplified by 'Ole problem facing Ceylon in the mid-
1960s in th.: wigh to extend science teaching facilities in
rural areas but with a severe limit on the'number of university
science g!..aduste torIchers availalas. Ordinary trained (non-
zeraduate;) teux.hre ware availv.bie and some Imre teaching at
G.C.E. 'OF level but doubt on their suitability for such work
was widely expressed. Data from the National Stratified Random
Sample for December l955 and 1966 were studied and it was shown
that these doubts were not reflected in -the achievement of
pupils. Thus, in this specific context, the oontinual deploy-
ment of non-graduste teachers at this level was regarded as
permissible'as an eLlerc.;oncy measure.

Data from the G.C.E '0, exenjinations 1952-1958 were used .

to demonstrate the quantitative relationship of performance with
educational environment and the more recent data from the
National Random Stratified p ro being used to measure
constraints on the udveation;11 sysi;sm such as urban/rural
differences, socio-eco-omc .n(-1 educational status of parents,
as well as teacher quslifioi.tion and e-cperience ( (x) and (xi) )
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Admjnistrative and TeachingAetion Necessary
to Achieve Objectives

A. Phase 1 - Implementationz Design r/Teacher

Although the same person may be functioning in different
roles as curriculum designer, examiner and teacher it is easier
to separate these roles for convenience and conceptual purposes.

There may be several intermedi ry links between curriculum
designer and teacher, depending on the particular situation
type and size of the educational system but, direct or indirect,
interactions between designer and teacher are most important.

Having stated the aims and objectives of the chemistry
programme the implementation will depend on three principal
factors - demographic, economic and social. Demographlo fac-
tors will include, among others, numbers of schools and
teachers, their rates of increase and pattern of distribution.
Nconomic factors will include the national financial commit-
ment to education, priority needs of scientific manpower at all
levels, availability of additional resources from outside the
country and supply of science equipment. Social factore will
include societal attitudes to chemistry and its applicatiens,
readiness of the teaching profession for change, and patterns
of authority and leadership at different'levels.

.The pha ing and rate of implementation of change will be
dependent on these factors. But the successful implementatien
of any programme will also depend on the effectiveness of
cOmmunication between designer and teacher which will need to be
clear, unambiguous and appropriate to the level and background
of those concerned. Channels of communioation should be
established, if not already in existence, and developed to com-
prise a set of clearly specified operations. Since no commu-
nication system will function with complete efficiency it will
be necessary to provice assistanee and guidance in interpreta-
tion for teachers.

Concurrent with the establishment of effective communica-
tion between designer and teacher there should be administrative
action to allocate resources for implementation. Among these
will be.additional teaching staff, in-service training facilities,
guide lines for teachers, textual materials, specifications of
examinations and above all, time. Only when this management
action has been taken can the second phase of implementation -
teacher/pupil change - be initiated.
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B. Phase 2 - n_

The teacher beeomee avar'o of the aims, objectives and

content of a new chemict.3:7 nrofframme through syllabuses,

teacher's' guides and schemee of work, pre- and in-service

training coureee, examination paears and work schemes, and

textual or other reoeuroe meteria/. It is assumed that the

teacher is reaeonahly competent in the subjeot matter and in

the normal way !le wceeld prepare lesoon plane designed to imple-

ment the objec.tiyo and ccnl-nt of the new course. It ie also

assumed that he h.a3 a. pr orking spaee and facilities

for teaohinp

In prcnting_hie m treeial the teacher usea oral commun a-

tion, textual matsricac, domona,rations, visual aids, pupil

inveatigation,-discuesienr, class and home exercises, extra

curricula sativit3. (rnl ao nwlonco,olubs, projeotseend visits.

to outside laberltrics eed 1Ae*orico) End examinations.

Examinations comp%*ic,3 que_ltion/anarror technique inethe ordinary

lesson, periodic teats end anz:. fizi.l ozo.zination. These all

provide learning oitao.tion and-us;r be ulcd to diagnose pupils'

difficultioe and tc modif'y Vmehing. nethods, Moreover they may

be uaed to aso3a lv effectivelw the objectives have been

aohieved.

Imelementati n in :Len

Implementetien of mnir ohfimistry cur icula in the,Ceylon

system has been effececd by detailed schemes of-work for teachers.

These not only listed the unual iteme in the syllabus but gave

teaching outcemes rer each occtice., suggpeted teaching prooedu'res,

eleperimente ona activities for pupils end also highlighted prob-

lems or betivaticee., Loth:for pupil and teacher, at appropriate

pOinte. Another inteeeating aspeot'ia tho home activities

which.pupils are cnceureged to undertake - through the provision

of eimple ilparatas and chemicals where necessary - not only to

familiarise them with eituations in everyday life in whioh

chemistry playe a part, but elee to assist direct transfer of

classroom lee:ening to evewyday life.

Assistanoe'and guidance to teachere.are given through

weekend study circles and vacation courses. Supervision or

such assietance is reovided by the Service supervisory staff in

.00neultation with the 'ourrioulum design staff of the Ministry of

Edudation.
:

TArther details of the administrative and teaching action

carried out in Ceylon to aohieve.objectives of the chemistry

programme are given in Part II - Supportin .Evidence.
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Planan Lamination Scheme

A. Introduction

Before an examination scheme is planned it is eseential
to know the purpose of the_exeuination. Various ways in which
examinations in chemistry are being used are given in Chapter 2

but each country will have to decide within its.own educational
system which of these purposes are intended and this informa-
tion must be submitted to the examiners.

It is also important to have information on.the character-
iatios of the student population for which the examination-is
intended. These characteristios Will include age groups of
students, length of schooling and other relevant SO010-0002101140

and educational factors. They will also include the pattern
of,reiioue assessments baseclon earlier examinations and

evaluation procedures.

Informatitheexaminor
EffeotiVe examining always used to he and often still is'

the inspired and intuitive work of.suocessful teachers. How-

ever, in recent years, oonoepts and techniques have emerged .

Which permitsprofessional educationists to work on currioulum
design.and evaluation, exposing some of the weaknessee of
earlier methods of examining. This has enablid the diverse
-experiences of professional curriculum designers and teacher
exaniners to reinforce each other leading, to new cioncepts of

examination construction and assessmnt.

'In,order to'design an examination it is sesential for, the

xaskiner to have some basio information froe'the instructional
staff or from those who hare designed the curriculum. In

addition to the broad Purposes of the examination4pd the:

characteristics of the student' population (mentioned in Seotion
A above) the examiner must know the content.of the curriculum
and the pupil activitiei involved.

. -One way Of presenting course.cOntent is by Means Of a
written syllabuaarganised so as twindicate Majer,topicsend
,sub-topics. 'There should be-some.olear indication in the

syllabUs on the importahoe and emphasis, se well as the time-

that haabeen devoted to the major aegMents of this ocurse.
The content:Specification should indicate the basic-material
reqUiredof all pupils and the alternate or'optional material in

the course.

In addition to,specifioations of content, it will-be
necessary to indioate the levels *f attainment expected of the

pupils. Iwpartioulsr,'it willAwneoessary to.speoify in .

16
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reEpeet cf each az'ea of the content the level of beiavoural
aohiont expeoted (cognitive, psyelecemotor and affective
faotorc are the.usually accepted technical terms in this
context (eee glessary).

Parthermoro, relevant and pertinent 'information can b
given by.describing the'teaching prooedure and activiti S o

relpils have been exposed to aehieve the objectives.

It is a arowing practice in the planning of an examine-
.U.cn Lohemo.to relate the content objeotives, behavioural
objectives and teaohing aotivities,4n a variety of ways.
The test common vay by whioh this speeifieation'is achieVed
ic by moans of ce two-dimensional grid, eXaMples ofwhich are
even in Part II - Sniporting-Evidence 1, 3.and 4.

C. Available forms of aesessment

There are three broad eategories of asseesments

(i)-Intornal assessment by teachers which is an .integral
part of toachin

(ii) Assecement by an external tody. This is essentially-a
tcreinal prooese to asoese attainment at the end of a
colAxue. .

(iii)Asoesement in Whieh'a terminal assessment.. admin stored
'by anextornal body is.combined with an asselitment made
_by the teacher. :

The teohn.igliee of aeseeement in.all thes Categories may
be a written ex4minatione.an oral'test, a practical examination
beeed,.ce.1 eritten'evidence or direct observation of pupils'
aetitities. Varipels combinations of.these teohniquea are
pootiblo-

D- The aer,seyziatea Use ofvarioue forms of examination
(see ale° Part III - Packground Papers,

Wel ten examinstions differ widely,in farm. Ois type of
quetiOn iv ealled fixed. response, thatio a qaestion in
which the candidate has-to choose between some'determined
responses,- O. g

-Mon a weighed pieee of magnedium is completely
bUrned in air, which one of the folloeing ie
obtained?

(i) A blaok powder whese maighVis greater 1han
that of magnesiul.

(ii) A black powder Whose weight is lass than
that-of the magnesium..

17
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(iii) A white powder whose weight is greater than
that of the magnesium.

(i ) A white powder whose weight is less than
that of the magnesium.

A second type of question is the single open-ended ques-
tion to which candidates have to give a short answer
having been determined by the examiner and inotuded in
the mark scheme, e.g.t

Name two substanoes in the Ceylon home that are
used as fuels. Give one instanoe where a liquid
fuel is used as a solvent in the home. State
whether the solute you have mentioned in your
example has undergone a physical or a chemical
change.

Give one reason to support your conclusion.

A third type may be called structured questions. In these
the examiner has predetermined in detail the structure of
the answers he expects.and the question is divided into
parts that correspond to these answers. In other words
a single complex situation'is broken down into a set of
open-ended questions all requiring short answers, e.g.:

In an experiment 30 ml of chloroform is shaken with
30 ml sr NH

3
/H

2
0 of strengths (a) 1M. (b) .9M.

(c) .8m (d) .7M. (e) .6M. in'a conical flask
as shown in the diagram.

The mixtures were allowed to stand for 5 minute
and analysed to find out he amounts of NH in the
two layers.

What liquid is in layer A?

What liquid is in layer B?

18
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) How would you obtain 10 ml of layer B
without using a pipette? You should
draw a diagram if it will make your
answer clearer.

(3) Ho* would you show that layer B contsined

ammonia?

(4) What might happen if a solution of

ammonia in chloroform was shaken with

pure water?

(5) What might happen £f a solution of
ammonia it water was shaken with a
solution of ammonia in chloroform?

Mark Scheme

(1) A - water (1)
. B - chloroform (1)

(2) Use burette (2)
Technique (3)

(3) Any moist -(1) indicator (1) showing colour

change (1) .

(4) Movement of ammonia from chloroform into

water (2)
(5) Movement of ammonia from chloroform to

water (1)
Water chloroform (1)

:

Possibility of equilibrium C2)

Total 15

A fourth category of question is commonly called essay

question. These questions usually require a fairly

long answer, not necessarily in,the form of a prose

essay since other forms of communication - mathematics,

diagrams or notes - may be more appropriate. This

category may be subdivided according to the method of

marking. If the answers are marked by a finely struc-

tured mark scheme largely predetermined by the examiner

the amount of freedom of response is less than if the

answer is marked by impression with a more general mark

scheme when the eandidates have opportunitiee of sub-

mitting more divergent answers. E.g.i

A mixture of.hydrogen and nitrogen, left in a jar

for several days, at room temperature, shows no

appreciable amount of ammonia, What special
reaction oonditions are used in the manufaoture of

ammonia from hydrogen and nitrogen, to make the

production economical? Give one advantage of
making the mixture of gases flow through the
reaction chamber, rather than remain static.

19
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it is obv7:1 that air candidate to
answer a prcu;ytormna:: way, fixed response and
struot-ared question% are the most useful. If, however,
the exnmirler eialhoo allow the candidate more freedom
in answeing, thc trta rcspone questions are more
appropriate.

It should be roted tha fixed resp0nie tests lend th
selves aci-e :!edily to fine specification of most of
the objeolveR, to nratesi.,ing and data processing
teohnique, porticniarly -hat Qf Lition analysis,
and the r lokeT.: oub.lication of res

They allou a wide coverage of both content and objec-
tives and the mark,ng of such tests is highly reliable
and requirs little skill. Examining bodies, however,
should th-J.nk carefeAlr about the possible effects of
adopting this form of assessment from motives of
administrat1vJ oJnveni.ence alone, because there a
many edueaLional qualities that fixed response tests
are unlikely to measuro.

The "Eesay" type que tions, which are marked from a
detailed marking scheme, roquire a .special comment.
While apparently allowing free responJe to the oandi-
date, in practice the answer, if it is to be success-
ful, muat fit a detailed response largely predetermined
by the examiner. It may seem that if an examiner has
already structured the euestion in his Own mind it
would be better to make this structure explioit to the
candidates in tha question rather than to ask the can-
didates to guess at the structure.

Oral testii

la some countries much use is made of oral techniques as
part of a total assessment of achievement. This has the
advantage, not only of testing knowledge and understanding,
but also of allowing direct feedback from examiner to
bandidat e.%. during the examination, ece that it closely
resemblee a teaching-learning situation, particularly in
ohemistry, if it is asuociated with a practical task.

(lii) Lisssissak
The assessment of skills, abilities and attitudes in
practical work requiree special mention. The marking of
written evidence after a practical exeroise has,obvious
defects an a weans of assessing the practical work of the
candidate. Examilers may wieh to consider the use of a
direct observation technique for this purpose in the form

20
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of a continuous assessment of practical work by teachers.
It should be pointed out that this assessment involves
all three domains, cognitive and affective as well as
the psychomotor behaviour.

There is some evidence to support the view that a pupil
uses abilities when he is carrying out experimental work
which are, to some exten+ distinct from those used in
non-practical situations. (A suggested specification of
these objectives is given in Fart 11 - `Jupporting Evidence,
4, together with some information on the measurement of
praetical ability by continuous assessment, and a brief
discussion of the problem of moderating these assessments.

If, however, only the psychomotor dimension
evaluated, there is much experience in indu
evaluation of skills is extensive.

s to be
Ty where the

E. The effect _of different forms assessment on the_teaching/
learning_situation

The emphasis placed on the different techniques of assess-
mentdiffers between internal and external assessment. Assess-
Ment within a school relies heavily on oral and other direct
.obeeryation techniques, while in external assessment the empha-
sis is on, written examinations arid tests..

It is also apparent that in external exardinations there is
a general trend at present towards a more Widespread use of
fixed response questions in objective tests (so called). This
trend towards a more rigid candidate-response in.examinations
is in contrast to recent curriculum reform which-gives greater
freedom of response and initiatiVe to the-pupils in their
lessons.. TakerLtO their extrete, these two trends are not
compatible, and the dangers ih thi s. situation can only.be
countered by the use of.more balanced forms of final assessment
in which more than one technique of assessment is used.

If examinations are to.haVe the desired backwash affe t on
education, the techniques Used in examining must resemble those
used in teaching; so that if a teacher finds it necessary to
use more than one form of questioning the examiner should do
likewise. The use by an examiner of one technique alone may
well lead to coaching in schools in this technique to the exclu-
sion of other, and equally desirable, formS of questioning'
between teacher and pupil.

.0ne obvious example of the effect of a.form of assessment
on the teaching/learning situation is that of direct observation
of the pupil over a period of time. If this is carried'out by
the teacher, and if the outcome is used as a part of the final
assessment of the pupil, a change in the relationship between
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pupil and teacher is almost inevitable. A pupil who knows

that his teacher is also his examiner is bound_ to view his

teacher in a different light. This change in relationship

may not be undesirable, but it should not be ignored by those

who wish to introduce some form of continuous assessment which

will subsequently be used by external authorities.

istration and ftecu of xaminations
in_Chemistry

A. The appointment of appropriate_ individuals to examinatien

boards

If the examination is truly to be an instrument of wise edu-

cation, if it is to serve as a means of assessment of educational

achievement and as a means of making adjustments to the educa-

tional process, then the composition and qualifications of

examiners and examination boards must be carefully considered.

An examiner or a moderation board member should possess, not

only long experience in teaching and high competence in his sub-

ject field, but, more importantly, he should feel a strong moral

obligation of being open to new ideas andto innovations in the

educational process. He should consider the examination not

only as an instrument of performance but as a means for educa-

tional reform.

To eustain among examiners these positive attitudes of

openness and dedioation to improvement, they should periodically

study their techniques in the light of the wide international

ferment in the field of curriculum development and assessment.

In keeping with this self-critical spirit, several practical

steps can be recommended to examination boards:-

(i) They should establish liaison with members of the scien-

tific and technological communities that education pro-

fesses to serve (for example, with doctors and health

officers, with engineers, with research scientists, with

industrial managers etc.).

They sho ld maintain working contact with university

scientists and with science curriculum design groups

where these exist.

(iii) They should occasionally consult an in ernat onal expert

on examination constructien and use.

iv) They should keep abrea t of the growing specialised

literature on assessme t and examinations :In science.
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The reaso s for sleessing these pointe and recommendingthese steps are that ie some countries - indeed in many coun-tries - the Examining Boards have cut themselves off from suchstimulation. As a result they tend to beoome a positive
blockage to innovation and a source of discouragement andfrustration to those who are striving for curriculum develop-ment. This can be particularly acute in the context of arapidly developing scientific discipline such as chemistry.

B. §_tlaiels?..f operations

Having designed a plan and an organ eation, the examiner
is ready to construct and administer the examination. The
general sequence of operations and the various forms whicheach operation may take are Aescribed below.

The seeuenoe of operations may be common to all dountries,
but the for* of each operation is likely to vary from country
to country, depending upon their aims, resources and experiencein examining.

Figure 2 is an attempt to show the sequence and poseible
forms of operation diagrammaticelly. The sequence of operationis shown vertically and, for the sake of completeness, a con-
struction of the specification is included, although this has
already been discussed in a previous section.

The various foeme of operations available to an examination
organisation are shown horizontally. Those wh-o are about to
set up their own examinations for the firsttime will need to
choose which form of operation is meat appropriate to them; fOr
convenient usage the forms of operation are arranged from left
to.right in order Of increasing diffioulty. By their very
nature, the order reflects, in part, the historical development
of examination construction. It should be notede however, that
a country need not evolve its examination structure by paesing
progressively through the sequence shown in Figure 2. Rather
it should chooee that form.of operation which is most appropriate
to the present circumstances'.

To illustrate thie point the development of operations in
-chemistry examining in Ceylon over the past eight years is shown
in Figure 3. The reader may find it helpful to draw a similar
diagram for the examination system in which he is interested.

C. Writing the_queetions

The first job of an examiner is to arrange for some ques-
tions to be written and the simplest way is Tor.one or'two chief
examiners to write them. For shceet answer and free response

e za
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qu-tlons t1ai hd or cuia il although thpre is

always a dem r tht vxnmination will refleot personal
likes and di -s the ex&miner.

f it is proposed to use fixed roxtse and structured
questions, however, exeleining aathoritiee may fincethat the

use of one or teo Question writera will be effective for only

a short time. The cenetruetion of sueh.questions requires
akille experienee and, above all, plenty of time. And if
feed-back from classroom to examination is to be attaiAed, the

use of one or mora groups of 012122.1.e311.2_2.1i41,1129_11Z-i12.
touch with teaohinçin sohopls becomes desirable.

The transition from tha use of one or two queetion writers

to a group of question writers is at present taking place in
Ceylon, where the firat step to bring about this.changs has
been the training of question writers. This was the aim of
an evaluation workshop conducted in Ceylon in August 1968 a

report of which is given in Part III - Working Papers, 6.
This workshop is not presented aa a model, but rather as an
example of one attempt at tho sort of training which is
necessary.

The aoleoton of question writers is an important part of
the process of building up an examination. lt should not be
taken for granted that because a person is a good ohemist, or
a good teacher, or both, that he will neoeasarily be a good
writer of questione for a chemistry examination. It is only .

by judging efforts in the actual construotion.of questions that,

good question writers can be found; and, if ii t theught that
examinations should reflect and encourage the desired object-,
14ves and approach to education in chemistry, then the more the
writers are in tune with actual teaohing situations the' better.

'It cannot be denied that the writing of fixed response and

stru tured questions is difficult and time consumingvand
writers before long may run out of ideas. It may appear,
therefore, that the expenditure of good questions year by year,

never to be used again, is wasteful. For this reason it is a
growing practice to colleot a pool, or bank, of questions,
properly classified, whioh clan be used when required, and
possibly used more than once. To extend tiiis idea, there
seems no reason why an international pool of questions at
various levels of chemistry ahould not be formed (it should be
noted that pre-testing, if required, would haw* to be carried
put again on an appropriate populatiole). An international
pool of questions could greatly aobelerate the growth of exam-
ination construction in developing countries. It must be
pointed out, however, that the formation of a pool 'of questions
requires more complex systems of filing and:security than does
other forms of examining, and this should be borne in mind when
considering the adMinistrative requirements of a new examination
system.

'26
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The writing or euesti s is only the first part in the
construction of an examine ion. The next is a critical
review of the questions, a stage which is particularly import-
ant for questions of the fixed response and structured type
in which much chemistry is often contained in the question
itself. If question writers are inexperienced, there will
be a large wastage of questions at the review stage, often as
high as three ouestions out of four.

The first critical review of questions is often undertaken
by a small group of examiners, but the practice varies from
country to country. A possible set of criteria for a first
review has been worked out for use in Ceylon examinations in
the '3eylon Workshop and is set out below. (The list is not
intenced to be comprehensive and other factors may have to be
considered, particularly some technical factors in the construc-
tion of fixed response questions. if necessary, the reader
should refer to standard publications on test construction -
see bibliography.)

(i).Accuracy Of the chemistry.
') Simple errors of construction, e.g. language,

ambiguity, obvious clues, etc.
(iii) The appropriatenees of the ievel of study.
(iv) The time requiree to read the questions.
(v) The specification of the ouestion.
') Its effect on the teaching/learning si u tion.

Construction of the first arLLLL2s_j2A!ITILEEtl_a-L_pAELE

The reviewing process (sometimes called shredding) may be
repeated by other similar groups of people. Then the examiner
is in a position to construct the first draft of the examina-
tion paper.

In doing so, the major factors, in addition to those given
above, which must be kept in mind ares-

(i) The specifications.
(ii) The range and distribution of dii iculties of the

.questions.
(iii) Duplication of qUestions.
(iv) Overall time required to complete the paper.
(v) The relevant weighting in terms of marks for the

various kinds of questions and the weighting
within eadh question.

(vi) Alternative questions and questions from which a
choice can be made ehould be equivalent as far as
objectives, time required and difficulty are
concerned.
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F. Moderation of zakEER

Another review of questions and of the text as a whole,

similar to that conducted by the examiner, may now be under-

taken by another group, normally called moderators, before

the publication of the examination in its final form.

For this meeting of the moderators the following materials

would be required;

(i) The draft ex mination.
(ii) The table of specifications.
(iii) The marking schemes.

(It is assisumed that the background material available to

the examiner is also available to the moderators.)

O. Ere-testing of Questions

The sections D, E, F above are based on the assumption

that pre-testing of questions is not feasible. However, in

some educational systems it is possible to carry out pre-

testing of questions, particularly of the fixed response type.

Pre-testing is essentially a trial of questions on a

representative sample of pupils, the objective being to pro-

vide the examiner with an additional tool in the form of

quantitative data, which will assist hie to refine his

examination.

For details of pre-testing, readers Should refer to the

literature, but they may find of interest the procedure

idopted for the first time in Ceylon.in 1968 as a preparation

of the Evaluation Workshop held in August of that year ee

Part III - Background Papers, 6).

Among the main data concerning an individual fixed res-

ponse question which arise in pre-testing ares

(i) Percentage response to each sub-aection (distrao-

tor) and a Aiffloulty index (D.I.) of the correct

answer.

(ii) The discrimination coefficient (D.C.)

.The difficulty index tells the examiner the percentage of

pupils who responded to a question in the pre-test in the way

the examiner expected. A low diffioulty index means few

questions answered !correctly.

The discrimination coefficient tells the examiner the

correlation between the performance of candidates in a par-

ticular question with the performance of oandidatee in the
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teat as a whole. Neither the difficulty index nor the dis-
crimination coefficient tells the examiner that the response
was educationally desirable nor does it tell him that the
chemietry iu queseion was sound. Thue, it will be found in
the examples given below that a pre-tested question whose

difficulty index and the discrimination coefficient were quite
satisfactory had to be rejected on other grounds.

With the aid of this additional data moderators would then
proceed in the usual way. (It is assumed of course that both
examiners and moderaters are competent in interpreting pre-test

data.)

ritleal reviev of some fixed ros.onse suestion from the
ar heed in Ce lon in 19 8

queeeione

1. Sulphur powder and iron powder were strongly heated
together. When te ted for iron and sulphur, their
preceertios were NUT evident. This is because;

(i) a mixture was.formed.
(ii) a compound was formed.
(iii) an element was formed.
(iv) a physical change had occurred.

2. An element reacted with cold water displacing hydrogen.
This element is most likely to be:

(i) high up in the activity series.
(ii) just above hydrogen in the activity series.

(iii) just below hydrogen in the activity series.
(iv) very far down in the activity series.

3. Arhenever a liquid becomes a solid which one of the
followina can be stated as being certain to occur?

(i) Arrangement of particles in a regular pattern.
(ii) Packing of particles into a smaller volume.

(iii) Absorption of thermal energy from the surroundings.
(iv) Decrease in the kinetic energy of the particles.

A gas showed the following properties. It immediately
extinguished a glowing splint. It had no reaction with
limewater. When metallic copper was heated in the gas,
no visible change was observed. Which one of the
following could the gas be?

(i) Sulphur Dioxide.
(ii) Nitrogen.

(iii) Carbon Dioxide.
(iv) Oxygen.
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NaUll Y SO
4

is41,HSO4 + al.

NaHSO
4

NaOH 1a
2
so

4
H 0 + Y cal.

2 NaOH + E2 LS04
2
504 4- 21-1

2
+ Z cal.

The above equations indicate 2 methods by which sodium

sulphate may be prepared. Which one of the' following

describes the thermal energy relations of the two pro-

saes?

(i) X z . Y.
(ii) y + t . X.
(iii) Y -.X . Z.
(iv) A + Y . Z.

6. Gases A and B have the following physical properties.

Solubility in water
Boiling
point

Density
relative
to air)

Gas A
Gas B

70 g per litre
15 g per litre

-110°C
2°C

0;8
1.2

In order to collect as pure a sample of B from a mixture

of A and B with as little wastage of it as possible,

which one of the following collection procedures would

you adopt?

A & B

,30
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A & B

freezing
mixture

7. What weight of potassium chloride (molecular weight 74.5)
would he formed when excess hydrochloric acid reacts with
17 g of potassium nitrite KNO2 (molecular weight.85, the
salt of the weak acid nitrous acid

7.45 g
(ii) 8.5 g

(iii) 14.9 g
(iv) 17 g

In which one of the following solutions will chlorine NOT
be liberated?

(i) Cold concentrated hydrochloric) avid and hot conc
trated sulphuric said.

(ii) Cold concentrated hydrochloric acid and bleaching
powder.

(iii) Cold concentrated hydrochloric acid and cryst_ls
of potassium permanganate.

(iv) Concentrated hydrochloric acid heated with
manganese dioxide.

The diagram represents an electrical ci cuit involving an
oxidation reduction cell C, a voltmeter V, an ammeter A
and a resistance R.
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ec rode

solution 2:I Acicjjfjed Fe
SO4

solution

In which of the following ways would variation of
conoentreti,:in of tho permanganate solution be
expected to affe t the voltmeter and ammeter
readings?

(i) The :7!meter reading will cha.r.ge bUt the
vol 2t,ter reading will rethain unchanged.

The voltmeter reading will change but the
ammeter reading will remain unchanged.

li) Both the ammeter and the voltmeter readings
will cnange.

Neither the voltmeter nor the ammeter readings
will change.

10. When four substances A, B, C, D were heated in air
the following observations were made. Which one
of the foll,)wing observation would alone suggest
that the substance concerned was NOT an element?

(i) A liquified but no new substance was formed.
(ii) B burned producing sulpher dioxide.

(iii) C burned pruduoing only an oxide.
(iv) D neither liquified nor produced a new

substance.

32
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Review

Item
No.

Content
code

0bjectve Accuracy Errors Level Time

4 (1) - .69 .54

14 1)
\'''' editing

.50

2 2 -

/ .E0

-

.5929 Stem may be
shortened

\FF.,

27
N.../' ''

Constructi-
on (clarify)

,- .44 .39

6 2 (4) Obvious
clues
(i) &

..../

.46 .44

7
t Use formula

weight in-
stead of
molecular
weight.
Irrelevant
data.

- -

29 Changed
from (2)
to (1)

Quest-
ionable

Obvious
clues

9 1.= R omitted
in diagram

Too
diffi-
cult

Too
long

.46 .28

10 4 (4)
,

Needs
editing

,4/7 .34 .44

Multiply by 100 to obtain percen age figures for difficulty index

Content Code:

TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS CONTNNT CODE

Nature and scope of chemisti4y.
2 Subetances-and their properties.

33
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5 Soiutjo
4 Elements, mixtures and compounds.
5 Physicai and chemical change.
6 Burning.
7 Air.
8 Oxygen
9 Condition fr combustion-
10 Oxidation - ':-oduction 1,
11 Action of acids on metals.
12 Hydrogen,
13 Laws of cl.smical combinations.
14 Action of water on metals.
15 Atomic theory,
16 Classification of reactions.
17 Chemical calculations.
18 Action of acids on salts.
19 Electrolysis.
20 Ionization and ecuilibrium..
21 Corrosion.
22 Atorri.c structure.
23 Carbon chemistry.
24 Chemicals from air.
25 Chemicals from sea.
26 Chemicals from soil.
27 Energy changes in chemical reactions.
26 Radiochemistry.
29 Oxidation - reduction 11.

Objectives code:

(1)
(2)

Recall.
Comprehension.

(3) Application.
(3)I . Calculation.
(4) Analysis, synthesis:and evaluation.

Additional commentEan..,.;e2..ackla_a_g_Itituation

Q.1. Question based on actual experimental work done in
class. Encourages pupil activities/ teacher demen=
strations, making observations and drawing conclu-
sions from experimental data.

May be anSwered without actually doing the experiment,
but it encourages the teacher to introduce. simple
'experimental work. The reference cold water suggests
a. further investigation of the effect of variables
such as temperature. The item could be made more
concise as follows:-

An element The location of the element
in the activity series is most likely .to be:

4
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(i) high above hydrogen.
(ii) just above hydrogen.

(iii) just below hydrogen.
(iv) far below hydrogen.

Q.3. Brings up the idea of using a model in chemistry to
explain the properties of matter. When generalisa-
tions are made, as suggested in this item, the
teacher should be encouraged to be conscious of any
anomalous situations such as the behaviour of water
in this instance.

Q.4 The item c uld be more concisely stated. Encour-
ages pupil activities/teacher demonstrations, make
observations.

Q.5. Needs minor editing. The question indicates two
methods, but gives three equations. It is
necessary to indicate that the first two equations
refer to one process.

This question draws attention to broad generalisa-
tions and applications.

Q.6. Emphasises the need to confront pupils with the
ability to cope with new situations. Encourages
training in suitable designing of experimental
set-up to solve problems and apply general prin-
ciples in chemistry to new situations. Unfor-
tunately, ohoicee (1) and (ii) are not good die-
tractors.

Q.7. Editing;

(i) Delete - "the salt of the weak acid, nitrous
aoid" (irrelevant data).

(ii) Use formula weight instead of molecular
weight since the subatance is ionic.

.) Use 8.5 instead of 17. It will be
easier for the pupil to recognize the
relation between the formula weight of
KNO

2
and the given weight.

Item encourages the teaching of chemical
calculations.

q.8. Example of an unsatisfactory question.
(iii) and.(iv) are obvious clues, actually oarried
out bi- pupils, tut (i) is not done and.on that
basis alone it may be selected. Aocuraoy of the
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.,mistry is also questionable. Any attempt to
test (i) experimentally by a pupil may be
dangerous.

Question rejocted. May be too difficult. The
examiner probably wants to test the understanding
of variation of voltage with change in conoentra-
tion, which may be too difficult at this level.
In addition, he has coupled to it a problem
involving variation of both voltage and current
which makes it even more difficult.

The diagram does aot show RI.

Q.10. Editing: Insert the word 'separately2 after
'heated'. A good question whioh calls for analy-
sis.synthesis and evaluation of experimental.data
and making conclusions.

I. Rejection of fixed responsaAlles ions

Rejection of questions may be effected at a relatively
unsophisticated level on the following grounds which.are illus-
trated by examples.

(i) Accuracy ofthe chemiptry

Copper reacts with nitric acid according to
-the equation:

3(1:21---811M03 ,30u (NO
3

)
2
+2.4R_O 2NO

The volume of nitrid oxide.at STY which is formed
from 63.5 g of copper would be:,

(i) 22.4 litres.
(ii) 44.8 litres.
(iii) 14.9 litres.
(iv) 7.5 litres.

Comment

This reaction is more oomplioatod than indicated
by the equation given in this item.

h as las ambiguity,_ oh_
clues,

The solubility of potassium chloride at Various
temperatures is represented below:-

36
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Which one of the following points indicate a
saturated solution?

(i) B and D only.
(ii) B, C, D and E.

(iii ) C and D only.
(iv ) A only.

Comment

Both diagram and the stem of the question are
confusing. The correct response does not
appear as one of the choice.

(iii) Appropriateness of the level of_stUdy

ii iii iv v vi vii viii

Ic 1 21 0

i(embers of the first elements in the perio
table are represented above.

Which one of the following pairs of elements is
LEAST likely to show resemblance in their chemi-
TiaTsroperties?

(i) f, k.
(ii g, 1.
(iii r, 1.
(iv k, g.

Comment

In the Ceylon teaching manual this depth of study
is not expeCted to. be reached.

37
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Reading time of sues -ons

A pupil weighed 10 g sugar into each of two 100 ml
beakers A and B. The sugar in beaker A was in
the form of a fine powder. The sugar in B was in
the form of a single lump. He simultaneously and
carefully poured 80 ml water into A and B, without
stirring the contents. At intervals of 5 min.
duration, five-drop samples of the liquid from
each beaker were withdrawn and their separate
sugar content determined. If these results are
graphically represented, which one of the following
would best depict the results of_the experiment?

i)

`k.

C3V t
1 Ahl UNTq°

OF
SUGAR

AMOuNT
OF,

SUGAR

iii)

Coniment

An average- pupil may teke as much as li minut s to
read and understand the stem only of this question.
In this paper .45.minutes are allocated for answer-
ing 40questions and tWtime taken for this ques-
tion is out of proportion. Furthermore, there is
an air of unreality in the question; it seems
unlikely.that the writer of-the question actually
performed the experiment.

(v) gffectontheteacinsituation

When H S.is passed into aqueous solutions of the
following groups'of metals which group will produce
only black precipitates?:

as
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(i) Pb Ou, C(L.

(ii) Cu, CO, Sh.
(iii) Pb, Ni, Cu.
(iv) Ni, Cu, Zn.

This kind of item encourages memorising information,
which in the context of school chemistry can only
be regarded as trivial.

At a more sophisticated lovel when pre-test statistical
data are available further crite .Ls. may be-used as exemplified
below.

(i) w difficu ty index

When a finely divided metal A is mixed with the oxide of
metal B nnd heated, no change is seen to occur. When
the oxide of metal B is heated, with a metal C, metal B
and oxide of C are formed. When metal C is added to a
solution of a salt of A, particles of metal A are
deposited. From these observations the increasing
order of activity of the metals B, C and A ies-

(1) C, B, A.
(ii) B, C, A.
(iii) C, AB, B.
(iv) A, B, C.

Comment

This item though discriminating positively (0.23) .hea a
very low difficulty index of 0.13. This is probably
due to the length 'of the item, the complexity of infor-
mation and the use of symbols.

(ii ) Low discrimInation coefficient

What may NOT always be expected in a balanced chemi al
equation describing a chemical rea tion is that the sui .
of the:-

(i) weights of the products equals the sum of the
weights of the reactants.

(ii) volumes of the products equals the sum of the
volumes of the reactante.

(iii) number of atoms cf the products equals the sum of
number of atoms i f the reactants.

(iv) atomic weights o" the products equals the sum of
the atomic weigkbe of the reactants.

.a9
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Comipent

This il;em has discrirrin tion coefficient as low as

-0.53 1thon8h the aiffionity index is 356. Here

the stc,-m in the nej;etive form may have been the
significant contriblvtory facto:.

Non functioning di t,raetors

Three similar burning tapera were plunged aimult n
ousli into 3 separate cans containing, coconut oil,

petrol and kerosene respectively. Petrol caught fire
at once, but NOT the other two. This was probably
due to the fact that:-

(i) the temperatures of the three tapers were not

the same.

(ii) the ignition temperature of petrol is higher
than that of the other two.

(iii) the ignition temperature of petrol is lower
than that of the other two.

(i ) petrol has a lower density than either of the

other two.

-Com ent

The first response does not appe .r to functiOn
adeqUately as only 0.06 of tht tekt population
selected this choice. The fact that the first
choice is a wrong response may be self evident"from
the first few words of the stem.

Over functioning distraotors

Milton is used to'remove ink stains. The agent res-

ponsible for the bleaching is actives-

(i oxygen.
(9 chlorine.
i

(iii) hydrogen.
(iv) hydrochloric acid.

Comment

72% of the test population seleoted the firet'ohoice
(an incorrect choice) whereas only 20% responded to the

correct choice.' This type of over funetioning is

sometimes due to the poor wording of the item, as borne

out here.

spEcrAL _AOTE

Although an item may appear acceptable on i dices of pre-

test data, it may Still be possible that the item is Unsuitable

because of errors which.escaped a first acrutinj. This could

40
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happen because the target population ignored the errors and
responded correctly. But still the question must be either
rejected or re-written even though the item appears to
function well.

e.g. NaOH + H2SO4 NaHSO
4

+ H 0 + X. cal.

Na1150
4

+ H
2
SO4 Na

2
SO

4
+ H

2
0 + Y cal.

2 NaOH + H
2
SO Na

2
304 + H

2
0 + Z cal.

4

The above equations indicate two methods by which sodium
sulphate may be prepared. Which one of the following des-
cribes the thermal energy relations of the two processes?

(i) = Y.
(ii) y + 2 --. X.

(iii) X + Y Z.

(iv) Y - X =

J. AdMinistration of examinations

Organisations for the administration of examinations are
bound to vary greatly. For the purpose of this report only
those aspects of administration which may directly affect
decisions on the form of examination are considered.

A general pattern of examination administration may be
classified as school based, regionally based, and nationally
based. If the assessment includes some form of continuous
assessment it will entail an extra administrative load on the

schools.

.A particular difficulty in .some countries may be the
need to translate an examination into several languages.
This produces problems not only in translation of idiom but
also in translation of technical vocabulary. Other problems
in question setting arise when there are,different cultures
within a.country, particularly when referring to chemicals
which may be found in one cultural background but not in

another.

SeP1.41-tY

Most examinations at present remain secure before admin-
istration. There are:exceptions, the most important of
which .,re some oral And practical examinations and continu-
ous assessment of practical end other work which is the
normal Tart of a.chemistry course.

In some secure examinations, pupils may be allowed fore-
knowledge 'of'a part of the examination or relevant materials
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of the examinazion; for t-ample, open-book examinations and
examinations in shich hooks on data are allowed. At the
other extreme some examinations, particularly some of the
fixed response type, are kept secure before and after the
examination. This raisea further administrative difficul-
ties.

111:_trytiji° and handling of examinations

The degree of administrative diffioulties in this area
depends largely on the form of the examination and question
used. For example, the use of fixed response and etructur d
Questions, giving a lot of various types of- information .in
the question itself, inevitably leads to a bulky and more
complex examination. The sheer bulk raises administrative
problems in printing packaging, storage, deepatch and security.

Ma kinq

Marking may be in.three forms from.a fixed key, from a
finely structured mark soheme and by impression, these being
in the order of increasing diffioulty.

A special comment is required on impression marking.
This is a gradinp process rather than a marking process and
is normally conducted by more than one examiner with general,
rather than detailed, suggestiens for marking. Suoh marking
may call for a close examination of standardization procedures.
People qualified to mark by impression are not'alwaya easy to
find. A further administrative difficulty in impression
marking arises from the need to post scripts from one marker
tp another in a short period of time.

!here the same question appears in more than one lang-.
uage:in an examination paper and there is error in one trans-
lation, the examiner must +classify ell translated questions as
faulty, because bilingual students may have read faulty and.-
the correct one.

K. Analysigi, interpretation and apo ting of results

*Stem marking, the examiner has available for analysis the
marks of each candidate in each question, the total marks in
each geotion, and the total mark in the examination as a whole.
The common practiee is to use the total marks scored as a
measure of attainment. This implies that marks obtained en
different sections of the test whioh were designed te measure
different objectives can be added to give a meaningful result.
The candidates are then put in Order Of mer0 according to the
total marks. The simplest interpretation of this order of
merit is to classify candidates into these who have pissed and'
those who have failed. But interpretation may'be used for

42
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many different purposes (see Chapter 2) and one may ask if it
is the proper function of the examiner to decide who hae
passed or'failed.

A second and more refined form of analysis pu s candi-
dates into grades indicating more clearly a hierar hy of per-
formance by the candidates in the examination as a whole, but
gives no further information on the candidates' performance
in the different objectives of chemical education, in other
words a praLat of the candidate. To do the latter would
require a more elaborate but poseibly more profitable form of
analysis, interpretation and reporting of the results in lhe
light of the objectives cf chemistry teaching.

6. Strate d ' Curriculum Re

The major assumption underly ng recommendations and
suggestions in this report ia that ourriculum development and
examination reform are no longer one-stage operations. The
pace and pattern of change is such that institutional arrange-
ments which have been discriminately designed to cope,with
change have become imperative. One feature which should
characterize such institutional developments is the provision
for enhanced participation by teachers of chemistry, as well
as professional chemists from universities, health, agricul-
ture and industry.

Just as in chemical research, team work is increasingly
replacing individual isolated efforts, so in curriculum
development and examinations reform the need to provide,for
co-ordinated group effort is becoming necessary. This is
being achieved through the establishment of curriculum
development centres in which participants from many fields
pool their experience and insights in the preparation of
curriculum materials.

One of the prime functions of such activity may be the
redliction of the flag time' between the emergence of new ideas
and techniques, and their application in classroom situations.
Another important function of curriculum reform groups is to
sustain the momentum created during the process of renewing
curricula, so that curriculum development groups might under-
take to keep their materials, practices, methods and tech-
niques in a process of continual reappraisal and readjustment.

A danger to be avoided is the elevation of the 'new'
material and practices to the status of a new dogma. Hence,
the need exists for some sensitive feed-back of information
as to the direction in which the system is moving and a
discriminating examination d,sign provides suoh.a. monitoring
and steering device.

43
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Institutional organization for curriculum reform and
examination design will not in itself ensure the diffusion
and adoption of the new ideas. There is a need for more
understanding of the process by which change comes about in
school chemistry teaching. Inevitable cOnsequenoes of
curriculum reform are that relationships between all parti-
cipants in education will need to be modified and adapted to

permit growth and development.
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Achievement
test:

Affective
behaviour:

Attainment
test:

Behavioural
objectives:

Cognition:

Content
objeotiVees

.Diagnostio
test:

Difficulty
jndexa

'Discrimination
coefficients

Facility index:

Grids

Items
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APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY

A test designed to measure the performance
of a pupil in relation to the expected
outoomes of instruction.

A pupil's emotional feeling tone. This
may include internal feelings and emotions,
or may be expressed in overt behaviour
marked by an immediate impulse to act,

See Achievement test.

The analysis of the objectives of a course
in terms of intended changes in the ways in
which the pupil will feel and act.

An intellectual prooess whereby a pupil
beoomes aware and obtains all the various
modes of knowing, including all the forms
of reasoning.

The listing of the major divisiona and sub-
divisions of ihe subject,matter to be
covered in a couree. These are o ten
included or implied in a syllabus.

A test used to discover areas of strength
and weakness in the attainment of the
expeeted outcomes of instruction. .

'Synonymoust Placement test.

See Item analysis.

See Item analysis.

See Item analysis

See Table at specificatione.

A question, an incomplete se tence or other
task in assessment designed to lioit a
response from the xaminee.

45-
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Item analysis=

Moderation:

101 level:

Objectives:

Placement te

Pre-test:

Psychomotor
activity:

Raw score:

Scheme of
studie :

40

A process by which the results of an
examination are analysed for the purpose
identifying suitable items in terms of
their difficulty and discriminating power.
Difficulty index is usually expressed as a
percentage of the population answering the
item satisfactorily. It is also called
facility value. The discriminating
power (or coefficient) of an item is a
measure of how well the item helps to
differentiate between "good" and "poor"
pupils, "good" and "poor" being determined
on the basis of performance on the entire
test.

,A process in which items in a draft of a
test or a grade obtained by assessment are
critically scrutilized by a group of compe-
tent persons to ensure that all the speci-
fications demanded are met.

General Certificate of Education at 0 d nary
Level - an examination taken at the end of
a five-year secondary school course (aged
lb years usually).

The goals or aims of instruction or teach-
ing stated explicitly (or somei:imes only
implicitly) in functional or behavioural
terms. There may be several kinds, of .
which content objectives and behavioural
objectives are the most widely used.

See Di gnostic test.

A process of administering a tryout form
of a test for the purpose of obtaining
experimental data to improve the final
form.

Co-ordi ation of a mental process and a
motor activity.

An empirical score obtained by direct
application of a marking scheme or key.

An expanded syllabus outlining the contents
and indicating the relative emphasis of
time to be devoted to each division or
sub-division of .the subject matter.
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Shredding:

Syllabus:

Table of
specifications:

Teachers'
manual:

- 41 -

The use of certain criteria to analyse the
function of a question with a view to
re-writing the question in a most suitable
form.

A document compiled by a curri ulum authority,
specifying the major divisions and sub-
divisions of the subject matter to be
covered in the course.

A diagrammatic analysis of the content and
behavioural objeots.
Synonymous: Two-dimensional analysis Grid.

A scheme of studies explicit to include
helpful methods and techniques of instruc-
tions, teaching aids and references to
source materials.
Synonymous: Syllabus of instructions.

Two-dimensional See Table of specifications.
analyses:
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APPENDIX B

G R A P H Y

Alias, J. et al. - Theoretical Constructs in CurriculuuJ
Development and Evaluation; Ministry of Education,
Colombo, Ceylon, 1967, 24 pp.

Alles, J. - Notes on Structural and Functional Aspects of
an Educational System relevant to Educational
Administration; Ministry of Education Colombo,
Ceylon, 1967, 35 pp.

Ashford, T.A. - Contribution of the ACS Examination Committee
o Chemical Education; Journal of Chemical Educa-

tion, Volume 42, 1965, p. 496.

Bloo_ , B.S. (ed. ) - Taxonomy of Educational Objectivesz
Handbo k I, Cognitive Domain; Longmans, Green and
Co., New York, 1956, 207 PP.

Bruner, J.S. - The Process of Education; Harvard U.P.,
Cambridge, Mass., 1960, 97 pp.

Examinations Committee ACS - National Standardization T: ts
in Chemistry at all levels - High School, College
and Graduate Level. 1935 to date.
(May be obtained from Examinations Committee A08,
University of South Florida, Tampa, Florida 33620.

Furst, E.J. - Construction Evaluation Instruments; Longmans,
Green and Co., New York, 1958, 334 P1D-.'

Goodlad, J.I. - The Changing School Curriculum; Fund for
the Advancement of Education, New York, 1966.

IUPAC - The Effect of Examinations in Determining Chemistry
Curricula Mathews Butterworths 1967.

Krathwohl, D.R., Bloom, B.S., and Masia, B.B. - Taxonomy of

Educational Objectives; Handbook II, Affective
Domain; David McKay Co., New York, 1964, 196 pp.
The second part of the work listed above (see

Bloom

Lindqui E.?. (ed.) - Educatjonal Measurement; Ame i an
Council on Education, Washington D.C., 1966 ixth
printing), 819 pp.
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Ministry of Education Department of Examination ), Ceylon -
Amended Syl abuses in Science Subjects, Ceylon
General Certificate of Education (Ordinary Level)
Examination; 1965 (includes sample question paper

Schools Council Publications, R.M.S.O., London -
1. Examinations Bulletins, particularly Nos. 1,

4 and 8.
2. Working Papers (all available).

The Schools Council - Educational Implications of Social a d
Economic Change, H.M.S.O., 1967.

Taba, H. - Curriculum Development: Theory and Practice;
Harcourt, Brace and World, New York, 1962, 526 pp.

Unesco - Meeting of Experts on the Curriculum of General Edu-
cation: Final Report, Moscow, January 1968; Unesco,
Paris, June 1968, 29 pp.
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lum Development), Sc/Mathe Project, Ministry of
Education, Colombo.
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Yr. J.C. Mathews, ixaminer, Nuffield Chemis
(author of Iii-PAC Report on Examinations).

Prof. J.F. Kerr, Professor of Education,
University of Leicester.

Mr. D.G. Chisman, Secretary, IUPAC Committee on
the Teaching of Chemistry; Assistant Director,

CREDO. 8ecretary..21fipila.e.

Prof. T Ashford, University of 8
(Chairman, ACS Committee on P.;xami
Chemistry).

th Florida
-tions in

Prof. C.M. Wheeler, University of hew Hampshire,

U.S.A. (Representi g B.S.F. India.

.R.1 Prof. S.A. Balezin, bnesco Adviser, NCERT, New
Delhi, India.

UnescO: Dr. R.H. Maybury, Division of Science Teaching,
Unesoo, Paris (Project Officer, Unesco Chemistry
Project in Asia.
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II SUPPORTING EVIDENCE

1. TheEduca-
from the oint of view of science educatio

by I.F. Halliwell

What follows is generalised, sure to be inaccurate in a
number of specific cases, but gives an adequately accur te

working picture. The Ceylonese educational system is
closer in its structure to that of the U.K. than to that of

many other European countries or to that of the U.S.A.

The main points of importance can be communicated by t o

figures and accompanying notes.
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Age
group
of

pupil

(University,
Free (Technical
higher (College,
edu- Teacher
cation Training

'College

1

Voluntary 17
free

schooling
.provided

15

14

13

12

11

Compulsory 10
free

schooling 9

8

6

47

SCIENCE
SPECIALISTS

1,000 went on with science
courses

2,800 relwated A-level course
(nearly all private

5,600 in each age group
took A-level courses
(4,400 state, 1,200 private)

18,000 repeated 0-lena course
(15,000 state, 5,000 private

27, 0oo in each age group
r-,
t

took 0-level courses 051

20,000 state ! 1

7,000 vate : 50 115

Comparative !

numbers (tl-Du-,
sands) .for
non-soienca ,

speoialista

87

87

GENERAI, SCIENCEI:
'iFOR

Total
school population of
each 1 year age range

(varies)

220,000

GENERAL
CERTIFICATE
OF EDUCATION
(A-level)
total 8,400
candidates

GENERAL
CERTIFICATE
OF EDUCATION
(0-level)
total 45,000
candidates

Figure 1 Structure of school population in Ceylon (1967) showing
the population context of the programmes in General Science

and in Chemistry, Physics and Biology for 0-level. and A-level examina-
tions (numbers approximate and rounded from statistics supplied by the
Ministry of Education).
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TOTAL NUMBER OF CANDIDATES
(first time and resit)

50,000

40,000

0

000

10 000

0

48

1950 1960 1970 Year

Figure ? Number of pupils taking 0-level Chemistry in
successive years (numbers rounded from statistics

supplied by the Ministry of Education

A and B mark the initiation of the General Science programme
and the 0-level Chemistry programme respectively.

Notes on Figures 1 and

) The Ministr of Education and Science in S hools.
Although all state education, at all levels including
university level, is free, there are some private
schools (either fee charging or free). Some of
the latter are well equipped, have good library
facilities, are of long standing and are held in high
esteem. Nevertheless, all :upils staying at school
after the statutory leaving age o: 1!)i do so, at
whatever school they may be, with the intention of

sitting for the Ceylon General Certificate of Educa-
tion in a range of subjects - and the authority for
the establishment of syllabuses, the setting of the
papers, the marking of the scripts and the publish-
ing of the results resides with the Ministry. To
this must be added the fact that the provision and
organising of in-service courses to help teachers
meet any changes in syllabus also lies entirely with
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the Ministry. In Ceylon, the considerable movement
for reform in science teaching has also come through
the Ministry, namely from the Deputy Director General
for Secondary Education and his staff.

In planning, especially in planning work for the
.senior pupils, the closest co-operation with the
country's leading scientists is regarded as top
priority. Nevertheless, in schools, in-service
training and assistance together with the emergence of
new patterns for examinations in the Ceylon General
Certificate of Education are the major vehicles for
aotion.

(ii) The Ceylon General Cartifiqato of Education. This
examination, like its counterpart in many countries in
Asia and Africa, has evolved from, and still strongly
resembles, the General Certificate of Education of the
U.K. In Ceylon it is held in December. It can be
taken at two levels: at the Ordinary Level at ihe age
of 15+.0r 16+; and at the Advanced Level at the age
of 17+ or 18+. These examinations are nearly always
referred to as the 0-level and the A-level examinations.

The 0-level papers are set and moderated under the
direction of the Commissioner of Examinations by a
combined group whioh consiets of university members,
staff of the Deput;,- Director General for Secondary
Education and members of staff from teacher training
institutions. The marking of the scripts is done
centrally in the.Ministry. Much-further increase of
the number of scriPts shown in Figure 2 will obviously
lead to major administL.ative difficulties. In this
connection it must be remembered that the examination
in each sdience subject consists of two papersjone
multiple choice of 3/4 hour and one free response' of
2 hours). Moreover, answers may be in.Sinhalese or
Tamil or English, although'each candidate must use one
language only.

The A-level papers are set by invited university staff
and an'invited senior university member acts as
moderator. The scripts, in this case about 1/10 the
number of 0-level scripts, are marked on a paid, but
voluntary, basis by university staff.

(iii) The pmpils

What isthe background and intellectual calibre of the
pupils taking the examination papers? In seeking an
answer one becomes aware that the pupils taking science
are influGAced by two pressures: selectivity by the
educational system and competition from their contem-
poraries.
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Competition can be dealt with briefly but it s import-

ance must not be ander-rated. It arises from wide-
spread unemployment. The fact is that if a boy
obtains his 0-levels and then his A-levels in science
subjects, then, whether he goes to a university or
other institution of higher education or not, there
are more opportunities for him to get a job. If he
obtains 0-level and even A-level passes in arts sub-
jects he may well find himself unemployed unless he
has strong family influence backing him.

To do well in science is, therefore, of importance in
a context which is much wider than an_educational one.

Seleotivity -by the educational authority also becomes
increasingly severe as the pupil advances. To get
into an0-level class the pupil must have done well
in his mathematics, in general science and in his'
first language (Sinhalese or Tamil, or occasionally
English). Parental wish can also play a part at this
stage, and as can be seen from Figuee 1 about 10% of
the country's age group joined 0-level science classes

in 1967. Because.the selection is partly on academic
ability and partly on parental wishes, there is'a
fairly wide range of ability at the 0-level examination.

To go into an A-level science class, however, a pupil
muet have passed the 0-level examination in his first
language, in mathematics, and in :Our other subjects.
Further, among these six passes there muet be three
whieh he has passed at credit level e two of which
muet be in the science subjects he proposes to take at
A-level. This high standard for entry into the
A-level class is one of the reasons why such a high
proportion of those taking 0-level re-take the examin-

'ation a year later. The other reason is that if they
-have failed first time they try to pass on the second
occasion,for the onomic-sociological reasons-given
above.

To get into a university a pupil must achieve at least

3 credits (not just-passe in his four A-level eub-
jeets and also have reaohed an arbitrarily set-level
in the aggregate of marks for all four subjects.

These requirements must be set against a baokground of
.provision for learning. In 0-level classes a pupil
has 5 x 40 minute parirde per week in each science for
two.Years, and at ee oe4: he must take papers in all
three soiences (phyeeee7 ehemistry, biology) and in
mathematic's. In classes, the time allewance
averages 8 x 40 minute periods per week in each of his
foul- A-level subjects -.one third to 'one half of this
time being spent in a laboratory. The uanal combthes-
tion of subjects for A-level are: physics, chemistry,
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pure mathematics and applied mathematics, or chemistry,
botany, zoology and physics.

In 1966, 53% of those sitting 0-level chsmistry passed,
and 22% obtained a credit. About 15% did well enough
in their chemistr and other subjlects to enter A-level
classes.

(iv) The teachers

Teachers of A-level classes are all graduates in science
subjects. Some will have had professional education
training.

Teachers of 0-level clasase are by a large majority,
non-graduates, but have been profeesionally trained
at one of the two Ceylonese teacher training colleges.

The Ministry, however, has an extensive in-service
training and aiding programme. Although each year
there is usually only one vacation course in science
lasting 2-4 weeks, there is a well established system
of one-day study circles taking place at weekends under
the direction of the staff of the Deputy Director
General for Secondary Education. These study circles
are held all over the island, number about 40-50 in a
year, and have been running now for four years. This
means there is a very-close link between teachers on
their home ground and those in the-Ministry responsible
for planning and implementing new schemes.

v)

One of these is common to many countries but perhaps
particularly to Asian oountriesa Centuries of trad-
ition have held that the function of the pupil was to
learn at the feet of the teacher whose business it was
to know. Any new relationship between pupil and
teacher which in any,implies that the teacher cannot
supply the answer for the ohild to learn is regarded
with suspicion amounting in some cases almost to con-
tempt by many parents and pupils, and even teachers.
There is thus an inherent resistance to new modes of
learning based on co-operative exploration and it is
certainly necessary for.any new proposals to b
accompanied by extensive guidanoe for teachers

But perhaps one of the great problems in'Ceylon s
education system is that of language, a problem also
met in some European and other Asian countries. The
language of pupils in Ceylon is approximately:

75% Sinhalese
20 Tamil
5%) English
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But the special anC, cai poixit is that on the whole
neither group (!:1:1 3-p.z '4 other native language.
Very fewe even educi GoyloD.ess can converse fluent-
ly with a countryman in the otLer native tongue;
communication botwen Tamils and Sinhaleee is predom-
inantly through English. It is not without signifi-
Canoe that the firt vorsion c.Jf the new chemistry pro-
gramme is printed in gilsh a,lthough Sinhalese and
Tamilerersione arc t L-rig prep&red; the problem arises,
however, of new techrial wo::Ls in the native language.
Examination paps.rs hava to be printed in three lang-
uages, but those markind one set of scripts on the
whole cpuld not mark the other. The-situation with
respect to textbooks is not an easy one, especially at
A-level, for the cost of producing a book that can
only beread by a anc,.11 group within the island and by
no one outside it is very high. Nevertheless progress
has already been made, as will be discussed in the .
seoond section of this Working Paper.

Lastly, any country will be oonfronted with the coat of
equipment, and.Ceylon's educational budget in.absolute
terms is not big. In general science, where the
number of classen and of pupils is high, improvisati
is essential. At 0-level, improvisation is still
necessary, but special apparatue and chemicals are
available as reqeired. The policy at A-level is that
what is necessary for eound learning mast be supplied -
but reform ae A-level is *only just being-planned.

On the other hand it must be realised that scient
equipment and chemicale, at least at the beginning
the task of coping with the development, need to be
purchased from abroad (Europe is the chief source) and
transported by 608. This means the use of foreign
currency and delays in deliVery. Unleis the item
required is held in stock there may be up to a year's
delay in a school's obtaining it, a situation aggravated
by the olosing of the Suez Canal. The Ministry has
began a echeme for producing locally must of the scien-
tific; equipment needed by schools. About 18 miles out
of Colombo, building has begun on A site for an Insti-
tute of Science Education. Part of the site'is being
developed as a residential centre for training science
teachers and for housing ourrioelum reform groups. .

Part of the site comprises drawing office, production
workshops equipped with modern machinery and a distri-
bution centre for apparatus deeigned and tested in the
other part. This production centre id already in
initial stages.of operation. Such an imaginative step,
possibly vital to CeyIon's development of science
education - especially if-there is to be a big increase
in the number'of pupile in 0-level and A-level clasees -
is almost certain to clash.with business interests of
foreign'suppliers;
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ELtst_sIkeisentof the new schemes for teach-
ing ohemistry in Ceylon

What follows is not an outline of the history of the
Curriculum Reform Project, but a series of comments on some of
its problems and some of its successes and failures, attention
to whioh is thought likely to be useful to any group involved

in a similar effort. A project focussing on 0-level work
will have a different set of problems from one concerned with
A-level. The latter deals with a group of pupils who are
more mature and of a narrow range of high ability. Moreover,
the oontent is much more sophisticated and, for many pepile,

is transitional to university work. The probleme of A-level
work are chiefly concerned with establishing, both in the
field of planning and in the area of in-service teacher
training, oloee and fruitful co-operation between university
world_ and school world. Ceylon is only just embarking on its
A-level project. This part of the paper is therefore limited
to the 0-level project, begun in 1961 and now in its third
year of trial in schools on a scale largeeenough to be exam-

ined nationally.

It is convenient to consider the problems in the frame-
work of the four steps which will need to be taken:

1. Formulating the educational AIMS of the Project.

2. Planning and carrying out lines of ACTION thought
to be necessary to achieve the dims.

3. Setting up machinery for valid and reliable ASSESS-
MENTS of the action in the light of the aims.

4. Establishing permanent machinery for RE-APPRAISAL
on the basis of feed-back and the results of
assessment.

AIMS: These are formulated at different levels. There are
the general, that is politioo-sooiologioal, statements

of intentions made by Miniuters of Education and the highest
directorate level of administrative ervice's; there are the
directions given to teachers in terms ef programmes for schools;

there are the intentions (often imprecisely formulated) of
teachers in the classroom; there are the definite demands made
on pupils in examinations. That this translation of objec-
tives from general terms through to pupil behaviour Should be

checked for internal consistency might well be.thought to.be an

obvious necessity. It is net commonly done explioitly. Row

far it has been done in Ceylon may he judged from what follows.

The general aims that were b hind the initiation of
the General Science Project in 1957 and of the 0-level Specific
Soienoes begun in 1961 were also stated in the report of the
National Commission on Technical Education, July. 1963,
Sessional Paper X of 1963.
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Para. 76. In a day- pc.r2ons ha the

necessary apti las an'i should be

selected and tr!,---Ln;4d to Tese their ful est

contribution to tLe various fields of indastry ,

agriculture and commeroe. The purpose of

education is not merely to mould the person-

ality of the student in order to fit him into

the society in which he livee, but also to

develop his innate talents and ekilIs, so

that he will be an asset to the nation.

Technical education merits special attention

in view of its vital relationship to national

development.

The education provided at present is mainly

academic, and is influenced largely by the .

requirements for entry to a university. The

World Bank Mission hag drawn attention to the

fact that in the family the children, especially

among the more prosperous classes, are excess-

ively sheltered. Initiative; self-confidence,
experimentation, inquiring habits of mind, are

not encouraged from early childhood. The

tendeney in education has been to stress the

encyclopuedie and purely academie' aspect of

eduesitloii,, rather than ekille and independent
SOluti,60.-ce new problems. It has k,erved to

oreale a prejudice against- manual work and the

aoqed:sitiOn el much needed skillek and has

thus Obetraoted economic development. Book

learninEand memory rather than reasoning
ability have beet stressed, even in village
school:8, where children come from predominantly

agricultural communities; (Page 23)

-&-t a aubjeot stage of translation,. now directed much more

precisely at teachers, wo find:

"The pregnantsadi-OI-ehanges that had tekeit

plaos in Ceylon,.some of which have been indica-

ted above, made it olear that their effects -

the ohangei in the nature, Composition, aspira-

tion and function of the G.C.E. tOw Level

population demanded-a chtnige in the educational

objeotivea hitherto assumed - objectives which

involved not only the.knoirledge and skill compon-

ents of education but alit, the component of

attitudes"
CCeylela Science .T4taching Development

l'rogramme; a report prepared for
TinescO,.Dspartment Of Eiluoatien,
Ceylon, 1.963.
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These directives now in the form of questions are repeated
in slightly altered form in the detailed printed version of the
0-level Chemistry Schemee (Syllabuses of Introduction and
Schemes of Work in Science Subjects for O.C.E. Claeses, Depart-
ment of Education, Ceylon).

Nevertheless it is pertinent to ask for operational defi-
nitions of some of the phrases used. For example, what is it
that a "scientifically literate citizen" can do that distin-
guises him-from a nen-scientifically literate citizen?

Until this is done it is doubtful whether we have any
basis for judging whether the examinations which pupils have
to take can find out whether they are scientifically literate
or not.

Lastly,-the Specifications for Examinations have been
formulated by the Ceylonese Ministry. Here the influence of
"The Taxonomy of Educational Objectives", Bloom et al. (New York,
1956) is acknowledged. The Hpecifications are stated in the
report prepared for Unesco upra)

The details of the way these specifications are used to
plan an examination paper, and the statistical methods by which
the validity and reliability of the assessment is checked, are
given in Part III 7. Background Papers, 2 and 3. This aspect
of the work has been done with great care and it is possible
therefore for the Ceylonese Ministry and'for Outside observers
to judge to what extent the objectives are being achieved.
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OBJECTIVE

An Expla_atory Note

In this analysis objectives are classified using a
modified form of "The Taxonomy of Educational Objectives",
designed by Bloom et al. for the Cognitive Domain (Bloom,
Benjamin S., et al., 1956: A Taxonomy of Educational
Objectives; Longmans Green and Co., New York

1. This category includes test items whioh require a.
response involving primarily the RECALL of specific
facts, terminology, conventions, trends, classifica-
tions criteria, methodology, principles, generalisa-
tions, theories, etc.

2. Test item in this ca egory d mend a response calling
for more than simple recall. An element o
COMPREHENSION is required and may be of the following
types:-

translation of mathematical verbal material
into symbolic statements and vice versa,

interpretation of data, statements, etc.
(including simple explanations, summaries
etc.),

extrapolation from data, statements, etc.
(i.e. extension of trends beyond the given
data, determination of effects, corollaries,
etc.

Test items in. this category will demand responses
involving the APPLICATION of abstractions in parti-
cular and concrete situations. The abstractions may
be in the form of general ideas, rules of procedure,
general methods, technical principles, theories, etc.

. These test items will require responses such as in 3,

but will include numerical CALCULATION.

4. Test items in this category will include items usually
'classified in Bloom 4, 5 and 6, and will involve
responses calling for ANALYSIS, SYNTHESIS and
EVALUATION.

Among others this will include the follo i_gt-

recognition of explicit and implicit relati _-
Ships, structure, etc., recognition of unstated
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assumptions, discriminations of facts from hypo-
theses', organisation of ideas, statements, data,
etc., proposition of methoas of testing hypotheses,
theories, etc., design of simple experiments,
recognition of logical accuracy, consistency, ete.,
comparison of theories, generalisations, etc.
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.-1E:UCL to bng _ sCle into oeing
H.a -J-27.com fel:lowed te

rining and decision making, and establishing
peahent reform Eroup;

.n:Aleoting feed-bLe', and re-eorrec0 ig
detsilzni shemoo of werk

tne SCiTg up of extensive and continu
in-service and oreaervice teacher trainingl

1:ne provision of adequate ;.earning
en(L riorces;

establi coe c a a vu and reliatle
roment for asessihg pupils achievement.

the vionese group done about thi

The 0ence Teachin 'ject hss en centred in the
Ministry under thc direct and e:Ktensive ;Iiidance of the Deputy

Director G.:-)neral for .3econaary i.;aucation. lie and the staff

concerned have had close links with similar work in other
countries eithor by going to these counties to work intimately
with the proposals or by the bringing of c.ve3:seas exports to

Ceylon. The terit of the carful look other people's
efforte can -0(: jidged by the following facts. Two of the staff
spent one yenr the U f. (another three opending six weeks
there); site,2h spent one year in the U.S.A. and two spent

short period h India and Au.:;tr,-2,1ie; closely associated
with the ChemiApv i'roject, spent a year in dangkok with the
Ijnesco Chemistry Teaching Pilot Project for South-Last Asia,

and one of these has continueri this close association With this
Asian proje-. for a. econd year.

in .verse way, groups of leadi g science teachers
from the iJ.h. wre invitea to take part in inspectorate dis-

cussions and Loacher-training courses, 1.nd leading figures
associated with reform in the U.S.A ana Australia have been
invited to

In this way the Ceylonese group were well ).4for_ ed or
modern trends in other countries and had time to translate these
into- details which were.appropriate to their own needs. The

basis for the preparation of detailed schemes of work was the
writing of a preliminary draft, trial and feed-back, rewriting,
further trial and feed-back and finally extensive printing and
.distribution followed, by an intensive system of trial and feed-

'back lasting over l years.

Such work is now being continued Cy the science super-
visors in consultation with the writing group. Because the
writing group had so much contact with movements.in other coun-
tries, were themselves experienced teachers and had already
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formulated a set of ol)jective3 which acted as cri eria for
selection or rejection, they were uble to write a draft scheme
that had orograMmed learning as a basis and was essentially
viable. The feed-back was limited to begin with. groups
of six or ueven teace:i-e were asked to try out small sections,
and more extensive areas were tried out with teachers at
vacation courses. The latter were very valuable in that not
only was feed-back obtained, but the teachers themeelvee were
introduced to and participated in the new work that was yet,
to come.

After the writ;ing of the second draft there were
more extensivetrialo lasting over one year.- Now it was
arranged that a range of types of schools and pupils was
covered, the writing_g_rther.mekrtil_gpin-iiSles
teaching as full time teachers.

During the vacations, discuse_ons lasting one or two

weeks were held with selected.senior so ence teachers.

Finally a printed version was published along with
"Amended Syllabuses in Science Subjects" (Department of
Examinations SA 636(Sc), 1964). Following this, very exten-
sive in-service trials were held by the working group every
weekend for years. In this way in the course of a year
almost all teachers in the island were contacted. The dedi-
cation necessary and the amount of labour, unrelieved by any
break, which was involved.is obvious to say the least.

As a result of such interchange of experience, certain
areas of the printed scheme are now under revision. The
setting up of in-service training has been covered in commenting
on the writing and collection of feed-back - in faot these two
aspects are not separable. Pre-service training which supplies
the majority of (non-graduate) teachers for 0-level work is
under a separate branch of the Ministry. The work of teacher
training and of curriculum reform should be.elosely co-operative.
In Ceylon the two are not yet as closely knit as they are in
some other countries.

In turning to the setting up or adequate learning
situations for science one is chiefly concerned with finance:
supplying what is needed by a school (and conversely _seeing
that what is eupplied.is in fact needed) and building labora-
torieti.

Ten years ago there were about 166 school labora-
tories in the 'eland, chiefly in the old-established mud
private sohools. Now there are about 700.. Ten years ago
in most schools science teaching was chiefly a matter of use
of blackboard and a few demonstrations. Now the inspectorate
report that in most schools pupils are doing experiments at
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least once a week. In the last ten years, toot there nas
beer set up a centrailsed store of equipment, a system of
requesting supplies, and a centralised repair an worsop
unit. ?he cost of this change, quite apart from the cst
af buildings, is seen from the following figures for state

schools.

Equipment

1957 156,000 Rs

1965 oou iS
1967 l,400,00 Rs

Chemicals

52,000 RS

17:.; 426 RS

'J25 605 RS

A list of minimum ecuipnient has been prepared by the Ninietry.

There are about 150 laboratories in which
U-level and A-level chemistry is done. These have good faci-
lities and usually one or one and a half laboratory assistants

to each laboratory. General science is not taught in these
rooms. There are 400-500 laboratories, less expensively .

equipped, which are used for 0-level work only, sometimes for
two subjects. Most of these have electricity or gas produced

on the premises. Running wa.ter is not available in many .

schools because of the expense of piping it, but much of the
work at 0-level can be done with a static supply and a system

f syphoning.

There is one ARISBA laboratory in use, erected
by the U.N. School Building Unit as a prototype for Asia.
This has static water, storage cells and portable arrange-
ment for heating, operationally planned arrangement of

working places, and storage facilities.

The question of books involves the 1 nguage prob-
lem mentioned before but at the same time provides for the

evidence iong with the type of examination questions pupils

now have to answer, and together with the increased amount of
experimental work) that the new schemes are not just on paper:
a differently trained group of young people is emerging.

In the 1940s the principal textbooks in use for

0-level in the island were.Littler: Elementary Chemistry, and

Mee: School Chemistry. .

in the 1950s the popular textbook was Wilkins:
Fundamental Chemistry (translated into Sinhalese and Tamil in

1956).

In the 1960s Holderness and Lamberts School
Chemistry has been predominantly in use.

'But the fact is that with the change of programme
and type of examination question it is difficult to answer the
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new type of demands by reading only the books quoted above.
Even the content of the new schemes is not covered by those
.more traditional texts.

The Ministry has I refore had to have new
textbooks written and this task has been undertaken by those
responsible fer the reforms in science education. Unfortun-
ately these new texts are only published.in Sinhalese or Tamil.
In the opinion of the compiler of this paper, these texts should
be translated into English so that those who are considering
writing textbooks for their own country can benefit by seeing
how ideas from many other parts of the world can be woven into
something that is relevant to ones own country.

The characteristics of these new text books are
the completely fresh look at.content and approach, their
inclusion of Much of interest from schemes in other countries,
the deliberate building into the text on almost every page of
little answers and questions to the pupil reader and suggest-
ions as to what he might do at home, and (unusual in a "text-
book") chapters on the method of solving problems by investi-
gation, weighing of evidence for hypotheses and putting forward
explanations. These chapters take the process of being scien-
tific away from classroom and school into the village, the home
the world of newspapers and personal argument, and then bring
it back again to the immediate problem of the chemistry lesson.
There is a deliberate attempt here to make the phrase "scien-
tifically literate" take on an operational meaning. It is a
bold and imaginative piece of production, yet all the time it
has its feet firmly on the ground.

ASSESSMENT* There are two separate areas where a valid-And
reliable method of assessment is necessary.

The first is in the realms of the Ministry's own
activities It laid down its objectives clearly. Are these
objectives being reached? Some of the evidence w4ll be
qualitative: the different kind of examination question, the
increase in laboratory work in schools, the demand for a new
type of textbook. This will give enough indication for further
action to be taken, but a detailed statistical assessment of
the success of the policy is a highly specialised research
'prbject and is not available at the time of writing thia Working
Paper.

The second area is that of pupils' activities.
.The instrument Ter this is usually a publio examination: In--
Ceylon this-instrument has been subject to careful scrutiny
over seven or eight years. The analysis of papers' for content
validity and objective validity, the statistical analysis that
has been done on the results, are outlined. in Part III - Back-7
ground Papers, 2 and 3.
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2. Desigpjpr_ Setting
the Sample question Paper in Chemistry

for Higher Secondary School
Leavin Certifiatè Examination

NCERT, India

In order to eliminate the wlld role which subjectivity
plays in setting, answering and scoring questions, to ensure
a better coverage of objectives, a more effective distribution
of questions over the whole syllabus, inclusion of a variety
of questions and thereby to do away with selective study and
cramming on the part of pupils, the following design for
setting the question paper in chemistry is suggested.

The design is only a suggestion, and leaves scope for
necessary alterations according to the needs and nature of
the subject matter. The suggestions are intended to be
followed in spirit and the weightages proposed to differe t
items may be considered as only approximate. The setter can
at his discretion, thererore, feel free to make changes in
respect of the weightages, if necessary.

Weightage to objectives

In order that the questions framed may not be based on
ju t one or a few objectives, it is also imperative to deter-
mi;le the weightage to each objective and thereby distribute
questions over all the objectives in proportion to their
importance.

In view of the foregoing considerations, a scheme for
the weightage to different objectives for this paper is
suggested below.

TABLE I

S. No. Instructional objectives Marks Percentage

1 Knowledge 48 48

Understanding S 37 37

Application 15 15

TOTAL 100 100
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II Wei hta e to content areas

Towards obtaining a wider and effective coverage of the
syllabus it is Suggested that an earnest attempt be made to
distribute the marks alloted over different parts of the
syllabus.

TABLE II

Distribution or Marks over_Major Areasj)f Content

S. N . Areas of Content

Total Marks

Major areas
of content

Syllabus
Divisions

in
Question
Paper

1 Laboratory processec, 2 2

Chemical and physical changes 8 8

3 Atomic weight, molecular
weight, laws, etc.

Solutions

6

4 3

Halogens

6 Acids, bases and salts 8 8

,7 Nitrogen and phosphorus 10 10

8 Sulphur 10 . 10

9 Na, Ca, Mg and Si 7 7

10 Metals 20 20

11 . Carbon and hydrocarbons 15 15

12 Qualitative analysis 5 5

TOTAL 100 100

III Weightage to forms of Questions

It is common experience that the inclusion of only a few
essay questions in the question papers encourage guess-work
and cramming of set answers to selected questions. It is
therefore suggested that the question paper may'include all
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he fol;.r types of questions, viz. the essay type, the short
answer type, the very shor
type.

i-wer type and the objective

A suggested weightage to different forms of question
given below.

.ABLE III

Weightage to Lifferent .?orms of Qu stions

No. Formsquestions Ao. of
questions Wlarks

_-
tage

,1 Jy 5 25 25

2 Short answer 25 50 50

Ut ectivc 25 25

TOTAL 55 103

IV Di ffi:culty level, lanxage and arrangement of _cues .ions

One of the important functions of examinations, is to dis-
criminate between the low achievers and the higher achievers.
A question paper is considered to be a good paper if it dis-
criminates well. For this purpose it is recommended that
the question papers may contain in dus proportion questions
of various difficulty levels ranging from easy to difficult.
It may, however, be ensured that they are not too easy nor
too cUfficult for the H.S.S.L.C. level.

The wording of the questions must be suffioiently clear,
explicit and unambiguous for each examinee to coMprehend the
questions in the same way as every other examinee and to be
able to know precisely what he is expected to write or draw
and of how great a length.

From the psychological point of view and in order.to
create confidence in the examinee, the questions as far as
possible should.be arranged according to the increasing le -1
of difficulty. This arrangement may be done within the
topic or.the content-also if necessary.

A2Atnt_all_2_01LIn

Options as such have no place in a scheme of good examin-
ations, and hence ne option is provided in this paper.
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VT ';:cheme o e tions their administration

The cuesti
ion A may in

questions; Sectio

n paper may be divided into two sections -
de objective type and very short answe

ay include essay and short answ,r
type que.,-,tioriS.

It is suggested th
simultaneously with clear
the answer papers for ecti0n
at the end of half an hour.
paper, the students will have
th_et if they finish 6ection A
may go right on to Section .

The time allotted to each se
details is suggested below.

oth the sections be admihistered
structions to the examinees that
k will be collected promptly
After the commencement of the
to be instructed in advance
before time is called, they
ithout awaiting further signal.
ion along with_ other subsidiary

TABLE IV

Time Allotme ons

'ziections o
he sample
question

paper

Po o
ques i n

Total
marks

ques ns
to be

attempted

No. o f
questions
to be set

t.stimated
time for
answering
iA minutes

Section A 0bective 25 25 30

iection B Essay and
short

answer

75 0 150

VII Directions

Adequate directions rega ding the number of cuestiono
be attempted, allotment of time to different sections and
other necessary instructions may be given clearly in the
cuestion paper.

VIII Model answersporing key and marking scileMe

It is suggested that model answers and marking schemes
should be prepared along with the question papers. This will
increase uniformity in scoring and will reduce to a great
extent the chanoe of inclusion of vague questions requiring
answers of an undefined scope. This will also check possible
errors (numerical and others) that sometimes unwittingly creep
in- This suggestion should, ther fore, be invariably adhered
to.

The design suggested here is only a fi st step towards
improving examinations. It may require modifications after
it is given a trial for two or thre3 years,
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V

SAMPLE WESTION PAPER

i. Blueprint

,.EIJECTIVE

cL:ONTENT

KNOWLEDGE
UNDER- APPLICATION
STANDING

SKILL'

0

.

k.boratory
;Drocasses

1 1,1)

mical
and phys-
ical pro-
perties

2(1) 1) 2 2(2 ) 1 1

_

,tomic
weight,
molecular
weight,
laws, ,etc.

11111111.111.1

4 2

2

2(1) 7.

IIIII1 ti t i on B

Halogens

Ac ds,
bases,
salts

5

..

7.

2(1 ) i(.i) ., 2 1

1

1(1)
1111111

Ill

II 6('

8(5

Nitrogen
and
phosphorus

Sulphur

5(1)

)

..

2(1 ) ..

2 (1)

2 (1) 111111111111111111111

11111
2(1'Y

1 (1)IIII

=MEI
..

11111

5

1 4

Na, Ca,
Ag and

.. 2 1 4)

11

1) (7)

fetals

5(1)

4(2)

2(1)

2

..

4(2) 11112111M
2 211 Carbon and

hydro-
carbon

12 qualitative
analysis

.. 2 (1) 11111111 2 21111111 7(4

0 (55)
Sub-total 18 (9) .. 24(12) 1: 1' ill 8 (4)

15 11

7(7)

TotA1 4 19) 37(25)

Figures within brackets indicate the number of queattons and figures
outside brackets indica e marks.

3ummary l Essay (E)-
Short answer (S)
:Objective type (0)

No. 5
No. 25
No. 25

Marks 25
Marks 50
Marks 25

of Sections: Section A - Objective questions
Section B - Short answer and essay question
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Joteson the Assessment of Practical_Karil_by_12achers:
evel Chemistr Nuffield Scheme U.K.

by J.C. Mathews

The assessment of practical work by teachers has been
undergoing trials since September 1966. The purpose of these
notes is to explain this form of assess et to teachers who
are about to start the Nuffield lAt level chemistry course in
1968.

The advantages of aseessment by teachers

1. The assessment can be done by those who actually observe
the students at work over a long period of time, so that prac-
tical skills, abilities and aptitudes, whioh are not displayed
in written work can be taken into account. In this way the
objectives of the assessment can be made wider than those of a
practical examination assessed on a single occasion on written
evidence alone.

2. Assessment on several ocoaaions is necessary to cover
adequately the variety of experiments and techniques which
comprise the practical work of the course; and the effect of
chance failure or succees is less.

3. .The assessed practioal work need, not be limited to those
experiments which can be readily administered to a large number
of candidates in a limited time. The restriction of practical
examinations to such experiments could have an'undesirable
effect on the variety of practical work in the schoole taking
the Nuffield coarse. The form of assessment set out in these
notes' lhould lead to a greater freedom of choice of praotioal
work

4. This scheme does give teachers the opportunity to beoome
involved -1,.1 the assessment of their students. It could lead
to a greater awareness of .the objectives of practical work amd
a situation in which teachers and -..aminers work together
towards'these objectives.

During thetwo, years of trials, eight experiments, all of
them part'of the basic course, were chosen'by the Project's
Headquarters team for assessment Guidance was sent to
ts,achers on the oonduct of the experiments,.the ebjecitives of
eaeh, and the manner in whioh marks could be awarde4.,' The
redglts for each.student were entered on a record card and--the
reOpi-td. cards were,reviewed by the Examiners at the end of the
'first and seoond years.

. The main conclusions were as fellows.
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1. Teachers te ded to use a restricted range of marks, and
a candidate's total mark ras rarely less than the half mark.
The mean mark was oorrespondingly high. From an analysis
of the marks, cOupled with the direct observation of practi-
cal classes by the Headquarters Team, it can be inferred that
the upread of ability is lese in practical work than it is in
written work, and it is unlikely that a student can be said
to have failed in'hia two years of practical work.

2. The objectives of practical work were the subject of
much debate. Finally, all the teachers who took part in
the trials were invited to state what they considered the
objectives tO be. The objectives and their weighting, which
are set out later in these notes, follow closely the outcome
of this inquiry.

3. Many teachers felt that the detailed instructions, given
hy the Headquarters Team for each of the assessed experiments,
unduly restricted them in their assessment. It became clear
that no single set of instructions would meat the wishes of
all the teachers, and it was decided that the proper course
was to give as much freedom as passible to the teachers in
the choice of experiments for assessment and in the conduct
of the assessment. Some uniformity is necessary, however, in
the objectives, the areas of work, the type of experiment, and
the form in which the results are recorded.

4. It has been a c natant poliey or the trials that the
assessment should be conducted-on normal schoel work and be
as unobtrusive as possible, but often-there was a noticeable
difference in'the attitude of a oleos te the work when they
knelt it was to'be assessed. Some teachers welcomed the more
diligent work, others,regretted the more formal atmosphere.

5. ,Tee...uere were rightly cencerned Ica% the raw mark which
they'awarded their students would be the one used in the Ilnal
'AI level mark. The raw marks were used by the Examiner's to
determine only the distribution of.marks within a teaching set,'
and this policy will aontiAue.

6. Feasibly the most difficult decision which had to be
made was whether there was sufficient difference in the general
standar& of practical work between teaching sets and between
schools to call for the use of a moderating instrument in order
to make adjustments to the marks. For the time being, it
seems that some form of moderation is desirable, but the matter
will be reviewed from year to,year.

7. Teaphere found that thoie objectives which could he marked
from written evidenoe were easier to assess than those which
called for direct observatiOn by the teacher:during AA experi-
ment 'lit was found to ba,very difficult to assess more than
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on,-; of the latter during any one experime is hoped that
assessment by direct observation will become easier as teachers
beco7o more familiar with it and can choose those experiments
in which they know they can -pick out particular faults and
virtues without interfering with the normal teaching work.

The Form of Assessment after 1968

The_ohjectives

The following objectives, with weightin
centage, are saggeated.

1. Skill in observation (25;6).
2. Ability to interpret observations
3. Ability to plan experiments (10).
4. Manipulative skills -40).
5. Attitudes to practic_ work (20%).

In many respecto the form of asses ment advocated in these
notes has still to be evaluated, and it would be wrong to regard
this statement of objectives and weighting as fixed for all time.
Teachers may wish to modify both the objectives and the weighting,
particularly in the finer divisions of the objectives. But for
the time being it will help in the evaluation of this form of
assessment if teachers can keep as close to the suggested
pattern as possible. If teachers feel that they:must deviate
from this pattern they will still be asked to show on the
record cards how they allocated marks to.particular objectives.

The objectives I. - 5 provide the broad basis for the final
assessment, but for assessment on particular occasions a finer
division is necessary. The following notes on the objectives
may be helpful, bat teachers should not feel that they are rigidly
bound by them.

1. Observation alone has little merit unless .it .is accurate
and relevant. Its assessment leans heavily on a student's.
ability to report, and it is inevitable that most of it will
take the form of awarding marke for written records of observa-
tion. But there are two,aspects .or observation for which
teachers can give crOit while a conventional practical examin-
ation cannot, and it'is hoped that neither will be overlooked.
The first is oral reporting which is usually more immediate and
less rehearsed than written reporting. The second ia a
student's observation an4 interest in unusual and unexpected
features of an experiment eVen though they are net'relevant to
the immediate purpose of the experiment. It will'not be easy
to put a mark on these tWo aSpecis but at .least oredit could be
given in a periodic review and grading of ach student's atti-
tude to practical work.

en as a per-
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2. The assessment of ILI2.Lpr_LatztIlan is similar to that of
observation in that teachers can only j1.3.6ge what students write

or say. It will give credit for an analytical approach to
observations, including unexpected observations and the ability
to commen'c cr _ically on practical situations.

5. The ability to plar is most easily assessed by asking the
students to write their plan and submit it for marking before
they start, but this can only be done in those experiments for
which information to students on proceaure is restricted. It
should include the ability to recognize sources of error, and
the ability to make predictions about other experiments.

It can be argued that both interpretation and planning
can be assessed on written examination papers. This may be
so, but a student's interpretation of observations which he
has actually made and his plans for an experiment which he
knows he must try to put into operation may well be different
from his interpretation and planning of unreal situations on
paper. The thinking processes may be similar but their n-
text is different, therefore their outcome may be different.

4. Manipulative skills can be assessed by marking the results
of experiments, for example yield, purity, and accuracy (accu-
racy of work rather than accuracy of calculation); they can
also be assessed by direct observation of such things as
orderliness, methodical working, dexterity and speed. .It is
desirable that this assessment should not be confined to
routine operations; it should include the ability of students
to adapt their manipulative skills to new situations and to
follow unfamiliar instructions.

It may be possible for t achers to use specific experi-
ments .for assessing some parts of manipulative skill, parti-
cularly yield, purity and accuracy. However, many teachers
feel that a grade based on a general impression of work over
a period of say aterm or even a year is more appropriate for
the less exact aspects of manipulative skill which can only be
assessed by direct observation. If periodid grading is used,
it is important that teachers should consciously look for
evidence of the skills throughout the period and not Simply
rely on their memory at the end of the period. (A further
note on grading by impression is given on p. 74.)

5. For the purpose of this assessment itudes can
divided into three categories:

(i) Willingness to co-operate in the normal routine of a
chemistry laboratory. Phis will include a knowledge of
safety regulations and a willingness to comlily with them and
the other regulations which are necessary for the efficient
running of a laboratory.
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(ii) Persistence asd resourcefulness - the will to work
unaided on set problems and to see them through to a meaning-
ful conclusion.

0.ii) Enthusiasm: a commitment to raetica1 work as a worth-
wsile pursuit without sompulsion. This could sl'ow itself in
suggestions for lines tf investigation not speci4ied in the
course and in assuming the more active role when working in
groups.

A grading at the end of each year, or even at the end of
the course, is probably the most appropriate method of assess-
ing attitudes.

Areas of sub ect matter

The assessment in the futu e will not be restricted to
specified experiments'as it was in the trials. Teachers will
be free'to choose which experiments to use and these experi-
ments need not.form part of the published Nuffield,course. But
ih trder to get a reliable order of merit it is important that
the main areas of subject matter are covered. On each student's
recerd card the examiners will expect to see a record of assess-
ment on at least eight experiments, including at least one from
each of the following areas of subject matter.

1. Changes in substances and patterns in changes in
substances. (This is a deliberately broad cate-
gory to include most of the course not covered by
2, 3 and 4 below. Most of the assessed experi-
ments are likely to come in this category.)

2. equilibria.
3. Kinetics.
4. Energetics.

Typesof work

Three main types of workcan be identified in the sour o
and the examiners will expect to see each one used in the
assessment, but not necessarily with equal weighting.

1. Quantitative work.
2. Preparative work.
3. Qualitative work.

Allotment of marks

The number of oboe sions on which marks are allotted for'
practical work is left to the discretionof the teacher-provided
that the minimum number of experimentsis attained. It is .

desirable that the objectives, with the possible exceptien.of
objective 5, are asSessed on more than one occasion in order- to
get a reliable estimate of ability.
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Students should be told at the beginning of the course
that their practical work will be assessed and that the results
will be sent to the examiners. They should also-know, in
general terms, the qualities for which the teacher will look.
They should be told that the assessment will be more obvious on
some occasions than on others, but that it will usually take
place during normal work and not on special occasions. It may
reassure them to know that the average mark for practical work
will be higher than that for the written examination.

The examiners will not necessarily expect that all the
students in a teaching set will be assessed on the same experi-
menta, but an equal balance of objectives is desirable. Assess-
ment of objectives 1 and 2 will be difficult in experiments in
which the students work in groups, but teachers should not:feel
restricted in the assessment to those experiments WhiCh are
performed by students working alone: some assessment ef objec-
tives 3 4 and 5 is possible in group work.

during the trials a grading scheme (5-4-3-2-.1) was used to
allocate. marks to A ISartiouler objective on a particular occasion,
and teachers may find a five point scale useful especially for
those parts of the work which are marked by impression rather than
by a mark scheme, but they are free to use other schemes if they
wish.

There are three main ways in which marks can be allocated
and teachers will probably find th t they'have to use all of
them.

1. A mark ocheme. This will be most use ul when marking
written evidence-6f observation, interpretation, planning and
accuracy.

2. Marking by impression on a single occasion. This will be
useful for marking evidence which is less precise than that
mentioned in 1. For example, a teacher may wish to assess
dexterity in handling unfamiliar auparatus - say in chromato-
graphy. This can best be 'done by direct observation of the
students at work, and in a large class it is not easy.
Teachers should try to assess onlY one such quality by impres-
sion during one experiment. Furthermore, teachers are usually
too busy to do more than make a note of those who are doing
well or badly; the reet can only be given the mark for average
work. .

A good deal of thought during the trials was given to the
question of whether "average" should be the teacherls estimate
of the average for his set or his estimate of the average for
IAI level Work in general. The former has the disadvantage
that a teacher cannot estimate the general level of practical
ability, of his set umtil he has been teaching them for some
time. The disadvantage.of the latter is that i depends on
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the teacher's experience of 'AI level work. Since the raw
marks will be scaled to a norm anyway, it is their distribu-
tion and the internal consistency of the marking which is
important. But some uniformity is desirable and it has
been decided that teachers should try to judge what is
average from 'A' level work in general rather than from the
work of their teaching set. Thus:

Excellence of work unusual in an 'A' level student - 5
Above average work - 4
Average work -
Below-average work - 2

Unusually poor work for an 'A' level student - 1

5. itsl_s_ypcinb-imreapieedoftime. This will
apply mainly to attitadea to practical work, but teachers may
wish to assess other objectives, particularly some of the less
precise aspects of manipulative skill, periodically rather
than in single experiments. The period is left to the teach-
er's discretion; it could be done once a term, once a year'
or, for some objectives, once at the end of the course. The
criteria for awarding a grade are those set out in 2.

---.eclee)_caminersIn-formati"1"Puil

Three or four weeks before the wri
examiners will require the following in

en examination the
rmation from schools.

1. All the record cards of the students arranged according
to teaching sets. A sample showing how a record card can be
completed is given in Appendix A; this should not be taken
to be an example of an ideal assessment.

2. A summary 'of the marke for practical work for each set,
show ng the total mark awarded to each candidate aa a peroen-
tage (Appendix B).

3. Any other relevant information, for example:

(i) Outstandingly good or bad performance throughout
the course by individual candidates.
Outstandingly good or bad performance by a set
as a whole.
Circumstances such as absence or change of sehool
whiCh could affect the performance of a candidate,
particularly if it has resulted in the completion
of fewer than eight experiments in which assess-
ment has taken place.

The moderation of marks

The present need for moderation of the'teache 1 marks
has already been mentioned p. 70).
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including those of ineffectiveness and expense, moderation
by visiting examiners, moderation by a practical examination
and moderation by performance on the written papers as a
whole, have been rejected.

Moderation will take place by the performance of
teaching sets as a whole in those questions in the written
Papers I and II which will have been designed to test prac-
tical work; these questions will form not less than 20% of
the two Papers. It seems that performance in these questions
is more likely to reflect the general level of practical work
of a teaching set than any other moderating instrument which
can be conveniently applied.

Three ranges of marks will be allocated, based on the
performance of teaching sets as a whole in the written prac-
tical questions. To conform with the findings of the trials
(p. 70) all three ranges of marks will be narrow, they will
overlap, and all three mean marks will be higher than the
half mark. For example, in 1968 the maximum mark for the
teacher asseSsment of practical work will be 70, which com-
prises 14% of the maximum mark for the whole examination and
the three mark ranges will be:

Top range (20% of teaching sets),
standard deviation 4.

Middle range (60% of teaching
standard deviation 4-

Bottom range (20% of t
standard deviation 4.

ching

mean

sets)

sets)

mark 57.5,

47.5,

37.9,

mean mark

mean mark

This form Of mOderation will be review d from year to
year.

In conclusion

This is a first venture in this form of assessment of
IA/ level practical work in chemistry by teachers, and in
many ways it is still on trial. At first it will no doubt
seem strange to both teachers and students, but it is hoped
that in time it will become accepted as part of normal Sixth'
Form work. The examiners will welcome queries, comments
and suggestions from the teachers who operate the scheme;
they should be sent to Mr. S.C. Mathews, 51 Laverton Road,
St. Annes, Lancashire.
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Appendix

A SAMPLE OF A RECORD CARD SHOWING IMAGINARY MARKS FOR A STUDENT
N.B. The reference numbers and titles of experiments are based

on the written materials before publication.

Form and Bet

NUFFIELDOtTNDATION SCIENCE TEAC.. c ;*
CHEMISTRY ADVANCED LEV'

July 19...

ASSESSMENT OF PRACTICAL WORK

Duration of course: September 19... to
Record Card Number ...1...

ASSESSED EXPERIYENTS
AND OTHER ASSESSMENTS OBJECTIVES (showing number)

AND MARKS showing maximum)

2.2c Properties of
chlorides

Observation (
6/10

Interpretation
4/5

. b Iodine iodate reac -
tion .y titration

Accuracy (4)
7/10

6. Reactions of some
metal elements

Observation
8/10

Interpretation 2
3/5

7 2 b Enthalpy of
hydration

COmment on sou -

ces of error(-
3/ .

b Preparation of
phenyl benzoate

Yield (4 )
2/5

Purity (4)
4/5

-- General impression
. oof manipulative

skill (year end)

Orderliness d
methodical
approach (4)

4 5

Speed (4)
3/5

General impression
of attitude to
_actical work
year end)

Routine 5)
4 5

Per steno (5)
4/5

SUMMARY

Signature of teacher

Marks

Scaled
marks

OBJECTIVES

TOTAL3 4 5'

F3 3
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Na.e qchcol Form....

NUFFIELD FOUNDATION SCIENCE TEACHING ±ROJECT

.. ..

CHEMISI'RY ADVANOED_LEVEL

A SESSMENT OF PRACTICAL WORK

Duration of course: September 19... to July 19...
Record Card Number ...?...

ASSESSED EXPERIMENTS
AND OTHER ASSESSMENTS

OBJECTIVES (showing number
AND MARKS showing maximum

11.2(b) Determination
strength of
hydrogen bond

Pliiing
10

Interpre-
tation (2)

3/5

13.3 Solubility pro-
duct of silver
bromide

-Accuracy (4
4 )

d' Prediction of
redox reactions

Prediction
(3)

3/5

Observa-
tion (1)

6/10

_5.2 _ate of reaction
tin and iodine

Recognition
of errors
(3)

4/5
16.1 Reaction of hion-

y1-ch1orid with .

hydrat'as

Observati-
one (1)

4/5

Interpre-
tation (2)

3/5

17.3 Chromatographic
separation of
albino acids

Dexterity
(4)

5/5

ObserVa-
tiOns (1)
4/5

Interpre-
tation (2)
2 5,

General impres-
sion of manipu-
lative skill
(year end)

Orderliness
(4)
4/5

Speed 4)
4/5

General impres-
sion of atti-
tude to practi-
cal work (year
end

Routine
(5)
.4/5

Enthusi-
asm (5)

4/5

SUMMARY

Signature
of Teacher

Marks

Scaled
marks

OBJECTIVES

TOTAL

2 40 5 25 45 16 2 109 160

1 25 7/15 6/10 21/30 16/20 68/100
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Appendi_x B

A SAMPLE OF THEFORM_OF_ THE SUMMARY OF__ASSESSMENT

FOR A TEACHING SET

School . . . .. .. ... Form and St

NUFFIELD FOUNIATION SCIENCE TEACHING PROJECT

-,HEMISTRY ADVANCE

SUMMARY OF A

EVEL

NT OF PRACTICAL WORK

Duration of Course: September 19... to July 19...

Candidate
Number

Name and,
initials

Total Mark
/100

Leave this
space blank

Teacher's signature
Date .. 4 ...... 0 . 0 -
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III BACKGROUND PAPERS

Evaluation _in Chemistry
within a Second Level General Education Programme

by J.P. Alias

1.0

This working paper is prepared for a conference.relating
to evaluation in chemistry within secoud level general education
programmes. It is presented as a basis for discussion and
study.

The main purpos
for discussion of th
conference.

of the working paper is the presentation
following aspects of the theme of the

1.1 The learning and teaching of chemistry are one component
of a second level general education,programme. The total
second level general education programme will include, in
.addition to other science subjects, such as physics and
biology, several other major components, such as first
language, second language, mathematics and so on. Hence,
"Evaluation in Chemistry" is one aspect of the larger
problem of "Evaluation within Second Level General Educa-
tion Programmes". Consideration and critical study of
.evaluation in chemistry,.to be complete, may demand a
consideration of the general problems of evaluation
within second level general education programmes. It
may be appropriate to discuss whether all the isaues.in
evaluation in chemistry are specific to chemistry, or
whether many are only special cases in the fields of
chemistry of a general class of problems of evaluation
at second level in general education.

1.2 In the design and implementation of educational pro-
grammes many major processes are involved, such as the
following:

i. Analysis of the situation within the educational
system as a whole, isolation of significant
issues and professional policy decision making.

ii. Planning and programming of educational activities.
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eommu.dcat.ion c the planned programmes to cu-

tional levels along with relevant resources allo-

cations.

iv. Supervison, ess stance and guidance in implemen-
tation.

V. Evaluati.on and a sessment in the context of the

specifid goals.

It wi/l be seen that evaluation and assessment are but

one of the major processes taking place within an educational
system. Hence, evaluation in chemistry needs to be viewed
from this "process standpoint" as well, and should be consid-
ered in the perepective of the system as a whole.

1.3 Evaluation in chemistry viewed from these two standpoint
will be seen to have many unresolved or partially resolved
problems. It may be very important not only to isolate
the fruitful and valuable techniques and approaches now
available., but also to iclate and to recognise the major
unresolved problem:, which may require exploratory work in

the immediate future.

It is recognised that the participants at the conference
are primarily concerned with the subject at the level of design
and the emphasis throughout is essentially on recognising
useful concepts, techniquee and criteria.of judgment and
decision that are available and the recognition of new areas
for action research.

A working assumption in xelation to the entire paper is

tAat evaluation, as a process, is perhaps still in need Of
major development; and evaluation in chemistry in particular
may see substantial progress in the years immediately ahead.

It is relevant to remark that,to those who are not
directly concerned with design and innovation and path-finding
activities in the fields of evaluation, points 1.1, 1.2 and
1.3 above may have but little relevance. Some may even-argue
that not only are the viewpoints suggested of limited relevance,
but also that the attempt to see evaluation in chemistry as
suggested may be positively "confusing". This-may be true.
The paper will have relevance only in the context of a "design

and innovation-oriented" viewpoint.

In order to recognise the status of evaluation'in relation
to classroom or school activities, questions such as the

foilowing need to be considered:

What type of activity and teaching. programme goes on
Within the.school?

Where does one get statements and deecriptione (speal-
ftcation) of the school's programme of work? ,
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What are the aims and purposes that the school seeks
to achieve? In regard to these what significant
problems exist?

What staff are charged with recognising and formu-
lating these problems? Is there an active programme
of work directed towards the solution of these prob-
lems?

Who decides what goes on in a school and who plaas out
in general terms, and later in detail, the programmes
of work and study within the school? Who assist
and guide principals, teachers and pupils at work?

Are there procedures and guidelines laid down for
finding out whether the school is achieving the
purposes that it has set itself to seek?

How is the school associated with its immediate
community? How is the school as ociated with the
larger community, the nation?

What methods and techniques and procedures a e
available for finding out whether the pupils are in
fact developing adequately and learning effectively?

What administration and management techniques have
been established so that the work of the school is
linked to the entire hierarchy of activities
directed towards the development of the community
and the nation?

All these questions and many others of a similar natere
are relevant in the context of a discussion on evaluation.
Depending on the nature of the task in hand, some of them
become more important than others. In this paper it is
suggested that etaff engaged in "Assessment and Evaluation" of
pupils (and perhaps of the other aspects of the school system)
should raise these questions explicitly and consider them at
leant briefly.

One den get answers to these questions which are specific
but "static" in outlook. It is also possible to get answers
that, while being speoific and operational, have an element of
dynamism, fall into a meaningful perspective and, in particular,
have the overtones of.an "on-going" programme, adapting,
assimilating, evolving and actively growing in many dimensions.
It will be accepted that the latter type of answer is more
useful to the "designer" at all levels than the former.

Hence, "design staff" in the fi ld of "Assesement and
Evaluation" may need to consider the scope and nature of an
educational system as a whole. An education system - as all
"systems" - can be viewed and analysed in many ways. "What
particular pattern of analysis is specially relevant?" is an
important question.

88
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Us ally design staff eoncerned with "Assessment and
Evaluation" are also intimately associated with curriculum
design and developme-e. A discussion on "Evaluation and
Aseessment" must, therefore, be baced on a critical review
of the general ocnceptual and methodological aspects of
curriculum development.

Curriculum development, viewed in the most general
terme, involves the following principal procesees:

Firstly, it involves a complex set of group decis-
ions of a multi-dieciplinary nature including many
value judgments (the decisions being based on avail-
able evidence, studies, expert opinion, body of
theory and learning research), the total complex of
decisions leading ultimately to a speeification of
objectives and content for a particular curriculum
or educational programmes.

Secondly, having regard to the availability of
resources of men, materials and time, resources for
learning and instructional procedures are devised
to set the conditions under which fruitful learning
experiences are made available to pupils. This
stage often involves work of an a tistio, creative
and synthetic nature.

Thirdly, quality gontrol and feed-back of evidence
.needs to be designed and elaborated to ensure that
curriculum plane are effectively realised.

Curriculum development involving the above processes is
not a one-stage operation. The third process, indicated
above, is essentially the process "Evaluation and Assessment",
the valid uae of which transforms the entire education pro-
gramme into a dynamic and continuous one.

Evaluation and assessment are related to pupils, teachers,
schools, communities and the whole system. It can also
concern-itself with the evaluation of simple outoomes in the
field of knowledge and facts; or more compliOated and more
subtle learning outcomes relating to the application of
knowledge, analysis, synthesis, etre. FurtherMore, it can
Concern itself with the development of simPle and nomplex
skills at a variety of levels of versatility and'adaptability;
and it can also relate to the evaluation in pupils and
teachers Of the growth of appreciations, values and attitudes.
In any given case one may be concerned with only a limited
aspect of evaluation. But the designer and research.student
may need to see all these possibilities and these may-need to
be reoognised in a coherent perspective. At all times he
needs to be,conscious of what he leaves out of Consideration;
that which he leaves out he should leave out deliberately.

P9
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2.0 Evaluation_in chemistr - one com onent of the evaluation
of second level eneral edu- tion o amme

Second level education programmes, and in particular second
level general education programmes, have been the subject of
study and critical comment at national and international levels
in the immediate past. A classic survey in this context is the
"World Survey of SeconC,ary Education" carried out by Unesco in
1961. In this study and in related studies significant trends
in second level education have been recognised. In addition
to world-wide surveys, regional studies are also available, and
one that is directly concerned with the Asian region and relat-
ing to second level education is "Perspective of Educational
Development - 1960-1980. Draft Asian Model", Unesco, Paris,
1964. Similar documentation and analysis are available for
the African region and through OECD for Europe. The current
educational scene is characterised by an unprecedented expan-
sion of second level general education. Concurrently with
this, many acute problems of articulation of various levels and
types of education have arisen. In addition, major questions

'have been raised as to the suitability of curriculum specifica-
tions for this large pupil population with heterogeneoua
characteristics.

Furthermore, the rapid growth of science and technology
have brought in major problems of educational design, especially
as ".rzrTil-time" is limited. The curriculum of general educe-

needs to be harmonised with the widening concepts of human
cg.171t1tre. This aspect has been particularly underlined in a
recent study by Unesco Final Report - Meeting of Experts_on
-,he Curriculum of Gener I Education, Moscow, U S.S.R., 1968;
Unesco, Paris).

.Contingentnn the above changes which are taking plaos
very rapidly indeed, significant Changes are occurring in the
methrA.1 and content of education as knowledge is accumulating
at ar *,ccelerating pace and new ranges of skills and mechanical
assiaU:ace are being offered to the teaching profession.

sponse to this and many other stimuli, educational
designers in the last decade and those charged with the
execut:Lon of educational programmes have sought-to assimilate
the new knowledge and techniques and adapt them to exiSting
school programmes to meet the changing needs. How suoceasful
these'eforts have been is a question that needs analysis.
Curriculum development, curriculum implementation and curri-
culum evaluation have become major activities within general
educational programmes. .SignifiCant conceptional and proce-
dural guidelines have been recognised. (Vide Unesco.Report
on Curriculum of General-Edudation, Moscow, 1968, and also
"Unesco Regional Programme for Promoting Educational Research
in Asia - Curriculum Research in Asian Countries - Workshop
'Report", National Institute for Educational Research, Tokyo,
1968.)
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One of the mo significant areas within the curriculum
wherein active developmen work has taken place in the last
decade is in the field of science education at the second level.
These development activities have occurred in the develop d
as well as developing cou_ntries. Curriculum development in
chemistry and the associated programmes of evaluation in
chemistry learning and toaohing is but one activity within ,

this extensive and world-wide ferment in:second level education.

A programme of evaluation in chemistry must necessarily
concern itself with objeetives of chemistry teaching and learn-
ing. And an analysie of the objective of chemistry learning
and teaching will be incomplete without an appropriate compari-
son with general educational objectives associated with second
level general education programmes. Statements at the general
level and the statements irespecific terms for chemistry had to
be consistent even though the level of resolution and idiom of
the latteieare different. A relevant question, therefore, is,
what are the priority general objectives of second level
general education programmes? In what direction are these
objectives changing subseentially or in terms of emphasis? It
e not poseible to review this issue comprehensively here. It

may be suffieient to refer to a recent summary at the inter-
national level. The relevant reference is given below.

and

Meeting of Experts on Cu riculum of General Education
(Mosoow, U.S.S.R., 16-23 January 1948). Final Report
ED/CS/4/11, Unesco, Paris, June 1968.

considerati. , of th4f above study aaewell as such studies
are reported in -

Invitational Conference on Testing Prohlemp, October .

1967 (Chairman: B.Se Bioom)1 Educational Testing
Service, Princetone-ilew Jerpey, 1968.

A Selected and Annotated Bibliography of Studies
concerning a Taxonomy of Educational Objectives -
Cognitive Domain, R.C. Cox, N.J. Unks; Learning
Research and Develdpment Centre, University of Pitts-
burgh, 1967.

would indicate that many problems of evaluation in chemistry
can be profitably viewed as special cases of a general class
or problems in relation to evaluation within second level
education.

This is further reinforced by the viewpoints implicit in
the Workshop Report - Curriculum Research in Asian Countries -
N.I.E.R., Tokyo, already referred to.
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3.0 Evaluation in chamistr a ma or rocess in an education
system

An educational aystem is a complex, highly o ganised
entity. It involves thousandB of schools, tans of thousands
of teachers and non-teachers, and may involve several million
pupils. All these individuals constitute a large organisation
with explicit and implicit aims and purposes.

Evaluation is one of the maj r processes occurring within
this complex system.

In recent years attempts have been made to study and
analyse education systems using the concepts and techniques
"systems analysis". An attempt of a general nature in this
direction is found in a recent study entitled:

The World Educational Crisis - A Systems Analysis,
Philip Coombs, International Institute of Educational
Planning, Paris, 1966.

The framework used in this analysis is general and is indirectly
relevant. The recognition of an educational system as a dynamic
one with diverse "inputs" and "outputs" and responding to many
"internal" and "external" pressures is a necessary aspect of the
insight for staff at design and research level.

Two modes of analysis having implicit in it a systems'
approach directly and indirectly relevant to "Evaluation" are
given,in the Annexe to the study relating to the curriculum of
general education cited above. (Report on* Curriculum of General
Education - Moscow; Unesco, 1968.)

Curriculum design, curriculum development and curriculum
evaluation involve complex modes of communication and execution
within an education system. Among other things the adequacy
of such communication will ensure that the system will adapt and
grow. The dynamics of interaction that are brought into being
when active curriculum development and curriculum evaluation
programmes are initiated within an education system is very
complex. The pattern and.range of interaction vary from that,
whioh occur at the level of policy decision makers (ministers
and directional-staff) to the various complex interactions which
occur at the level of principals, teachers and pupils within
schools and classrooms*. This latter group forms the prithary
focus of attention around which the entire education system
operates.

Curriculum.development and curriCulum evaluation need to
be designed and consciously directed recognizing the multi-
plicity of these interactions and with the specific objectives
of winning active participation and involvement of all.the
varying participant4troups.
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The recognition of the totality of these interactions,
and thereafter recognising evaluation in perspective within
the eystem, may require techniques of analysis other than
"verbal" ones. Two schematic models which complement one
another are given in the Annexe to the Final Report of the
Moscow Conference on tieneral Education.

Detailed descriptions of these theoretical constructs
are given in the Workshop Report of the N.1.E.R., Tokyo, and
in the Ministry of Education, Ceylon, pamphlet "Struotural
and Functional Aspects of an Educational System - Ceylon,
1967".

In the implementation of curriculum programmes many
people are involved. These participants operate at a variety
of levels. The participants fall into the following broad
categoriesx:

(1)

(4

One group of participants essentially operate at
"survey" tasks and analyse the present curricula
and teaching programmes, describing the present
situation. An attempt is made to isolate signi-
ficant problems associated with the system.

A second group of participants could be involved
in assimilating information such as obtained above
and recognising the problems specifically, breaking
them into detailed problems of an operational
nature and then trying to work out alternative
lines of approach towards solution.

A third group of participants could be policy
direction and design staff in education systems
who seek to assimilate and adapt the.information
such as that obtained by the above participants,
and to plan out teaching programmee for the
various education systems in which they function..
These participants will be essentially involved
in designing plans and implementation programmes
using selected preferred lines of approach.

Another group of participants would essentially
be charged with tasks such as communicating the
plans, with programmes of teaching, to executive
levels within the educational systems, leading
ultimately to communication and assistance to
principals and teachers working in the schools.

Although functionally isolated, the same individuals may thus
often be functioning in more than one group.
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Still other participants will be engaged in assist-

ing at all these various levels and controlling and

supervising the programmes.

(6 ) The last and most important group of participants

could be teachers aho will be seeking to impl;mt

the curriculum programme in the classroom.

group is central to the whole programme of activity

and other functions so as to assist them in their

work.

(7) But on-going curriculum programmes, having vitali y,

must necessarily involve a further

of participants whose primary task is the assess-

ment and evaluation of the achievement of curriculum

objectives. These curriculum objectives and hence

evaluation may relate to aspects of functions of,

design level staff, teaching level staff and

assessment and evaluation of pupil growth and

development.

As has been indicated, a curriculum development and imple-

mentation programme can fail to operate or, when it operates,

fail to operate adequately and achieve desired goals effectively,

on account of inadequacies at one or more of these various

levels of participation. In short, general education pro-

grammes may fail beaause design staff did not participate

adequately with proper consultation and aPpropriate contacts

with schools. At another level the plan and programme staff

may have participated in a manner which was.not comprehensive,

consistent and workable. Again, even when the design is

adequate and the plans and programmes are comprehensive,

cohsistent and workable, the message given to the operational

levels in the-schools and in the classrooms may be inadequate,

unclear, ambiguous (full of noitie). Purriculum implementation

programmes may also fail because of the inappropriate alloca-

tion of resources or men, material and :time. Even if all the

above are adequate, still the quality of implementation may not

be high, because supervision and assistance has not been given

in full measure. When all of the aspects are perfect, even

then the entire situation dan be "static" and lacking in pro-

gressive characteristics (tending to fossilise) after one stage

of development if evaluation programmes are inadequate. Evalua-

tion and assessment are not only essential to ensure an on-going

programme, but must occur at all the levels ranging all the way

to classroom implementation. Evaluation muet be directed

towards locating all the various types pf inadequacies that have

been referred to above. The brief account given would indicate

the critical role that assessMent and evalUation play in an

educational programme. When the pace of change was not very

rapid and the sense of urgency relatively low, then the need for

feed-baok information was less acute than now. With a very:

rapid pace of change and.an acute sense of awareness and urgency,-

84
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rapid I :ibak eed sensitive resecase to evaluation data
becomes a vi ti accee ity in eny programme of work.

in a programme riuch as design and implementation of
general education progremmes where "single-valued real"
eolutione canaot he worked out from established theoretical
frameworks, there is a need to noaitor continuously the
validity and workability of desicen programmea at the imple-
mentation level. Evaluation is not an activity that is limited
to simple evaluation of pupil growth per se. It is true that
ultimately the final test of the adequacy of an education system
will be the assessmeet of pupil growth. If this occurs ade-
quately and effeetivelye thea to that extent it may be possible
to argue that all other components are functioning reasonably
adequately.

Usually, unqualified success of design attempts does not
attend a complex implementation programme, such as in the field
of general education. Only partial success is achieved. The
limited success may be the resUlt of limitations and inade-
quacies occurring at all the various points in the implementation
sequence outlined above. . Evaluation must be directed towards
Achieving an uaderstanding of performance oharacteristics and
also towarde diaenoaieg the particular problems whioh could
arise and cause the partial achievement at any given level.

CurrIculum development involving all the above complex of
processes is not e one-stage operation. 'The continuous nature
of curriculum development And implementation has to be recog-
nised all tLe while by all the various participant staff
indicated.

Evaluaticn ie an integral part and process within the'
larger programmes of cureiculum development in an educational
systeme Well elanned evaluation programmes can be an immense
asset in curri ulum implementation.

Ultimately the success or failure of an education programme
must necessarily be assessed by the adequacy with which it dis-
charges the assig-iment given to it by the community it serves.
The assessment of community growth itself must therefore become
an integral part of the evaluation. The assessment of the
pupils, teachers, prinaipals, supervisors, administrators, etc.,
may well be elements which will make up this final assessment
and evaluation.

The school system is essentially an agency established by
he community and is the main agency through which a community
develops its ideals and attitudea and culture through genera-
tions - conserving it, developing it and extending it. Every
moment, everyone is actively going through processes of
education and change of one type or another. This education

95
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may be i_parted in an informal manner through the various mass

media technioues or in a formal manner through the established

institutions such ae schools, etc. The focus of attention in

the current paper is essentially on the role and function of

evaluation within and related to the formal agencies.

At each of the various functioning levels within an educa-

tional System, evaluation needs to be carried out in signifi-

cant dimensions. An evaluation programme to be comprehensive,

consistent and adequate in practice must concern itslf with

all the various possible dimensions, namely:

the dimensions of cognitive achievementm;

the dimensions of psychomotor execution3t; and

the dimensions of affective involvementx.

The evaluation of any individual or group at any one of

the levels within education must ideally be concerned with

evaluating in all of these various dimensions. It may well he

that the particular problem in hand and the limitations of

current conceptual and technical knowledge and skills may com-

pel one to limit severely the aspects which will be subjected

to evaluation. While this may be so it is necessary that

design staff should recognise explicitly, and at each level,

in each situation, the various aspects which their evaluation
programmes leave out of consideration. It would be valid to

argue that design staff have no justification for leaving

things out by default, forgetfulness and lack of attention.
On the other hand, if limitation in knowledge, skills, etc.,
compel one to leave things out then it would be appropriate

to leave aspects out explicitly and deliberately, recognising

that all such omissions bring in limitations in relation to the

interpretative value and usefulness of the data.

The details of these various dimensions and the sUb-levels

within them have been described in the context of curriculum
development and evaluation in an associated working paper

entitled "Theoretical Constructs Relevant in Curriculum Devel-
opment and EvaluatiOn". This study uses a ponceptualanelysis
which is eesentially-an adaptation of the analysis of Bloom,
krethwohl-et.al. in this field. The scheme of analysisin the
reference cited is comprehensive, in that it includes the psych
metor'domain as well.
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Evaluation - a Critical Stimulus
ience Curriculum Development in Ce lon

by J. Ratnalke

Generalised patterns of project planning and management,
applicable to such diverse areas of human activity as indus-
try, government, educational planning, defence and warfare,
have appeared in the last few years. Regardless of the
sophistication,of the projects, their specific or genera
nature, or whether they be limited or extensive, the frame-
work or essential, integrated, cyclic, unit operations
(decision making, planning, communicating, executing, con-
trolling, evaluation) has been found to be versatile and
effective as a conceptual tool for programme design and
management.

Useful transfer of these ideas to the planning of
science curriculum development has been made. The flow
sheet of the operation elements of the Ceylon Curriculum
;Development Project (Figure 1), since 1956, reflects the
essential components and patterns of such generalised
analyses.

The purpose of this paper is to summarise the contribu-
tion which one important element - evaluation - has made to
the Ceylon Project, and to identify areas where further
action-research is required. An underlying feature of the
action-research programme involving evaluation, and in fact
involving all the other elements of the project, is the extent
of realistic compromise from ideal eituatiOns that was made,
particularly because of resource constraints, in a developing
country like Ceylen, engaged in a major curriculum develop-
ment programme. Nevertheless it will also be ror.ognised
that even without brilliant and sophisticated break-throughs
in ideas and techniques, if a comprehensive, consistent and
workable plan is designed, a considerable amount of construc-
tive and productive preliminary activity may be successfully
completed - within the restrictive framework of limited time,
and human and material resources.

Phase One

Planning and decision making for a project requires dta
relevant to the eituation. Some subjective evidence was
available that the teaching in Ceylon was didactic and aca-
demic, and coaching for examinations the prime objective of
'the "teaching". The question naturally arose as to what the
characteristics of these examinations were. This generated
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FLOW CHART SHOWING MAJOR ELEMENTS

OF THE CEYLON

(from the SEAMES Report on the Ceylon Project)
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the need to define specifically what objectives were to be

examined. lieither the Education Department, which bore the
responsibility of teaching pupils for the SSG/GCE '0, Bxamin-
ation (pupil age 16-0,nor the Examinations Department,which
evaluated the pupils and issued them certificates, had
specified objectives for the examination in significant
dimensions sufficient to locate inadequacies in the examina-
tion and show guidelines for correction

The definition of objectives was indeed a major operation,
for it meant not only the translation of socio-politidal
objectives into objectives of science teaching, but also
defining the objectives in such a manner as to provide opera-
tional cues for the design and assessment of science teaching.
The pregnant social changes that had taken place in Ceylon
since 1956 brought in their wake major changes in the nature,
_mposition, hopes, aspirations and functions of the school

population. The percentage of pupils in the'age range 14-16
who had some opportunity of utilising their science learnings,
at higher levels was less than 5%. Of all the 14 year.old
pupils in the science classes, 95%, were to join the general
public of Ceylon for whom this was a terminal coursc in science.

The urgency of the task of curricolum development, and the

limited number of trained personnel, prevented an extensive
and intensive analysis of objectives in all their multiple
dimensions, at the start of the Project. The action-research
programme isolated some of the critical ones, in one dimension,
andoised these for the analysis of the examinations and as a
preliminary working base for further work or classifying
objectives and planning.

The preliminary set of cognitive domain objectives used
was as follows (each of these was further broken down into
sub-Objectives):

Ability to recall important information.

II Ability to apply principles qualitatively.

III Ability to apply prinoiples quantitatively.

IV Ability to liee the methods of the scientist,

It was recognised that, at this preliminary stage, no'
attempt would be made to work out or utilise objectives for
the affective and psychomotor domains, and at.that time (1958)
no analyses or taxonomies for these domains were available to
the Project.

The analysis was made in tabular form,,and the resu1ta
for the years 1952 to 1958 clearly indicated that factual
recall was indeed the majer objective being tested.in each
f the science subjects.'. The application of knowledge

appeared in less than 107o ef :the queetione, and hot a single
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question required the pupils to analyse an experiment and its

results for validity, or design conoiderations, or assumptions,

nor to synthesize an experiment for a given situation. No

questions appeared in which a pupil had te evaluate a situa-

tion in terms ef internal criteria, or show his level of

achievement in using the nature of proof. The relative

crudeness of the objectives framework used did leave some

room for argument as to the precise objective under -which the

questions were classified. Also here was an inherent ambi-

guity since it was always possible that what was claseified as

"application" could be "factual recall", for it depended on

the vaguely defined learning experiences of the pupils.
Nevertheless, it was clear that these examinations required

the pupil to exhibit his powers of memory much more than his

level of understanding and critical thinking. It was not

surprising that when examinations demanded essentially recall

of fact, the teaching, geared to the examination, aleo
encouraged regurgitation of fact.

The second characteristic of the examination investigated

was content coverage. This was done for the eame years as

above, and the content areas were defined by the Examination

Syllabuses of the Science Subjects, issued by the Examinations

Department. The sub-division of the content areas was based

on the usual content units as they appeared in textbooks and

which were traditionally used in classroom teaching. In

tabular form it wee clearly visible that certain content areas

in each science eubject were sampled manY more tines than others

(nitrogen in the chemistry examinations 2.4, times, equilibrium

5 times, while heat and chemical change not once, in 14 examin-

ations). Furthermore, with a pass score of 35'p, and with

qptional queetione present in the science examination papers,

a pads oould be obtained by a pupil who had covered a minor

portion of the content areas in a particular subject. Repe-

titiOn Of stereoty.Ped questions from a relatively limited
number of content areas enhanced the possibility of guessing

examination questions, and encouraged pupils to leave out

large areas of the syllabus.

A further significant characteristic was investigated -

the pupil performanoe in these examinations. In spite of the

paucity of content coverage, the fairly high predictability of

the examination questions, and the demand for essentially
recall of-fact at the expense of higher levels of achievement,

the number of failures at these examinations waa high. . Further,

those who failed, failed very badly. More than a. third.of the

pupils who sat scored less than 24/100.

This analysis raised AlLe need to investigate the reasons

for such failures and wastage, at least in terms of standards

and facilities for teaching the curriculum and its relevance,

its adaptation to the needs, interests and indiyidual differ-

ences of the pupils, and its communication, the amount and
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quantity of supervision and guidance available to teachers
and pupils, promotion policies, and socio-economic factors.

These relatively simple analyses, involving very little
training and expense, were able to provide a very useful
though limited profile of the examinations and, through them,
the kind of teaching that had prevailed up till then. They
were also able to isolate several critical problems that
needed immediate investigation and solution.

Phase Two

Accepting the fact that examinatione exerted great power
over the methods of classroom teaching, it was decided that a
more valid examination should be held, to start with in chemis-
try, while still using the existing syllabus. The strategy
was to accumulate experience over, .time, through a series of
relatively small changes, and do so in a manner that ensured
a built-in mechanism of improvement.

This was done in 1961, and was continued until the revised
syllabuses were published. These examinations were speci-
fically designed to correct the defects identified by the
previous analyses. Tocbtain wider content coverage, although
the same number of questions as previously was retained, each
question was broken into several sub-questions or items. A
detailed table of specification was used in the design of the
question paper. Since the papers were of the free response
type, to enhance the reliability of the marking, the questions
in the paper were structured, so that answers had to be speci-
fic and short.

In addition, a refined, explicit and detailed marking
scheme was produced in co-operation with Chief Examiners (who
supervised the Marking Examiners) and the Marking Examiners.

Each Marking Examiner filled in a special data fOrm indi-
cating the pupil performance of the first 40 papers 4e correc
ed, and of the last 40 paPers he marked. .The seleetion of
scripts was thereby aspumed to be random and the. sample was
about 25% of those sitting for the examination. :The selec
tion waa also assumed to be stratified in the following
respects. At the start of the marking, the Marking Examiner
would not be very familiar and cOnversant with the detailed
markingacheme, but he would not be bored, or wOrking under
the stress of proximty_to the marking deadline. On the
other hand, when he had almost completed his set of soripts
he could be bored and under etress but would be thoroughly
familiar with the marking schemes. The pupil achievement
profile of this sample was close tO the profile of the total
population sitting :for the examinatiOn.
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The data for the performance of each part of each question

were collected and analysed for the following characteristics,
for all three media, Sinhala, Tamil and English:

) Frequency of choice per question and per item.

Frecuency of zero marks per item.

Difficulty indices per question and per item.

Ordinary pass in whole paper vs choice of item.

Credit pass in whole paper ve choice of item.

Ordinary pass in whole paper vs 50% score or more
in item.

(vii) Credit pass in whole.paper vs 50% score or more

in item.

(viii) The distribution across the score range.

((iv) to (iii) were indices of discri ation.) This analysis

provided a more detailed profile than before.

Equally important was the fact that all the mechanical
aspects of the analyses could be handled by staff with
hardly any specialised training or knowledge of statistics.

Nor Was specialised equipment required. In fact the entire

operation for the three years 1961 to 1963 was done without
even calculating machines, and with only. the assistance of

teachers and pupils at the school where trial teaching of the

new curriculum was being conducted. Yet it was possible to
obtain a variety and detail of data useful as feed-back for

curriculum development. These operations served as critical'

explorations in the techniques in evaluation to be used later,

after the new examinations and the new syllabuses had been

introduced in 1963 They were also effective for the in-

service training for staff in a real rather than a contrived

action-research situation.

Phase Three

Having gathered some experience in the use of tables of
specifications, and in the preliminary analyses of data,

in 1963 the new examination syllabuses were produced, together

with prototype question papers. The tables of specifications
utilised Bloom's Classification of the Cognitive Domain. For

the first time in a national science examination, an outline

of the objectives (other than content to be tested ) was also

included in the syllabus.

Each science examination now consists of a aultiple choice
(objective) type paper, and a free response (essay) type

paper, with a relative marks weightage of 23. Also an

extens ve and detailed programme for further action-research
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in evaluation has been drawn up, and used for the new examina-

tions since. 1965. By 1965 a number of personnel had already

been trained, and superior facilities, such as computer-time

and calculating machines, were available,

The study of the examinations is being done on a 5-10'A,

ational sample, stratified in terms of educational regions,

type of school, medium, sex. The kinds of analyses involve

performance corTelations among the objective type papers and

the essay type papers within each science subject, and across

the science subjects, correlations made across first language,

mathematics and second language, for validity studies;

difficulty and diecrimination indices for item analysis; and

effects on pupil performance due to factors such as sex of

pupils, geographical regiOn, type.of school, urban/rural,

teacher experience and qualification, parental education, occu-

pation and income. ha a basis for investigating predietive

validity of the examination, a follow-up study of,each sample

will be carried through fOr ten yeare.

The production of a general aptitude test has started,

and trial testing will begin in a monthrs time. This will

be used later as an additional dimension in the validity

studies.

While the investigations mentioned above were of prob-

lems having direct relevance in the present stage of develop-

ment of the theory and practice of meaeurement and evaluation,
and capable of being wholly or partially solved on a short-

term'basis, the Project was not unmindful of problems which,
though significant, were of such a nature that they required
long-term fundamental research and a significant break-through

the conceptual viewpoint for their solution. The working

papers produced.on the restructuring of the Bloom classification

and the outline analysis,of the psychomotor domain are an

example of this, 'Other problems are those which arise As a

result of the assumptions, limitations and restrictions that
apply to widely used measures, theories and methoOat of educa-

tion measurement and interpretation, such as the nature and

charaoteristics of4

the process of measurement,

the process being measured,

the instruments used for measurement,

.theinteraction between One or more of the above.

The li 'tations

The cyclic operatio s decision making, planning comm

nicating, executing, controlling, evaluating, ideally take
place at each level of policy making and/or execution. In
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the fi ld of science curriculum development, one level at which
these cyclic operations take place may correspond to the commu-
nity and its functional organs, such as Parliament and the
Ministry of Education.

The next level may correspond to the Directorate of the

Ministry of Education; the third level to field and supervisory
staff; .the fourth to the principals of schools; the fifth to
the teacher, and the sixth to the pupil. Each level would
contain the operations of decision making, planning, communi
ting, executing, controlling and evaluating., and each level
would be articulated with the next through the,operation of

communication.

In this context, for the teacher and pupil levels, the,

widely used triangular pattern (Figure 2) may be thought of as
a simplified and reduced model of the general structure (Figure

where decisions in relation to content of teaching, plan-
ning of the organisation of this content, the mechanics of
coMmunicatien and the controlling of the pupil are coalesced

into a general activity described as "Teaching". ."Evaluation"

is considered apart. This,particular reduced pattern is .help-
ful in focussing attentior ,. on evaluation. (In cOnsidering
contexts other than evaluation, where the focus of attention
may be another aspect of the teacher-pupil situation, another
reduced form may be more appropriate. The reduced form also
depicts the continuously changing and repetitive role of the
teacher in the olassroom, as one who operates to facilitate
learning, as one who asHesses pupils7 growth.)

Figure 2

104
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At each of these respective levels of execution, and for

each unit etp_era.m, within each level, the process of evalua-

tion has to be considered as an inseparable component and an

essential means of feed-back and self-correctiono

While the problems of pupil achievement evaluation have

been investigated.fairly extensively, at least in the cognitive

domain, because examinations and examination reaults of pupils

have an immediate.and tangible socio-economic importance and

high powers of motivation, and even though their contribution

by way of feed-back of pupil performance and specification of

the test items is very aignificant and effective, it must be

remembered that measurement of the change in behaviour of

16 year old pupils is not the end product of this series of

operattons which started with the conversion and translation

of socio-political objectives into teaching objectives and

filtered through the various levels of'executiois.

The end product is the type of behavi ur exhibited by the

pupils after they leave school and become.citizens of the

country, whatever their fields of endeavour may be, as buddhist

monks or teachers, betel sellers or bus conductors, doctors or

politions,lawyers sr housewives, engineers or farmers. A

pupilts achievement at 16+ is not neceesarily ah indicator of

such an end product, and it is oertainly.not a direct indica-

tor. Ideally the process of end product evaluation should

involve the evaluation of the magnitude and direction of change

in the community. Even if it is temporarily assumed (however

incorrectly) that pupil growth end achievement at 16+ may be

taken as theend product, the indices of achievement and growth

of pupils (as represented by examination results are once,

twice or thrioe removed from many-of the major elements of the

programme, such as decision making, commemieation, controlling.

These indices are products ot highly complex processes as of
interaction, both positive and negative, among, all the opera-

tions of all the levels. To evaluate these separate operations

by extrapolation from examination results of pupils alone is

indeed a hazardoux process, and one anlikely to provide signals

of sufficient specificity'and discrimination to be uied for

improvement of the major operations.

-The Ceylen Project recognises this very serious drawback,

and,while exploiting the examination achievement data of pupils

to the maximum, has initiated action-reaearch programmes to

develop finally means of direct evaluation of all the operations

of science curriculum development, at all levels of execution.
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Iinrovement of E-alua ion Practtces

p udy of the... G C.E "0, fence examination

by P. Samaranayaka

The G.C.E. '0' examination in physics, chemistry and

biology based on the revised syllabuses was first held in

December 1965. The study of the examination and pupil

performance was done on a national stratified random sample

selected prior to the examination.

Nature of the sample

Of the p pile appearing for the examination, only those

appearing for the first time from government and director

managed schools and offering all three science subjects

(physics, chemistry and biology) were considered for the

sample.

The samele strength was about 10% of the above population

and was selected in terms of the following strata :

(i) Educational region.

) Medium of instruction.

Grade of school.

In eylon there are fifteen educational regions broken

down in terms of their geographical location. There are two .

media of instructiont Sinhala and Tamil. For the purpose of

this study the schools were classified into two groupst

schools terminating at the G.C.E. Inl science level and the

G.C.E. 'A' science:level.

The population was broken down to cluetere where a clus-

ter represented a school unit.

Operations in the sampae selection

On the basis of information re eiveu from the schools

regarding their G.C.E. '0' entries for the December 1965 exam-

ination, a list of schools containing the following particulars

was prepared.

(i) Name of school.

(ii) Educational region to which the school belonged.

(iii) Media of instruction of the G.C.E. '0 science streams.

(i Type of school (whether G,C.E. 10' terminal or G.C.E. 1A1

terminal).

1 G
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Type of local body to which the school belonged (whether

Municipal Council (MC), Urban Council Town Council

(PC), Village Committee (VC)).

Number of pupils entered for the examination in each of

the media, Binhala and Tamil.

(vi ) Pupil enrolment in the school from Grade VI upwards.

Subject to the stratifi ation referred to earlier, three
different samples were drawn at random. These three samples

were examined by a panel consisting of the Deputy Director

General (Secondary Education), the Chief Education Officer

(Science). and another r3enior Chief Education Officer with wide

experience in the field. Their judgment was sought to select

the sample which was most representative in terms of an urban

rural variable.(whether pupil's home was in a rural area)

which was not a strata factor considered in the selection of

the three samples. The urban/rural background was used as a

crude index to reflect the socio-economic background of the

pupil.

On this basis 42 schools (clusters), of which 28 presented
candidates in the Sinhalese medium while the other 14 in the

Tamil medium, were selected. The total number of pupils in

the Sinhala medium amounted to 688 and in the Tamil medium 595,

making a total of 1081 pupils. The sample was called the
National Stratified Random Sample.

Procedures for correction of scripts of_the sample.
..

A specially selected panel of examiners, were entrusted with

the correction of scripts in physics, chemistry and biology of

this Sample. The panel consisting of 14 examiners per subject

worked under the direct supervision of the Controlling Chief
Examiner of the reapective subject, for a period of ten days.

In addition to the correction of scripts, these examiners were

called upon to fill in a sheet (Data Sheet I) in duplicate in

respect of each of the pupils in the sample. The pupil res-

ponse for each of the 40 questions in paper I (irrespective of

whether the response was correct or incorrect) was entered in.

Data Sheet I. In addition the score per question of paper II

was a/so entered in this Data Sheet I.

Finally a summary of the data in Data Sheet I was made.

This summary gave the following particulars in respect of each

cluster. The number of pupils selecting each ohoice of each

question in paper I, the number of pupils who omitted a parti-

cular question in paper I and paper II, the number of pupils

who failed to score in each of the questions in paper .II. Data

Sheet I, in duplicate, had to be completed by these examiners

under the direct supervision of the Controlling Chief Examiner

of the respective subject.
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Modaof analypis_of Data_Shee

Data Sheets I were scrutinised across subject, and any
pupil who had absented himself from any of the subjects
physics, chemistry or biology was struck off from the sample.
The number struck off from the sample on this basis amounted
to 29, which was less than '70 of the sample. The final
sample had a total population of 1052 pupils.

Data Sheet I was used to process the following information.

(i) Difficulty index of eaoh of the questions of paper I, in

respect of each medium and total sample.

(ii) Response per cent in respect of each of the choices of
the questions of paper I in respect of each medium and
total sample.

(iii) Percentage of omissions in respect of each of the questions
of paper I in respect of each medium and total sample.

) Discrimination coefficients of each of the questions of

paper I.

Other data

A file is maintained in respect of each of the pupils
the sample which contains his G.C.E. '0' answer scripts of
physice, chemistry and biology. In addition a copy or his
cumulative record is maintained in his file. His performan e
through school and any ether oduostional instituts. is alsa kept
track of and these particulars are also recorded.

In March 1966 the Vedanayagam Non-Verbal Intelligence Test
and the Jayasooriya Verbal Intelligence Test were administered
to these sample pupils and these work sheets are also kept in
their respective fiaes.

In addition to Data Sheet I, another sheet for recording
pupil data was deoigned. This sheet,referred to as Data Sheet
II, contains the marks of the pupils in the sample in the
following papers.

(i) First language

(ii) Second language

(iii) Mathematics / ar hmetic

(iv) Physics

(v) Chemistry

(vi) Biology

(vii ) Vadanayagam Non-Verbal Intelligence Test

(viii) Jayasooriya Verbal Intelligence Tee
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These marks are racorded in Data Sheet II in terms of

clusters. In addition to these marks, Data Sheet II records

the teacher qualification and experience in respet3t of physics,

chemistry and bioloy.

Teacher classification is in terms of five broad groups t

G,z-aduate with over 5 years' teaching experience..

Trained with over 5 years' teaching experience after

training.

Graduate with loss than 5 years' teaching experience.

Trained with less than 5 years' teaching experience after

training.

Others.

A record of the pupil's socioeconomic status is also main-

tained in Data Sheet II. These are maintained in respect oft

( ) parental income;

(ii) parental occupation;

(iii) parental education;

(iv ) type of local body in which the pupil has been residing
for the longest period of time.

Mode of analysis of Data Sheet II

Analysis of Data Sheet II is clas ified into two main groups;

(i) Calculation of strata population, mean, median and standard

,
deviation of physics I, physics II, chemistry I, chemistry
II, biology /, biology II, first.language, second language

and mathematics/arithmetic in terms of each of the strata
n which the simple was selected.

(ii ) Calculation of the inter-correlation among papers and

different combinat one of papers for the total sample.

Analysis ofother data

Data in terms of each pupil's progress through a minimum of

5 years after sitting the G.C.E. '01 examination is in the pro-

cess of being collected. Analysis and interpretation of this

data has just commenced.

1966 U.C.E. '01

The nature of the population for the 1966 G.C.E. '00 exam-

ination was similar to that of 1965 goweVer, the site of the

sample was brought down to about 6%. This step was taken with

a view to limiting the sample population to handlable numbers

1
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as it was predicted that with time the population would increase

significantly.

The nature of the sample for 1966 was slightly modified

that of 1965 in that sex was also introduced as a stratum in

addition to educational region, medium of instruction and the

grade of school.

The breakdown of the population into smaller units ( lusters

where a cluster represented a school unit was found to be rather

unsatisfactory as certain schools had as many ae two hundred

candidates who were eligible for selection to the sample. If

this type of cluster was selected for the sample it was evident

that the Sample would be heavily loaded in one direction or another.

However, to eliminate such a school on these grounds would neces-

sarily make the sample less representative. As a compromise

solution it wae'decided to break down each school unit into

simpler clusters Where the maximum pupil strength per cluster

was fixed at 30. On this basis a school which has 100 candi-

dates eligible for selection to the sample.is broken down to 4

clusters where cach of the first 3 clusters has 30 pupils and .

the last carries the balance of 10 pupils.

OM

Mode_of selection of the sample

As opposed to the 1965 procedure where the basic information

regarding G.C.E. '0, entires were collected from the schools, in

1966 this information was eollected directly from the G.C.E. 10'

entryjiste of the Departm'ent of Examinations.

In this manner the following information was recorded.

(i) Educatio al region.

(ii) Name:of school.

(iii) Grade of school.

) Type of management of school.

(v) Medium of instruction.

(Vi) Number of candidates in each sex.

(vii) Gentre number.

(viii) Inclusive index numbers of the candidates.

The information collected was condensed and recorded

educational region wise. With the help of this information the

total strength of the sample and the strength per stratum were

determined. Having numbered the clusters in the serial order,

five different samples of clusters were selected at random

subject to the above stratification using a table of random

numbers. From these five samples one sample was selected by

a panel of three members.consisting of the Deputy Director General

of Education and two others so 4hat this sample would reflect a
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belane in terms of the socio-economic factors that operate in

the population. This selection was done on similar criteria

as used for the final sample selection of 1969. As the Sinhala

population in the samples amou ed to approximately l3o of the

population, only every other ea,Ididate of the Sinhala sample wEis

included, while the Tamil sample was taken in tote. On this

basis the maximum strength per cluster of the Sinhala medium
population was brought down to 15 while that of the Tamil medium

population was O.

The sample for 1966 consisted of 90 °lusters representing
88 schools and the total pupil strength was 802. Of these,73

clusters consisting of 552 pupils were in the Sinhala population

sample and 17 clusters consisting of 250 pupils were in the

Tamil medium population.

iner

The panel of examiners for correction of scripts consisted

of 18 for each of the subjects physics, chemistry and biology.

As in 1965, they were entrusted with both marking of scripts as

well as entering of Date Sheets I under the supervision of the

Controlling Chief Examiners of the respective subjects.

Other data

The collection of other, data of the sample was done in a

manner similar to that of 1965.

Mode of analysis of data

Analysis of Data Sheets I was similar to that of 1965.

eteen pupils from the Sinhala population and 10 pupils fr m

the Tamil population had to be deleted from the sample, as

pupils had absentedthemde/ves from one or more of the papers

in physics, chemistry and biology. The sample was reduced to

773 pupils as a result of these deletions. Difficulty indices

response per cent and discrimination coefficients were worked

out for each of the items in paper I of physics, chemistry and

biology.

The analysis of Data Sheet 11 was slightly modified from

the procedure adopted in 1965. Analysis of scores of the

Vedanayagam Non-Verbal.Intelligence Test and the Jayasooriya
Verbal Intelligence Test was not attempted, as this G.C.E. 10,

population was outside the range for which these tests had

originally been designed. Analysis of scores of the total

sample as well as per stratum was at empted in terms of the

following papers:
) Physics I
) Physics II
) Chemistry I
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Chemistry II
Biology I

(vi) Biology 11
(vii) Specific combinations of the above six papers
(viii) First language

(ix) Second language
(x) Mathematics

In this analysis the popul tion str ngth, mean,median and the
standard deviation were de ermined in terms of each of the strata.

In addition, coefficients of correlation.among paperu and
of certain combinations of papers were attempted.

0_ther dfc.ta

The performance of this sample, too, is to be followed
through the next few years for ultimate analysis. All the pupils
in the sample are kept track of and a file is maintained in
respeet of each of these pilPi16.

1967 E TO/

The nature of the population for the 1967 G.C.E. 101 exam-
ination was similar to that of 1965 and 1966. The size of the
sample was brought down further to 5c/0.

The nature of the sample for 1967 wadeimilar to that of
1966 and the same strata factors were considered for the selec-
tion of the sample. The breakdown of the population into
clusters was slightly modified in that the maximum strength of .

a oluster was fixed at 15. This was done by breaking down the
school 'unit to simpler units of maximum strength 30 and then
having selected these units of maximum strength 30 for the
sample'at random, every other candidate in these units was
considered for the clusters of the final sample.

Mode of selection of the aam.le

The selection of the sample was alga4n done on the basis of,
information collected from ihe entry lists of the Department of
Examinations. On the above basis 5 different samplea of clus-
ters were seleoted at random and a panel of three members inclu-
sive of the Deputy Direetor General of Education seleoted one of
these so that the sample would reflect a balance in .terms of the
socio-ecenómic factors that may.operate in the sample.

The sample for 1967.00nsisted of 100 clusters:. representing
97 schools and the total sample strength was J79. Of these, 72 .

clusters consisting of 589 were in the Sinhala medium population
and 28 clusters consisting of 190'Were in the Tamil medium popu-
lation.
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Panel of examiners

The panel of examiners for correction of scripts consisted

of 20 for each of the subjects physics, chemistry and biology.

As in 1965 and 1966 they were entrusted with both marking of

scripts as well as entering of Data Sheet I under the 'super-

vision of the Controlling Chief 12.;:ea iners of the respective

subjects.

Other data

The collecbion of other data pertaining to the sample is

currently being carried out. The principa s of the respective

schools in the 1967 sample have been contacted and the names of

the pupils se/ected for the sample from each of their schools

have been communicated to them. The required particulars of

these pupils are now coming in.

122de of ansiata
Analysis of Data Sheet I w,Ls similar to th t of 1965 and

1966. 19 pupils from the Sinhala medium population and 5 pupils

from the Tamil medium population were deleted from the sample on

criteria similar to those adopted in 1965 and 1966. The sample

was reduced to 755 pupils as a result of these deletions._

Difficulty indices, response per cent and dis rimination

coefficients were worked out for edch of the itemS in Paper 1 of

physics, chemistry and biology.

For the 190 samp1e only thie data has been analysed so f r

Analysis of Data Sheet II has not been attempted as the collec ion

of Ihe data has not yet been completed. However, an analysis

similar to that of 1966 is envisaged for Data Sheet II.

The G.C.L '0 examination data for 1965 and 1966 have been

analysed to an appreciable extent and some tentative interpretations

of this processed data have been attempted.

One of the maj r changes in the examination de ign that was

effected in 1965 was the introduction of an objectiveltmarkable

fixed response questiOn'paper for each of the subjects physics,

chemistry and biology. This paper, carrying 40 questions (Paper I

was administered in addition to an essay-type question paper (Paper

II). Paper II had the, characteristics of the essay-type question

papers of the 1961-1964 G.O.E. ohemietry examinations.'

At this juncture it is desirable to investigate whether Paper

is testing the same things as Paper II. A way of looking at

this may be to examine h07 the Paper I's of the science subjects

ha
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correlate with the Paper Il's. The correlations for Physics I

+ Chemistry I + Biology I vs Physics II + Chemistry II + Biol-

ogy II for 1965 and 1966 are of the order of + 0.9. The corre-

lations of Paper 1 to li for physics, chemistry and biology

taken individually are also of the order of + 0.6 and + 0.7 for

1965 and 1966 respectively. This order of correlations may be

interpreted as significantly high. It means that the new

design of the examination has helped in the improvement of

marking reliability and content and objective validity, while

essentially-testing eimilar factors.

The absence of suitable aptitude tests and I.Q. teste for

the Ceylon G.C.E. '01 level child and the absence of horizontal

projections usable for predictive purposes is unfortunate.

However, the criterion of what is traditionally called a good

student,- i.e. performance not only in science subjects but also

in first language and mathematics, may be used as an index for

judging whether the science papers in the examination are behav-

ing significantly differently to the other papers of the G.C.E.

10' examination. This may be achieved by examining the corre-

lation coefficients between the performance in all science

papers (i.e. Physics I & II, Chemistry I & II and Biology I & II)

with first language and mathematics. These are of the order

of + 0.7 for mathematics and + 0.4 for first language for both

1965 and 1966.

Some tentative trends in achievement are beooming visible

in terms of the urban/rural background of the child, social,

economic and educational 'status of the parent. But further

data'is required in support of these trends before they may be

presented for discussion. Similarly predictive validities of

the examination would require several more years while cohorts

df the stratified random sample occupy positions at the univer-

sities, in other higher educational institutes and in the pro-

fessions.

Tee data has in part been used for the design and modera-

tion of the science papers at the G.C.E. '0' examinations o-

1966 and 1967. The data carrying an item analysis of the

previOUS examination is made available to the Controlling Chief

Examiners and the moderators of physics, chemistry and biology

at the time of setting and moderating the G.C.E. '0' papers.

Some of this data has also been used_ to isolate specific

areas of difficulty for designing in-service programmes.

At this stage no att mpt is made to make assertions one

way Or another. However, with time ad further data it is

proposed toreport other significant trends and problems On the

teaching and learning of science in Ceylon lit the G.C4. 'Of

114
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4. Notes on Structural and Functional Aspects
of An Education System

(Extract from pp. 23-28
of Ministry of Education Ceylon publication

The Ministry of Education has in the recent past initiated
and carried out a programme of work relating to the Gee,eral

Certificate of Education, Ordinary Level, science subjeots.
In the years immediately preceding 1960 several aspects related
to the solence teaching situation at the General Certificate of
Education, Ordinary Level, were carefully axamined and analysed.
In particular, the specifications for teaching relating to the
General. Certificate of Education, Ordinary Level, physics, chem-
istry and biology were censidered. Thaexamination,syllabuses
at the General Certificate of Education, Ordinary Level, for
these subjects were critically analysed. Specific problems
and limitations were recognibed and decisions were made to

pursue development programmes directed towards the improvement
of the specificatione for tea hing and the specifications for

examination.

In making these de isions, relevantdata from within the

educational system were used. In addition, relevant data from
other educational systeme elsewhere in the world were examined

and considered.

In terms of the decision to design improved specifioations
for science teaching at the General Certificate of Education,.

Ordinary Level, senior experienced teachers from within the
Ceylon educational system, and outstanding consultante from
outside, were invited. A team of workers numbering approxim-
ately 10 to 20 worked on the programme continuously. At
intervals of time, groups, as large as 50 to 100, gathered
together, for short periods, to participate in specific aspects
relating to design and planning. Prefessional viewpoints such
as are available with scientists, university science teaching
staff, and_ reSearch organisations, such as the Ceylon Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science, were channelled to the pro-

gramme to make the plan adequate. The'etent of participation
was limited by time and funds.

line communications so designed - in this particular instance
"Syllabuses of Instruction and Schemes of Work" and the Teachers'
Guide Notes - were not directly issued to the field by the
supervisory staff until some executive aetion had been taken.

Some of these executive operations related to eimple
routine matters such as writing the syllabuses of instruction
and schemes, editing and printing them in sufficient numbers.
It was also necessary to set afoot relevant machinery for the

115
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storage and distribution of such material. It will be recog-
nised that thous nds of copies of schemes of work and sylla-
buses of instruc ion for issue to over 500 schools needed
specific organisational and administrative action.

A major preliminary executive action was the organising
and running of pre-trial teaohing of the material in a few
selected schools for chocking out the time base and other
such aspects.

There were also auch matters as the design of suitable
standard minimum.lists of equipment and the-ordering of the
new materials necessary for teaching the scheme. The recruit-
ment of additional superviaoryetaff and-their training to
handle the new schemes were also neceseary.

Having pursued these relevant executive matters, and
others not mentioned above, the plans and specifications for
the teaching.(0eneral'Oertificate of Education, Ordinary Level)
of physics, chemistry and biology were communicated to the
teachers, principals and other field staff. This entailed a
particularly complicated programme of communication toover-500
schools located in many educational districts. Though the
eyllabuses of instruction contained relatively detailed "Fore-
words" and "Prefaces" relating to the programme, it was never-
theless necessary to arrange for personal meetings of the
design staff with the field etaff. This was done in all the
districts to a limited extent depending on the availability of
time and other resources:

The pupils' performances in the field at the General
Certificate of Education, Ordinary Level, examination were
carefully analysed in all the subject areas, usinga care-
fully stratified random sample-of pupils selected from the
examination enrolMent. The performance of this sample of
pupils was subject to detailed study and analysis.

The whole programme of decision making, planning, communi-
cating, supervision and evaluation is one that proceeds cycli-
cally and unendingly. Therefore as a logical consequence of
this recognition there should be continuing action-research
programme directed towards assessing pupils' performances at
the General Certificate of Education, Ordinary Level,.in the
relevant subject areas annually. This prevision and decision
will lead to the availability of feed-back information. In
the light of such feed-baok information, the total programme
could be kept under continuous review-and new decisions could
be made and new programmes of planning and reconstruction could
be set afoot so that the up-graded and the up-dated pattern of
teaching and learning would be maintained at a high level of
adequacy through time.
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The Dr noipal of a school who had received the communi-
cation that science was to be taught in the General Certifi-
cate of Education cleases on the basis of modified syllabuses
of instruction and on the basis of amendeo syllabuses of
examination needed to ask a number of queetions. Some of
them were as follows:

How much time was to be given to thp subject?

How were these periods to be organised in the day and
in the week?

What problems were there in organising the peri ds for
work in the laboratories?

How many double periods needed to be provided?

Where shoula the theory periods be taught?

Which teachers should be commissioned to do the
modifjed syllabuses?

Is.the equipment in the school suffieient for doing the
modified program es?

ano a series of similar questions.

Having analysed this situation in the school and recog-
nieed the major problems in collaborative discussion with the
teachers he would ideally plan out a programme of work in
general; design the timetable, in particular; and attend to
such other mattera- of planning as were necessary.

Once this stage had been carried out,.the teacher would
be instructed to teach the modified syllabuses to the pupils .

in the General Certificate of Education classes.

When the teachers are at work, classroom supervision would
need.to be provided. The prinCipal may.need to give assist-
ance and guidance. This may relate to how the modified pro-
gramme of work should be approached and worked on. He may in
fact be in a position to advise directly on pedagogical and
methodological aspects.

Once a teacher continues to w rk reasonably adequately
on the basis of the communication and guidance and supervision
provided, the principal may need to associate himself with the
teachers and arrange to evaluate the progress of the work.
In particular he may need to ask whether the pace of teaching
is as recommended; whether the practical work and the manner
of doing it are as specified and other similar questions. In

addition, principala, with the collaborative assistance of the

ataff, will need to set afoot the necessary machinery for
teachers to design term tests and similar inatruments of
evaluation of phpil growth.
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This will give the principal significant feed-back material

oh he may find useful for the purpose of reporting on the

programme of work.

In such reporting the principal himself taking noteof the

evaluation of performance of the system may indicate the lines

of new decision making and planning which the programme in his

school would seem to demand.

The teacher who has picked up the oommu 'cation could now

proceed to study the situation and such study will entail the

consideration of such questions as follow:

What are the features of the revised schemes of work?

How are they organised?

How do I use them?

What particular major principles underly these schemes?

Do I have the equipment and mate-iais to teach them?

What particular difficulties will my pupils have in

learning in the modified way?

How will I help them? Etc., etc.

Having re ognieed the nature of the situation, significant
problems associated with it and having taken note of the pre- ,

ferred'lines of approach, the teacher could proceed to plan his

lessons, execute them, assist and supervise the pupils at work

and evaluate his and their progress in appropriate waya.

It will be observed that one of the critical features of
this schematic model is that each person who.picks up a communi-

cation proceeds to amplify it and prepare detailed plans appro-

priate to his level prior to execution and proceeding with the

programme.
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with ticul
'ral Eva
aeleva

by .A. kialezin

At present every nation is living th ougb a period of a
large-scale scientific and technological revolution. The
inflow of scientific data is increasing at an unbelievable
speed. That is why the school and the school teacher are
facing the problem of deciding en what should not be taught-
rather than on what should be taught to the pupil. In other
words, the nrobiem of selecting such teaching material that
would deal with the fundamentals of science on'a modern level,

and at the same time could be within the pupil's comprehen-
sion, considering his age-group peculiarities, is becoming
increasingly important.

Young men and women sta:
will inevitably become immedia
logical progress.

g their independent life
participants in.techno-

In the advanced countries of the world, a considerable-
increase is being observed in the number of workers with
secondary education. Today it is not infrequent to encounter
instances where the workers immediately engaged in production
become research workers in the full sense of this word. such
workers need to have not only skilful hande but also a clear
creative thinking and,effective knowledge. This means that
the pupils should not'only assimilate a certain amount-of
knowledge but also master, to a certain degree, the methods
used to acquire such knowledge, starting with the simplest
techniques of research, for instance the qualitative analysis
of acids and salts; and up to solving the complex problems
arising in production processes.

That is why pupils should be trained in such a way that
they could master, to a certain degree, the methods and tech-
niques used in the jobs they will take up after finishing
school, to facilitate the solution of the questions on which
they will nave to take decisions in Production and in every-
day life. Phis is possible only'on the basis of a certain
amount of firm knowledge.

Chemistry plays an outstanding part in the life of the

contemporary human community. Therefore, chemistry as an
instructional subject in the s hool curriculum ia of special

importance.
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'orms of current evaluation of t e at21J,LL_L2142-siane-
eval. ateon

In oral evaluation, the verification of the pupil's know-

ledge includes recapitulation and it is one of tee teacher's

weapons to improve the knowledge not only of ehe pupil who 4

answering the teacher's question but also th t oV the rest of

the pupils.

Oral evaluation is wiaely used in current evaluation and

is practised tn almest every lesson in chemistry. It serves

as both a form of control and insteuction, thus improving the

pupil's knowledge and his ability to relate it to the listener.

Ural evaluation ie made before introiuctioa. of new material,

during its presentation and at a special lesson devoted to

evaluation, dieCussion and consolidation of the pupWs know-

ledge.

-
In the process elf oral evaluation, thp pupil is asked

questions on the given topic covering the material studied.

Also he is given-problems to solve. In oraI evaluation it is

possible to establish the amount and depth of the knowledge,

its firmness, as well as to find out whether the material has

been assimilated systematically and consciously.

These are the guiding rules for preparing questions for

oral evaluation:

Questions must take into account the amount of mate ial

envisaged in the syllabus, be brief, simple' and easy to under-

stand, avoiding too much detail, hints and ambiguities;

-Along with the selected particular questions it is also

advisable to give the pupils small topies for oral discussion

talks). In class VII, for instance (in Soviet schools

chemistry as an individual science discipline is introduced

in class VII) this topic can be "Burning sulphur in oxygen";

in class VIII, "Chemical properties of ehlorine"; in class IX,

"Acetic acid", etc.

The pupil's talk n the given topic enablee the teacher

to assess not only the pupil knowledge but sleet his ability

to present the material consistently, systematically and clearly.

Besides this, pupils are invited to solve problems. This

serves as an effective means to find out whether the pupil .

realises the data he has learned.

sl'ormally, ind.vidual current evaluation cannot be'easily

combined with the active work of the whole class. Besides,

takes time.
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One of the forms of oral evaluation which can overcome
this disadvantage is to call to the blackboard two or some-
times Up to four pupils at a time, when each of them is given

an individual assignment. While these pupils are thinking
over their questions or solvng the probems, the teacher can
work with the rest of the class. Tne answers of the pupils
who are at the blackboixd are discussed with the participation

of the entire class.

When pup l_ answer, it is important for them to be able

to use prepared charts, tables ancl vnrious chemical substanc

Many teachers, parallel with this form of evaluation,

use a so-called group test talk with the whole class on the

material studied. This talk takes part of the lesson, or
metimes the entire lesson.. The teacher puts small questions
the class. The pupils give brief answers without leaving

their seats, and the teacher gives marks to those pupils who
have been particularly active.

T.his evaluation/talk is sometimes devoted tu summing up
the material of a large section of the syllabus. ibr instance,

"Interaction between classes of inorganic compounds or.general
characteristics of the elements of the halogens group".

Tentati e criteria. khEalltolgel

In the U.S.OR, a five-mark system of evaluation is adop-

ted, the highest mark being the 5. Marks for one term, half

year and year are given taking into account the results of

current evaluation of the pupil's knowledge.and skills. When
final marks are given the virtual level of each pupil's know-
l6dge and skills should be considered.

in evaluation &f a pubil's oral an -er, the mark 5 is

given provided the.pupill

(a) shows understanding of the chemical essence of studi d

phenomena and processes; correctly formulates chemical con-
cepts, laws and theories; knows the properties of the studied

substances and can identify them; correctly reads and makes up

formulas of substances and conclusions of chemical reactions,

gives them correct qualitative and quantitative interpretation;

(3) supports the theory he discusses by concrete examples,

knows the practical significance of chemical laws, theories
and processes as well ae the use of particular substances;

( ) gives a complete and consistent answer displaying

independent judgment and assimilation not only of the Material
being studied but of the previous material as well; whet

necessary, proceeds,from the knowledge learnt when studying
other curriculum subjects and applied in the proeess pf labour

and vocational education.
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The mark 4 is given if the answer, in the main, meets the

same requirements established for the mark 2 but the pubil:

(a) makesmist A':-Las in accuracy and insignif cant mistakes

in relating facts, definition of concepts, laws and theories

and in their interpretation while being able to correct all

this easily with the help of the teacher; Or

(lc) gives an an answer c ly narrating the text of the

manual; while in replying to the teacherts additional ques ions

displays due un..terstanding of the material studied.

The mark is given if the pupil shows the knowledge and

understanding of the basic instructional material bat!

(a) experiences difficulty in supporting,.without the

teacher's help, the theory being related, by concrete examples,

or in explaining the practical significance of chemical laws,

theoiies and processes;

(b) experiences difficulty in summing up the material and

drawing conclusions on it, though relates the factual material

fully enough;

(e) makes one or two mistakes in reading and writing the

formulas of substances and conclusions of chemical reactions,

or in their quantitative and qualitative interpretation; or

(d) give.* :J. schematic answer skipping essential details,

relating, in the main, the text of the manual while displaying
insufficient undartarcding of the individual tenets that he

freely rein,-

The mark 2 is given if the pupil%

(a) do _ot know, or fails to understand, most of the

most essential part of the instructional material dealt with

in the questions put to.him; or

(b) in total, makes mistakes and commits err

in the requirements established for the mark 3;
rs indicated

_) even when given the help of the teacher, fails to

make use, while answering, of the knowledge assimilated earlier

in thecourse of chemistry and in other curriculum subjects as

well as the knowledge and data accumulated in the process of

labour and vocational education.

The mark 1 is given if the pupil shows complete ignorance

of,.and fails to understand, the basic currioulum materialS.

Oonclu

In soviet schools, everyday current evaluation of pupils'

12
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knowledge and skills forms the basis of evaluationof pupils'

,knowledge. Use is made of oral individual evaluation, written

tests, experimenta7 tests and experimental problems. However,

research that has been and is being carried out in the U.S.S.R.

shows that further work is needed to improve the methods of

verification and evaluation of pupils, knowledge and to achieve

a better control over the knowledge and skills of pupils as

well as to achieve more profound knowledge and skills
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e ott onvaivat1onWorksho _in Chemistry.
.Peradeniya, Ceylon 2-12 Au list 16_6

y J.C. Mathews and J. Ratnaike

o kshop a is r

The Workshop wa. part of the in-service training of
Ceylon teachers and other education staff in the construction
of examinations in chemistry at the Ceylon General Certificate
of Education, Ordinary Level. The long-term objective is the
production of a team of question writers and examination con-
structors who would assist in the design of '0' level examina-
tions and act as nuclei for further training of teachers.

This report sets out the sequence of Op- ations during
the Workshop and the materials which were the outcome of the
Workshop. In so doing, it is hoped that the report will
serve as a guide to other countries who wish to conduct
similar workshops. The scheme of work is not set out as an
ideal one; it wa$ the first comprehensive workshop to be
undertaken in this country and those in the future may well
be modified in the light Of this experience; nor are the
questions whic17 were constructed of equal merit. Neverthe-
less, a consideration of both the faults'snd the virtues of
this workshop may assist other countries who are revising
theit schemes of examinations in schools.

PART _I

In prepara ion for the TES Evaluation Workshop the
following operations were carried through.

(1) Selection of participants.

(2) Production of multiple choice and free -p nse test
items by participants.

(3) Editing of multiple choice test items by participants.

(4) Selection of two-multiple ahoice pre-teets.

(5) Moderation of multiple choice pre-tests.

(6) Administration of multiple 'choice pre-tests for pupils.

(7) Analysis of data from the adminis ration.
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(1 ) Selection of -articirants

Three categories of participants were envisaged.

) Supervisory staff as personn_l responsible for con-
trolling and guiding the science programme in the

field, and as potential in-service leaders for

fflture evaluation in-service training courses.

(b ) Controlling examiners, chief examiners and senior
marking examiners, as personnel directly involved

in the communication, execution and control of
examination practices at the G.O.E. 10'.

senior teachers who did not belong to catego (b)

but were recommended by the supervisors as being
efficient and successful in their teaching.

The participants in each category were selected according

to their subject preference, physioe, chemistry and biology,

and across the categories each subject group had an initial
population of about 25 participants, taking into account the
possibility of drop-outs before the Workshops. At the Work-

shop the number expected in each subjeot was 20.

(2) Production 0 f multi.le ohoice and free resionse test items
by participants

Each participant was requested to make 40 teet items and

a table of specifications with a content coverage of the whole

of the G.C.E. 'U' syllabus, and an objective coverage as

follows:

15 of 1, 10 of II, 10 of III, III', and 5 of IV.

The table of speci&cations portrayed no objectives in the psy-

chomotor or in the affective domain.

With the request to make test items the participants were
also sent a note on the construction of multiple choice test
items, tables of specifications and simple analysis of data

(see Appendix 1). They were also sent a note on the construc-

tion of structured essay and free response questions (see

Appendix 2).

fo
af

A time schedule of one month was given to the participants
this task, with the request that half the items be sent in

r 15 days.

When the item sets were received they were identified

with a code number given to each participant, and the 'ques-

tions typed so that the objective suggested by the writer also
appeared against the question.
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LditinL of u!ultipie choice 'est, ite s by_participants

kJach participant was then sen
duced by him and by hie colleagues an_
these in the followino manuer:

set of items pro-
requested to edit

) jude the objecttve category of the question and
mark the choice with a circle in the set of objec-

tve indicatE'd at the end of each
q7.2.cstion;

marx the cox nt choice with a circle for each
question;

edit ques tcn icr obvious_ errors and ambiguities
and write the corrections on the particular ques-

These eiied sets :arc returned, and for ed the basis of
the rag pool from which clect.ion was made for the pre-test.

(4) Selection of the two uli le choice pre-tests

The se/ection was nmue by two supervisors per subject
group. These supervirorz-, were to be the leaders in the
Evaluation Workshop and hE.a already participated in the opera-
tions so far. These group leader supervisors then met under
the Guidance of the Dieutor of the Workshop, and selected
items Crom the -:e.NY pool, r,;.,..king further editing as required.
They then produced Lwo 40-tem multiple choice pre-tests.

(5) odemtion .pr-tests

These selected pr-tests were then subjected to moderation
by the control examiners of the national G.C.L. '0' examinations.
Their function wss;mainly tc ensure that the pre-test had face
validity when compared with national G.C.E. '0' examinations.

(6) 4dministration of multiple

The sample to whom the pre-tests were administered came
from the tInglish medium and consisted of 100 final year G.C.E.
'Ot pupils plus 50 first year G.C.E. IA, pupils, for each of the

pre-tests. It was necessary to include somp pupils from the
G.C.E. 'A' population because it was recognised that in June
and July the pupils would not have covered the full syllabus.
Un the other hand, the G.C.E. 'A' pupils had not only covered
the syllabus but had been sufficiently sucoessful in the
various subjects of the G.C.E. '0' examination to permit them
to be in the Advanced Level IT.tR#77k. It was recognised that
only tentative extrapolatio be made with the data from
the G.0.E. 'A' population.

Although translations were made of these pr-e-tests in the
Sinhala and Tamil languages, and the tests administered to
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parallel populations as in the English medium, the data follow-

ing from the Sinhala and Tamil media were not intended to be

utilised at the Workshop, but were expected to be used with

the participants as fol/ow-up work during the course of the

year, after theeWorkshop,

(7) Ansi_ eis_of data frem the administration or the multiple

Ou2k9et_E.1:2eIP_"elt

It was recognised that the participants were mainly person-

nel involved in classroom evaluation activities and not those

who would be taking the primary responsibility for the examina-

tion design and decision making operations at a national level.

One of the problems that these participants would meet in

the analysis of data in a school situation is the smallness of

number in their samples, and the differences between national

indices and the indices for their particular situation. To

highlight this problem, difficulty iediees end discrimination

coefficients were calculated both in terms of-the total sample

population and ie terms of the individual school sample popula-

tion. iurther, both the school data and the total,sample data

were divided into the G.C.E. '0, and G.C..e. ,A' sub-sets. The

pupil performance characteristics were refleeted in the stand-

ard deviations and means calculated for the G.C.E. ,0, and the

G.C.E. 'A' sub-sete, and for the total eample. The analysis

on a sehoo1-wise basis was done by the Evaluation Researah Unit

under the direction of the Director of the Workshop, and the

total zample anaIyees were done by the supervisors who were to

act ae the group leaders at the Workshop. During the course

of this operation, the group leaders were briefed on the impli-

cations of the analysis, and en the apparent trends and inter-'

pretations visible from the data.

The pre-workshop operations in addition to providing

realistic working iaterial for the Workshop, brought the parti-

cipante to a preliminary level of awareness of the problems

involved in the construction of multiple choice items, speci-

fic objectivee and content; in the communioation through

tables of specifications; in the preliminary editing prO-

oesssz, including judging the categorising of items aceoreing

to objectives. In addition, the group leaders had,an oppor-

tunity to involve themselves in the other operatione,planned

for the Workshop, such as the selection and rejection of test

items, and the analysis, and interpretation of test data.

PAAT II

The,partioipants at the WQrkshc-)

There were two Directors of the W rkshop, one from Ceylon

and the other from the United eingdom. There were ten other.
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narticipants, in the chemistry group all of them teachers,
raining college lecturers or education officers in Ceylon.

The material available

1. Two sets of fi ed response questions selected by the
educational supervisory staff in Ceylon from approximately
400 such Questions submitted during the preliminary work.
ach sot contained 4L) pre-tested questions.,

2. The data avai able on each nuestion was: the content
area and educational objective and-the difficulty index.and
discrimination coefficient as determined by the pre-te t.

The content a ea indicates the main divisions of the
m terial of Ceylon '00 level chemistry.

The educational objectives are divided to five ate-

gories:

1. J-tecall.

2. Comprehension.

5. Application (qualitative).

3'. Application (quantitative).

,4. Analysis synthesis/evaluation.

The difficulty index shows the percentage of pre-test
candidates who answered the question correctly.

The discrimination coeffjoient shows the correlation
between the performance of candidates on a particular ,:wis-
tion with tl-at in the test as a whole how the item separates
good pupils from poor pupils

3. Administrative requirements: two rooms, each with facili-
ties for writing; and typing and duplicating staff sufficient
to type-ara duplicate the product of each day's work duriug the
evening. Computing equipment was not required.

Time available

There were worki g days. The evaluation workshpp sess-
ions amounted to 25 hours. (fhe participants were engaged in
a seminar which included curriculum development work in addi-
tion to the evaluation workshop.) The participants had an
average of about 2 hours in each day writing questions or other
evaluation work in private.

It was found e sential during the operations which follow
to appoint one participant as secretary.
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L)equence of o erations

1. hayiewing objactives. After short preliminary talks by
the Directors on the aims and methode of the Workshop, parti-
cipants reviewed the objectives of all the pre-tested questions.
The latter served the purpose of clarifying to the partioipants
the educational objectives in operational terms.

The first 40 questio s were reviewed by geaeral diecussion
under the guidanoe of one or the Directors. When there was
divergence of opinion the view of the majority was taken. Where
divergenee of opinion was equal, the lower category of objective
wes selected, subject to the over-riding decieion of the Director.
The discussions were lengthy but fruitful. All participants
agreed that the exercise forced them to consider the fundamenta1
objectives of the course in terms of what they- should expect
their stud nts to be able to de.at the end of it.

This sort of discussion requires some skill and experience
on the part of the Director. in order to give such experience
to other ceylon personnel, the Workshop was then divided into
two groups each in the charge of a Ceylon participant. The two
groups separately reviewed the educational objectives of the
remaininie40 questions. The groups then rejoined and decisions
were made on tha objectives nf questions where they differed
from the.original classification. Finally a revis-d specifi-
cation of all 80 items was drawn up.

2. The next task was to deter ne;

the distribution of difficulty indices over the 80
questione;

the distribution of discrimination coeffiei nts with
difficulty indices;

the distributibn of difficulty indices with objectives,

the distribution of difficulty indices with content
areas;

the distribution of discrimination eoeffi-ients with
content areas;

the distribution of disorimination coefficients with
objectives.

To expedite -the work the participants were di ided ih o
four groUps. Their find ngs were then duplicated and given to
'all of them.

The main findings were;

2.1 Difficulty increased with category of objective (1 111/

2.2 The liter the topic-in the course, the greater the diffi-
culty.
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aleiiatti tc-rde-.1 to be more d fticult than other

items of rnediw m difficulty seemed to discriminate bee,-

6ele u st on t
then reviewed and elsseifjed as lo ows

(i) Acceptable

li) Aceeptal)-le af.ter minor editing (ediing net likely

to affect the performance in the suestion).

Acceptable only after major rewriting (rewriting
likely to affect performano0.

Rejected.

The b'J que were

The participants as a group wnt through the 80 questions

L-s.4;7era1 times judging the items according to the following

creria:
).1 Duplication of items.

Too easy or too difficult (some were rejected on these

grounds.

3.3 Poor discrimination - anY item with a discrimination

coefficiQ.nt below 0.2 was accepted only if in the sub-

jective -'dgreat of the participants it was suitable.

lqc,Ip-functicing responses.

3.5 Ambiguity ano fak;;ts in language anci cont _ each parti -

cipant a-'J.ed a. re.d-iewer of a part the questions in

ordler to speed u thio ezeration).

Undesirable effect on teaching.

The results of Ulis "shredding prose
80 questions:

14 were acceptable in the original.

26 were acceptable after minor editing.

15 required major rewriting.

25 were rejected.

show that of

4. iri-4.int.9.1nhegeesar. .L.t now

remained to determine whether the 40 acceptable questions met the

desired content/objective specification. It was found- that some

content areas were oversubscribed, objective 1 waa oversubacribed

and objective 5' undersubscribed. Therefore five items had to

be withdrawn and five new items written in their place. The

latter was done by all the participants working individually, but

it waa found desirable that operation 4 and subsequent operations

should be undertaken by a small group of three participants plus

a Director.
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ln this way the preferred specificati on was met approximately

but not exactly.

5. Making a random key. It was found that there was some
imbalance in the correct responses.

Response (i) in 10 queetio

Response (- in 9 questions.

Response (iii ) in l3 questions.

Response (iv) in 8 questions.

The responses in one question, correct response (iii), wer
reor_ered to give a correct response (iv) hus giving a better
distribution of responses.

6. Order of euestione. During discussion it was noted that in
the pre-test the questions were arranged so that the higher objec-

tives, and more difficult questions, came at the end, it was

decided to arrange the 40 selected items in such a way as to dis-
tribute the more difficult items through the test. Two or three
easier items were deliberately put at the beginning and end of

the test.

7. Specification of the test. The essential data on the 40
eeestions in the test vas assembled.

:,-tructured and free response Queetions

One of the objectives of the Workshop was to give instruc-
tion and practioe in writing questions other than those of the'

fixed respdnse type. Participants were asked to write some
struotured and free response questions before coming to the
Workshop and gutdane on how to do so was sent to them (see

Appendix 2).

Not many of these questions were forthcoming, however, and
t of the writing was done during the second half of the Work-

shop. This provided suitable work for those participants who

were not being used in operations 4-7 above.

It was felt that this part of the Workshop was of at least
equal importance to the first if desirable effect on teaching

was to be attended through examinations.

Time was insufficient to submit the structured and free
reeponse questions to the same eorutiny given to the fixed res-
ponse questioner

In conclueion

One pf the most important outco
the particlpants came to'realiae tha

es of the Workshop was that
teaching and examining were
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not sparate operatAche but parts of a larger operation; and

that -;aki;ig part ir a workshop such as this threw a neY anu

clearer light on the objectives, methods and content of teaching,

ae well as of examining.

It was noted by all the participants that a workshop is not

the best occasion on which to write questions. Ideas for ques-

tions probably come best when the writer is actively engaged in

teaching, and much time is required to develop the idea and

refine the question. This woricshop was probably at its most

valuable phase during the discussion, classification and assembly

sessions; and at its least valuable during the question-writing

sessions.
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APPENDIA I

Introtueor Notes for k,valuatio s op

by J. Ratnaike

rintroductor note on levels of achievement of pupils_ (oblectives)

In the study of a particular area of coutent in the syllabus,
pupils may be taught, and expected, to reach various levels of
achievement in. the content area. eor example, the pupils may
be able to recall thd reproduce the actual teaching given, and

no more. This, of course, will not tell us whether the pupil

has understood what he is repeating.

.un the other hand, a higher level of achievement would be
if he it able to apply qualitatively or quantitatively what has

been taught, in a situation somewhat different to wnat he has

met before in the classroom. As teachers, we would then recog-
nise that the pupil has shown that he has "understood" what has

been taught. we would call this level "higher" in terms of the

purposes for which we are teaching, and in the sense that it
involves more complex operations on the part of the pupil than

merely recalling.

Pupils may even have achieved a still higher level, of
being able te recognise problems, seleot.data, draw general ..on-
clusions.from data, test hypotheses - in other woras use the
methods of the scientists in his work.

These are levels that we as teachers perceive in our day-to-

day work with pupils.

These levels :ef aohieveme_t or objectives, as they are
called, have been .expressed in various ways. Perhaps the m at
comprehensive classification available today is The Taxonomy of
Educational Objectives, Benjamin 6. Bloom et al., Longmans Green
and Co. (1956).- Given below is a brief summary of this classi-
fication. To find out whether the pupil has achieved one or
other of these levels, we provide him with an opportunity to

respond at the various levels - in other words we ask him ques-
tions. The questions included as examples below attempt to
find out at which level of achievement the pupil can respond.

SUMMARY ue_BLUotO3 ,CLA:561FICATIoB LW T4E CLIGAJTIVB DOMAIN

LEVEL 1. The u '1 can irovide res.onse u involv_ing_primari4
AB of such items as specific facts, terminology,

conventions trend_s classifications criteria,
metiodolagy
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EXA FLnS QY QU TIjN S 17tQUIRING PUPIL RP T Ia,VEL I

Content area: Air -mbustion.

The amount, by volume,
is about:

Con

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere

U parts per 100
(ii) 50 parts per 1,000
(iii) 5 parts per 1,000

parts per 10,000

Nitrogen pero /equilibrium.

Which one of the following crystalline substances, when--
heated strongly in a hard glas test tube, would NOT give

brown fumes?

(i) Potassium nitrate
ii) Lead nitrate

(iii) _Barium nitrate.
iv) Copper nitrate

LEVEL responses
pimple_recall. An element of COMPREF01NSION is

required, and may be of the types such as the

following: translation of mathematical verbal
material_int2_!imhajic statemente_and vice versa;
interpretation of data and statements includin
simple explanations, summaries, comparison!
extra- and intranolation from data statements

(i.e extension of trends be ond the iven data);
determination of effects. corollaries.

EXAMPLES OF QUHSTIONS REQUIRING PUPIL RESPONSES AT LEV L 2

Content area: Air/combustion.

It is possible to recognise some similarities between the

burning of common home fuels, and respiration. However,

it is NOT true to say that, in the cases of both burning'

and respiration:

(i) the gaseous products are similar in properties.

(i ) the ,ubstances burned, and foodstuffs, have at
east two chemical elements in common.

iii) oxygen is required for the reactions to take place.

(iv) most of the energy from the change appears as
chemical potential energy of thaproducts..

Content area: Nitrogen'peroxide/equilibrium

Nitrogen peroxide conainang 2170 nitrogen dioxide is
passed, at one atmtisphre pressure, through a long
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non-porous inert glass tube completely surrounded by

an apparatus A. The gas emerging at the end of the

glass tube was found to have a composition of l2e0

nitrogen dioxide. Which one of the following may be

said of the apparatus A?

( ) A is a heater.
(i ) A is a cooler.
iii) A is a filter for nitrogen dioxide.

(iv) There is insufficient data to identify A.

L.elrEL 3 The pupil can provide responses involving the
APPL3CATIUe 0± abstraCtions in articular concrete

situation ma- be in the form

metho4s technic..leories. The

2...pplioat1ons way include numerieal applications
as well. (For convenience we ma _indicate the

level of numerical application with )1.

F.XAMPLES QUESTI(eNS lie;gUIRING PUPIL 1(ESPO16ES AT le6VEL 3

teat_areal Ai bustion.

-which pair of the observations given below, made when

magnesium was ignited in air, offers the best evidence

to support the contention that a chemical change has

taken plece?

Heat evolved; colour change.

Coloue change; light eiolved.

eight evolved; volume change. .

Volume change; mass change.

Content areac Nitrogen peroxide/equilibrium.

When a mixture of chlorine and helium (called gas mixture

'A) is in a container at room temperature and 1 atmosphere

pressure is passed through a series of long inert porous
tubes, it is observed that the emerging gas has a relative

density different to that of the original gas. Which

one of the following (and for what reason) would you
expect when instead of gas 4, nitrogen peroxide is passed

through the above set-up, under the same conditions of

temperature and pressure?

(i) eNto change in the relative density because gas

mixture A is a mixture of lighter and heavier
cumponents whereas nitrogen pereexi.de is a

substance.

No change in the relative density beoause gas
mixture A is a mixture of lighter and heavier
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componen s, whereas the components in nitrogen

peroxide are in dynamic eouilibrium.

A change in the relative desity because, like

gas mizture A, nitrogen peroxide contains lighter

and heavier molecules.

A change in the relative density, because the

heavier molecules of dinitrogen tetroxide dec m-

pose into the lighter molecules of nitrogen

dioxide as they are separated.

EXAMPLES OP QUESTIONS REWIRING PUPIL -"TUNSES AT LEVEL

Content area; AL.. Ombustion.

What volume of oxygen, at S.T.P., would be expected to

be required.for the complete combustion of 240 g (one

gramme'molecular ma s ) of a fuel oiI of molecular

formula 0 H ?
17 56

( ) 26 x 22.4 litres
(ii ) 26 x 16 x 2 litres
(iii, 55 x 22.4 litres
(iv) 35 x lb x 2 litres

Nitrogen peroxide equilibrium.

Two gramme molecular mass of copper-nitrate is to be

heated in a hard glass vessel. Any gas produced will be

'collected over water at 20°C. Assuming that all the

S.V.P. and S.T.P. corrections may be neglected, what

volume of gas would be expected to be collected? The

equation describing the change may be taken as:

2Cu(NO
3

)
2

20u0 4102 0
2

(i) 5 x 22.4 litres
(ii ) 4 x 22.4 litres
iii 2.5 x 22.4 litres
(iv) 1 x 22.4 litres

LEVEL_4. The'lpupil can ptovide re*Iponses involving ANALYSI_40

SYNTHESIS and EVAIUATION. This Would include such

15441ASElLS1I

relations- structure reconition of unatated
facts

theses o -anisation of ideas statemente data;

propositions pf methods_for_testinghypotheses,
theories; _design -of experiments; reoognition of

generalieations.

ate: .Bloom's Taxonomy actually subdivideeLeiel 4 into three

levels, 4, 5, 6 fpr each of the components.)
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A1.11PLh;S OF QUESTIOJNS HEW RING rqj IL Si0NbE AT jjj 4

o tent a- at Air/combustion.

Two theories were suggested to explain what happens
when substances burn in air. Neither assumed negative
weight.

Theory_ When the substance is burned, it combines
with a part of the air.

Theory. z When the substance is burned, the air t kes
up something that leaves the substance, until
the air is saturated with it.

JUDGt; Whether each of the observations given below:

(i) is more direct evidence for Theory L than
for Theory S.

is more direct evidence for Theory_ than
for Theory L.

supports both Theory_L. and Theory S.

(iv) supports neither Theory L nor Theory

Observations

) A coconut oil lamp put into a large bottle, and the
lid closed, goes out before the,oil is consumed.

(b) The white product formed when magnesium burns in air
weighs more than the original magnesium=

I) When the red product, formed on heating mercuryin
air, is reheated in the used-up air, the original
properties of the air are restored.

(d) Much heatand light are given out when magnesium
burns.

Turpentine burns with a more reddish flame in chlorine
than in air.

Content area: Nitrogen peroxide equilibrium.

To study the efrects of dissociation in nitrogen peroxide
using changes in pressure when the gas is heated through
the range OM to 80°C, which one of the following may be
Con idered the most suitable?

(In the'diagram/M. indicates heated in a constant tempera-
ture bath. Each of the gas containers has a
volume 100 mi.)
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mments on the desinof the uestions illu n t e
levels of achievemen

LEVEL 1

Content arest Ai bastion.

Only the order of magnitude is required, part cularly as
there are significant variations from place to place. The
fact has been given to the pupils in the classroom. A pos-
sible (arithmetic) difficulty may arise if the pupil has been
given .the value of the carbon dioxide concentration as a ')10
(0.03Vc). Is there any use in asking such a qaestion?

Content area: Nitrogen peroxide/ equilibrium.

Again pupils have met these faots in the classroom. The
question while being simple recall, still covers somewhat more
content (the action of heat on nitrates) than the previous
example. Pupils may apply the empirical generalisation per-
taining to the heavy metal nitrates - in which case the ques-
tion may be classified as Level_2. The rule often used is to
classify in the lower (in complexity) category, if there is an
ambiguity.

The question may be designed to c ver even more nitrates
by using combinations of nitrates, and wording the question,
"Which of the following pairs, when heated separately 911

In situations where the substances involved react independently
even in the m xture form, the question may:be so worded.

Note that as the question is in the negative, the WI' is
emphasised.

LEVEL 2

Content areal Air/combustion.

Since the question requires a comparison to be made between
the burning of common fuels, and respiration, using factual
knowledge already given to the pupils in the classroom, it is
classified in Level 2. The word "chemical" has been purposely
introduced in choice (ii) because of the possible ambiguity of
the word "element" if used alone. "Elements in common" may
in ordinary language also mean properties or characteristics in
common. The critical difference of the manner of transforma-
tion of energy in the two cases isbeing tested for. Yor homo-
geneity it is not necessary for all the choices to be of equal
length. In this example choices (ii ) and kiv) are long while
(i ) and ii are short.
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Centent_area: nitrogen peroxide/equilibrium.

Thequestion involves simple interpretation of data. It

is therefore classified in Level 2. The pupil has to compre-
hend that if the p nitrogen peroxide has reduced in the system,
it is due to a reduction in temperature; The question may be
argued to be of Level 5. ut actually the question is merely
a reversal of what-has been taught in olass - that when the
temperatUre is reduced the nitrogen dioxide reduces - and
stated in reversal it would be, if the o nitrogen dioxide has
reduced it is due te fall in temperature. So it could not be in
Level 3, which involves application of a higher order of sophis-
tication. (The above reversal is true if no other factors
affect.)

LEVEL

Content area: Ai combustion.

The general idea of the Criteria used to recognise chemical
change is being applied in the situation of Magnesium burning
in air. hence the question is classified in Level 3. The
question requires that the criterion'ased is the one that is
most "sufficient" (in the uense of "necessary" and "sufficient").
It does not demand that the selection should be nniquely and
absolutely "sufficient". _There may be some doubt as to whether
the question should be classified in Level 4, since the operation
of evaluation is taking place, and a judgment is being made.
Since the process of judgMent in this case is not sophisticated,
and applying the rule stated earlier regarding ambiguities in
classification, the lower level classification has been used.
It shoald be notedthat in answering any multiple choice ques-
tion, or for that matter any question, the pupil has to make
some kind of judgment in the process of answering.

The technique of coupling done in the choices is a way-of
bringing into the four-choice item more than four characteristics.
It also uses the idea that a oharacteriatic coupled to a second
may.make the best evidence available while the same character-
istio ooupled to some-other. would not do eo.

Content area: nitrogen peroxid equilibrium.

.This is.a more difficult spplication quesition, since it
applies the ideas of diffusion, as well.as those of dynamic
equilibrium. .

Further, a decision has to be made (a) as to
whether -there is a density change and (b) for what reason.
Sometimes these two may be separated to form two different test
items, .the first to test for (a) and the second for (b) to find
out whether the choice of (a) has been made for the correct
reasons.

The choice iea little shorter than the choice _iv)
with which it is coupled, and is therefore visually inhomogeneous.

10
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Choice ( ii) might have been worded, "A change in density

because, like gas X, nitrogen peroxide contains lighter (nitro-

gen dioxide) and heavier (dinitrogen tetroxide) molecules",
but this could cause ambiguity because of the possible misinter-
pretation of the statement to mean that gas mixture X contains
nitrogen dioxide and dinitrogen tetroxide.

eote that in choices (ii) and (i i) essentially the same
reason is being given, first to justify no_density change and

then to justify density- change. But by changing the wording
in the two oases, the reasons have been made plausible.

14.1)414 31

Content areal Air/combustion.

This question requires the numberical appiicaion of the

22.4 litres idea. Its classification in Level 52 is obvious.

There are many ways of arriving at the answer. One of the

shortest is C
17 2

17 moles oxygen and si.56

1H28 0 > 18 x i moles oxygen. Hence (17 + 9) . 26 moles of

oxygen, hence 26 x 22.4 litres.

The choices include common errors that may be made.

Choi i has e5 - (17 + 18)1 where the realisation that each

molecule of H
2
0 would take in mole oxygen has been missed.a

The other two choices involve the common errors of using the

molecular mass of 16 (for oxygen) and getting the answee as a

mass rather than as a volume. Other possible choices may be
made up by presenting the common error or 36 atoms of hydrogen

giving only 18 molecules of water and not 36, thereby generat-
ing two "volume" choices (36 x + 17) moles oxygen and

(36 + 17) mole oxygen, as well as more "mass" choioest. For a

particular examined population, judgment will have to be made

as to which sequence of ohoiees would be more discriminating.
To have homogeneity, the "26" choioee and the "55" choices ha e

been placed in that order.

Content areat Nitrogen p oxide/equilibrium

The classification of this question in Level 31 is obvious

too. But the question not only requires the application of the

idea of the 22.4 litres, but also the fact that nitrogen perox-

ide is soluble in water. Thereby the only gas collected is

oxygen. Choice (i) is from the sum of the moles of exygen and

nitrogen peroxide. Choice (ii) considers only nitrogen perox-

ide. Choice (iii) would be the answer if Only one mole of the

nitrate were considered, as a result of the associatien of

1 mole of gae having a volume 22.4 litres. The assumptions

are given not only to simplify the arithmetic, but also to avoid

the complications of the larger and unspecified,amount of dini-

trogen tetroxide present in the nitrogen peroxide at B.T.P. as
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compared with that at 20 and the S.V.F. arising from the

dissolved nitrogen peroxide. The two gramme molecular mass

is also given to simplify the arithmetic. The choices hava

been written in decreasing order of magnitude instead o

randomly.

LIN.E;.i, 4

Content area: Ai combus Ion

The question involves judging evidence in support of two

theories (in fact the oxygen and the phlogiston theories).

Hence the question is classified in Level 4. it should be

noted that sinoe Theory L is more comprehensive than. Theory_b,

one would not find evidf ace. which would support Thepry 4, but

not Theory L. So really this is a three-choice. question -

but pupils who have reduced this to a three-choice question

have analysed the problem in the abstract. Pote that some of

the observations are similar to the ones commonly given in

some textbooks as uninue evidence for Theory L, but which a e

in fact not so.

Content areas iitrogen peroxide/equilibrium.

Analysis of the experiment and the design considerations
involved are being tested here, so that it is classified in

Level 4.. The pupil has to analyse the situation and conclude

that there could be "Charles' Law of facts" as .well as "disso-

ciation effects" that could provide for changes in pressure in

the experiment. The answer involves one that wili neutralise

the "Charles' Law effect". Many other techniques may, of course,

be used in this investigation but the point being tested here is

the examinee's ability to decide which of the choices given would

provide the best design for the investigation.

In which level of achievement (ebjective.)

would you place_the following:nuestions?

(1) A sky-rocket firework gave a bright crimson light. A

salt of which one of the following substanoee may have
been used to produce thie?

(i) Strontium (ii) Potassium (iii) Sarium -) Sodium

(2 ) A sL0';tance effective in remoVing.iron rust stains on

cloth is:
(1.Alcohol
..kerosene

(ii Oodium chloride solution
(iv ) Oxalic acid solution
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Ghlorine may be prepa ed by using whi h aet of

following chemicals?

(0 Granulated zinc and concentrated hydrochloric acid.

Potassium permanganate and concentrated hydro

chloric acid.

Concentrated hydrochloric acid and concentrated

sulphuric acid.

Sodium ch?oride and concentrated sulphuric acid.

(4 ) Which one of the following may be taken as evidence for

judging whether the given material is NUT a pare

substance?
(i). When heated in a test tube, the portion near the

flame always melted first.

(ii) Under the microscope the substance was observed

to be made up of particles of different sizes.

(iii ) Larger particles of the substance were found to

have a higher density than smaller particles.

) 10 g of the substance ell dIssolved in 5Q g of

water at

In carbon monoxide 12 g of carbon combined with 16 g

of oxygen, wh_le i_ carbon dioxide 12 g of carbon com-
bined with 52 g of oxygen. is this statements

(i) an observed fact supporting Dalton's Theory?

(ii) an assumption made in Dalton's Theory?

(ii an observed fact not involved in Ilalton's Theory?

(iv) an assumption not involved in DaIton's Theory?

Pressure atoms) .IU lou 5UU 10UO

°A conversion 50 82 91 99
Te p 2009C

To which Of the following reactions could the behavi ur

shown in the above table NUT apply?

(i) CU 2112

i) N 5
2

H3

N2 °2

) 34211

(7) -Which one of the following solutions, with the ph values

given, would you expect to be most sour?

(i) PH 1 (i PH 5 (iii) ph 7
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it is thought that atoms combine with each other so that
the outermost shell acquires a stable confikeuration of
8 electrons. If stability were attained with 6 electrons
rather than with 6, What would the formula of the stable
fluoride ion be?

(i) F- (i) js iii) )

(9) The percentage of dissolved matter in sea water is about:

) U.OXf, (' 0.y70, (iii) 3/j 5(e7a

(10) When 10 ml hydrochloric acid is added to 10 ml silver
nitrate, what will the resulting mixture contain?

(i) B;xcess hydrochloric acid.
(ii' Excess silver nitrate.
iii No excess reagent.;

(iv ) Impossible to say.

(11) A white cry_ alline material which does not react chemi-
cally with water, when extracted with excess water, left
a residue A. The water-extract left a residue B when
evaporated to dryness. The residue A was further
extracted with excess water, and this extract left no
residue on evaporation.

Which one of the following conclusions may be drawn from
the above observations only?

(i) The material is a pure element.
(ii ) The material is a pure compound.

(1 The material is a mixture._
(iv ) One cannot say any of the above with certainty.

(12) Bright pieces of metals indicated were placed in the water
solutions of the compounds indicated. All the pieces of
metals appeared to behave in a similar fashion except allt.
Which one was this?

Iron in a
(ii ) Copper in

(iii) zinc in a
(iv) iron in a

solution of copper sulphate.
a solution of magnesium sulphate
solution of coppersulphate.
solution of silver nitrate.

(13) Compared with another atom of atomic mass 12 and atomic
number 6, the atom of atomic mass 15 and atomic number 6:

contains more neutrons.
.(ii contains more protons.
(iii contains more electrons.
(iv is a different element.

(14) When brass pins are tin plated using stannous ohloride
solution, the e ement that is reduced is:

(i) Tin (ii) Copper . (iii) zinc ( v) Brass
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(15) A batch of pupils go ng in a bus had to keep the windows
elosed for several hours because of rain. Samples of

air inside the bus were found to have a high concentra-
tion of carbon dioxide, which was probably;

(i) gases exoaping from the exhaust pipe of the bus.

( 1) the oxidation of carbohydrates, proteins, fats.

(iii ) the atmosphere outside.
(iv ) t'ne burning of the petrol in the bus.

Writing Pest _Items

Writing test items is essentially a creative art. Broad

principles and techniques may be suggested, but these will not
guarantee the production of good test items. It is the item-
writer's judgment and creative ability to make use of,-or even

ignore, these principles and techniques, that will determine
whether an item will be good, mediocre or poor.

_However, np amount of knowledge of techniques will make up

for a_lack in subject matter.. Also a knowledge of techniques
and of subject matter alone will aot make up for a lack of
knowledge of the characteristios of the examill.ee population.

The comments below refer essentially to test items of the .

multiple choice form, which iu one of the commonest of the
various objective test forms. This does not by any means imply
that the objective test is the best of the testing devices

available. The following oomparison will make this clear.

o arison of essa -t free res nse-

It is commonly thought that essay-type ques-
tions are easy to construct, whereas objec-
tive questions are relatively more difficult.
However, to construct good, searching,
essay-type questions, structured for reason-
able reliability in marking, of levels of
achievement 3 and 4, could be as difficult
as constructing objective tests of the same
levels. Constructing factual recall
essay-type questions is easier then con-
structing factual recall objective-type
questions.

Preparatipn of
test itew

Sam
oon

ling of
ents

By its nature, sampling in an es y type
test is often limited. In objective-type
tests, extensive sampling.can be obtained
fairly easily. The sampling in essay-
type questions.may be extended by framing
questions that bridge different areas of
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I1easurement of
levels of.
achievement:

Preparation and
mode of_etudy
by_pupils:

Nature of
response:

Time for res-
sense by_puRile:

Guessing by
E2EL12.1

140 -

o -tent - say of the "compare and contrast"
kind - ,but these are usually rather diffi-
cult to construct, especially at levels 5
and 4.

both types are capable o
the levels of achievemen
domain.

measuring all
in the cognitive

There is some experimental evidence to suggest
that when pupiIs prepare for essay-type tests
they ooncentrate on larger units of subject
matter and utilise study methode that favour
working out trends, relationships, inter-
pretations and organisations. . In preparation
for essaytype tests, pupils tend to make
summaries, and practice communicating verbally
in an organised way. loor objective-type
tests, pupils tend to produce study habits
that coneentrete ori details and specifics,
rather than on the larger aspects of the

subject.

Pupils organise their responses in essay-type
questions. In effect, these questions are
multiple choice questions of a very large
number of choices, none or which are,given.
In the ebjective-type test, the responses are
given. The pupil does not have to design or
originate the anewer. he has only to recog-
nise and select the answer. Lack of fluency
of expreesion is not a factor in objective-
type tests, although a good command of the
language is required to discriminate among
the Choices. Original thinking is very
difficult to be tested with objectivetype
tests, whereas in essay-type tests it is

quite easy.

The time of answering in e ay-type tests is
of course much longer than for comparable
content ooverage) in objective-type tests.
.1dowever, reading time in the objective-type
tests is cOnsiderable.

In essay-type tests, successful guessing is a
very minor problem, and is often the fault of
the examiner for not using-a carefully des- .

igned table of speoifioations for the test,

and thereby-repeating questions covering the
same content area. On,the other hand,
guessing couldbe a major prob.lem in the
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objective-type tests, especially in tests

where time of answering is barely enough.

6'coring of in ensay-type questions, scoring is diffi-

pupil responses: cult, time-consuming and somewhat unreliable,
even with a carefully designed marking
scheme, unless elaborate structuring has
been built into the design of the essay-

type questions. In the objective-type
tests, scoring is simple, rapid and highly

reliable.

This comparison reveals the fallacy of the argument that one

type of test item is unques ionably superior or inferior to the

other. Each has unique advantages, and unique limitations.

There are testing needs for which each is particularly well

suited. The experience of several nation-wide examination

research organisations is that examinations should contain both

typep of question, in a proportion determined by the needs of the

particular test situation.

The following few rules of construction are not comprehen-

sive, but are sufficient to start producing questions. further

sophistication and refinement will come with experieace.

Use either a di ect unstion or 44 incomplete state-

ment as the item stem

Alltatuestion
When you blow on a candle, it is put out. Which

one of the following would be the best reason to
explain this?

Ceirbon dioxide in the exhaled air is a non
supporter of combustion.

Moisture in the exhaled air moistened the

candle wick.

(iii) Candle wax vapour cooled below its ignition

point.

(iv) Blowing caused a change in the atmospheric

pressure.

Incpmplete_statement

Reaction between neutral barium chl r de and sodium
carbonate goes to completion because:

(i) a gas is formed.

(ii the reaction is reversible.

i) barium carbonate is insoluble.

v) sodium.chloride is more stable than sodium

carbonatée 147
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Although both kinds of etems are suitable, beginners in
test construction seem to produce fewer technically weak items
when they try to use direct questions than when they use the
incomplete statement form. Because of the specificity of the
direct question kind, it induces the item writer to produce
more specific and homogeneous responses. When an incomplete
statement is used, the writer's point of view may shift as he
writes successive respOnSeS. This can confuse the examinee
about the real point of the item. It is also usually easier
for the writer to express complex ideae, especially those
requiring qualification, as a direct question. The need to
have a completion at the end of an incomplete statement restricts
the writer somewhat. he is not free to arrange phrases or words
to produce the clearest possible statement. Further, the
writer of a direct euestion usually states more explicitly the
basis on which the correct statement is to be ohosen. However,
in the direct question kind, the number of words are usually
more than in the incomplete statement kind, and this' is a
factor to be considered in the context of reading time, which,
in any case, for a multiple choice test, is much more than for
a similar (content and objective coverage) essay-type.

Rule (2)

EXAMPLE:

EXAMFLe;:

Rule_ (3)

include in the stem an words that mus

Under incomplete statement above, the word "because".
HOwever, it is not always possible or desirable to
eliminate all words common-to the responses. These
words have to be left in the responses to make
grammatical sense, or for clarity. (See examplee
under levels of achievement, Level 2.)

When potassium chlorate ie heated with manganese
dioxide, a reaCtion takes place. Manganese dioxide,
in this :reaction, may .beet be.describeds

) as an inert component, because its mass does
not change during the reaction.

( ) as an oxidising agent, because oxygen
liberated in the reaction..

(iii) as a reducing agent, because the oxygen-free
potassium chloride ia produced from potassium
chlorate.

as an accelerator, because oxygen is given out
at a lower temperature than with potassium
chlorate alone.

See sleet example under Rule (3).

To begin with, avoid too many negatively stated items.

For one, such.questions are more difficult to make
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because three of the responses have to he correct
responses. For another, examinees may be confused.
Having been accustomed to selecting a _correct
response, they may find it difficult to remember to
select an incorrect response. If a negatively
stated stem is used, the negative sheald be
clearly emphasised, say, with capitals, thick
letters, or italics.

In a balanced chemical equation representing a
definite chemical reaction, we would expect to find
certain factors on one side the same as on the
other. Which one of the following would NOT be
the same on the two sides?

(i) Total number of molecules on the right.
ii) Total number of atoms on the right.

(iii) Sum of the atomic masses on the right.
(iv) Sum of the atomic numbers on the right.

(Note: The repetition of "on the right" is essen-
tial for clarity - see Rule (2).)

Avoid makin the correct re onse obvious due to

LqtE.c11-1zPid..hr4sinoramIr
to visual inhomogeneity such as making it yery
eolse and l n b ualif in it to make it
curet

EXAMPLE: Sliced oranges are an excellent source of:

(i) Protein.
(ii) starch.

(iii) Vitamin A.
(iv) Vitamin C, if freshly sliced.

Rule (5 Use "none of these"_ or _"nene f the above" only in
items to whi h an unamb ous correct anaer
may be_given.

It should not be used as a "space filler" because a
fourth choice cannot be produced. Used with dis-
orimination, it oan be a very good distractor.

EXAMPLE: Hydrogen WAS passed over the heated (about 600°C)
solid products shown in items (A) and (13) below.
Which one of the following probably took place?

(i) X0 +.H2 X + H20

ii) 20 + 112' 2X+ H20
i) 2X M2 >.2XH

v) None :Of these.
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(A) Residue af er heating magnesium carbonate.

(B) Residue after heating copper (II) carbonate.

(See'also items in the sequence for practice in
olassifying levels of achievement).

Rule (6 ). If an item deals wIth the definition of ater it

Thereby it provides more opportunities for attrac-
tive plausible choices, and tends to reduce the chance of
choosing the correct response by verbal association. (In any
case, stereotyped phraseology should not be used in the stem or
in the'choices)

EXAMPLE: Co pare (a) and (b) below.

Which of the following names would best fit
the group el' oomplex organic compounds that
are fOund.in small quantitiee in natural foods
and are essential to normal nutrition?

(i) Nutrients.
(ii) Calories*

(iii) Vitamins.
( ) Minerals.

Vitamins may be best described as:

(i) complex substances necessary for normal
human development, and which are found
in small quantities in certain foods.

oomplex substances prepared in biolo-
gical laboratories to improve the
nutrient qualities of ordinary foods.

substances extracted from ordinary foods
which are useful in destroying germs in
the body.

(iv) highly concentrated forme of food
energy which would be used only on a
doctor's presoription.

The Table of 9soifioationa

In our usual school testa we generally "wish to teSt for the
level of achievement in particular content areas. This means
that we have at least two dimensions to our teste - the level
dimenaion and the contept_aree dimenplen.
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To ensure that we have sampled the content areas ( ontent

validity) and also the levels of achievement (objectiVe validi-

ty) effectively, it is often helpful to draw up a table of

specifications for the examlnation we set, so that any paucity

in either dimension is immediately seen by us.

An example of such a table of specifications is given in

Part II supporting Evidence, 1. This design has been used

on a national scale for the last four years. The table should

be on one sheet of paper, in which case only one content column

is required.

The examination for which the table of specifica ions has

been drawn up has both types of questions - objective (type I)

and essay (type II). There are 40 items in the objective-type

test and these are numbered.from 1 to 40 at the top of the

table. There are 10 items of the essay-type, and these are

numbered from 1 to 10, and follow the objective question number-

ing at the top of the table.

VerticallY down the left, the varIous content areas are

ndicated. The syllabus has been broken up into 27 content

areas. This.is an arbitrary subdivision. Any convenient

number based on a realistic teaching unit breakdown may be

used.

Horizontally at the bottom of the table are the levels of

achievement, or objectives, 1, 2, 3, 3', 4. Th se same levels

of achievement, or objectives, are indicated ver ically down

the right of the table.

At a glance, we can see what this content and objective

coverage are and which areas of content have not been covered

or have been covered more than once. In this particular exam-
ination paper, an aktempt has been made to cover almost com-
pletely the whole of the content area in the factual recall
objective questions, so that the Xls go diagonally down the

table up to item 14, on sheet A.

After items in each of the areas at various levels of
achievement have been prepared, we have to deoide what kind of

weightage we will give in a particular test to particular

content areas and objectives. These would be the specifics-

tionaof the.eXaminatien paper... We can then draw up a rough
table of specifications and place our items accordingly.
Usually, before the examination paper is finalised, modifica-
tions in the weightage and/or the content areas that are to be

tested at which partioular level.of achievement are required.

With the finalising of.the examination paper we will also have

the finalised examination.table of specificitione which will
describe the content and level of achievement coverage of :the

examination.
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if we superimpose two or more such tables from different

tests we can see, among other characteristics, whether we have

repeatedly sami4ed the same content areas in the items at

levels 2, 5, 3 , 4 (assuming that in each test we had designed

to cover the whole content area for items at level 1).

Gueasing in oblective tests

The possibility of guessing mars all objective teste. Une

of the earliest correction& for guessing is as follows:

C n-I
Votaw Correction for Chance Success

C number correct
W e number wrong
n - number of choices.in item

In a four-choice item one would subtract one third of the
number incorrect from the number correct. This formula assumes

that those who do not know the answer selept.tha correct answer

only by blind guessing. But if the pupils select the answer
as a result of incorrect information, this formula Would over-

correct. It is the experience of examiners that pupils very

rarely use such blind guessing if sufficient time is given for

the test. Very often pupils eliminate orie or two choices from .

knowledge, and may guess in their decision on two Choices. This

ie supported by the fact thnt only very rarely are clearly
incorrect choices found to be a tractive to pupils.

The usual procedures to reduce blind guessing are: (a) to

instruct pupile against guessing, (b) to construct likely or .

plausible incorrect choices based on oommon errors and partial

information, and (c) to allow sufficient time.

As far as the first procedure is concerned, its effects are

dif cult to estimate. Some will guess with or without such

directions. Others will be made unnecessarily cautious.
Personality traits enter into the situation and the aggressive
pupil will steal a.march on the submissive.

kaking wrong choices plausible is a necessary feature of

constructing good items. It seems that, to the extent plausi-

bility in the ineorrect choices is obtained, by making them only
slightly incorrect, the effeetiveness but not necessarily the
amount.of blind guessing tends to be reduced. If the inade-

quate pupil finds all the choices equally plausible, he will be

guessing blindly, and chance guessing will increase.

Sufficient time is vital to any test that does not presume

to be a sgeed test. Very often the "last mOment rush" is the

time when much blind guessing takes place. If the time ie
insufficient, chance guessing will increas
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beveral testing services do not apply a guessing correction

at all, while others, such as the Educational Testing bervice,
instruct pupils to guess intelligently'when not suye, and use a

guessing correction. Their instructions state:

"You may answer questions even when you are not perfectly

sure that your answers are correct, but, you should avoid

wild'guessing, since wrong answers will result in a
subtraction from the number of your correct answers."

For the usual class tests, when sufficient time is given,

evidence seems to suggest that the rank order of the pupils is

not significantly altered whether a guessing correction is

applied or not.

The use of test data for the im.rovernent of -tests

Among the many purposes for which we use tests are th

following:. to discover the level of achievement of pupils in

particular content areas; to discriminate between good and

poor pupils.

This means that we should try to determine whether, and
how well, our test items are capable of performing these func-

tions, so that they may be improved upon for'future use.

If some of the incorrect choices in multiple choice test
items are unattractive to many pupils they are not serving their

function. A simple way to determine this is to find 'Out how

many (as a percentage) have chosen each of the choices in the

test item. If the frequency is very small.for a particular

choice, it would be a non-functional choice and would probably .

need to be removed or improved upon. A large number choosing

a particular incorrect choice may indicate high discrimination

or it may be that ambiguity in the question is causing pupils to

choose it. In either case it is worth studying the item to

find out the reason. It should be noted that the results are
true for the artioular e amines o ulation we.have used the

iteme on.

Tests we give usually-have some questions that are eaisy

many pupils get the correct answer or score high marks), and

some' that.are diffiCult. 'A simple way by which we can deter-

mine whether a particular test item has been difficult or easy,

for a particular examinee population, is by using the following

index:

Index of difficulty
Number f pupils who get_item_correct

.0 --Total number attempting the item

The index may be expressed as a fraction or decimal, or as

a percentage. 'A high value would indicate that the question

was easy fpr_the particular examinee population, and a low

value, that'the question was difficult.
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Very often especially with objective teats, all questions

are compulsory, so that the denominator in the above fraction
would be the total number in the examinee group. (Using this

index for eseay-type questions is a little more complicated.)

We could have a similar index to tell us whether a test

item can separate out the good students from the poor. For this

we separate out on thebasis of the total marks of the_whole_ test

the top 50/0 from the bottom 50Y4 of the pupils kthat is, we rank

the pupils in order of their performance from the first to the
last position, and separate out the top 50i0 and the bottom 5076).

Then we find out how many in the top group got a particular test -

item correct, and how many in the bottom group got the same item

correct. (A better estimate may be obtained if the top
and the bottom are compared.)

Then the index of how the test item separates out the good

pupils from the poor (discrimination inde is given byt

Number who got the item correct in the top group

MINUS humber who.got this item correct in the bottom group

DIVIDED BY humber in the group

The number in a group will be, according 'o the above separ-

ation, 5Cr/i, of the pupils being examined.

This index may also be in the form of a fraction or deci al,

or as a percentage,

if everybody in the top group got the particular item

correct, and nobody in the bottom group got the item correc

then the index would bet

1 or 100yo

This would be an ideally discriminating question. jisually

not all the members in the top group get the item correct, and
some in the bottom group do get the item oorrect. So the index

will be a fraction or less than ivu/o. The oloser the value iS

to 1 or 100 the more discriminating. One way of making the
items more discriminating is to ma4e the wrong choices as-close
to the correct choice as possible (or as plausible as possible
so that only those with aclear understanding will be able to'

select the correct choi e.

SometiMes one may find that the disar minati n index turns

out to be negative. This means that more pupils in the bottom

group than in the top group have got the iteM correct. This

usually means grave ambiguity in the item, in which the better
pupils perhaps see more im,the:stem or in One of the alternatives

whereas the poorer pupils., he6ause,of their lack bf ability or
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knowledge, are unaware of the finer interpretation that the
better pupils see. Of course, one could have discrimination
indices equal to zero, when about equal numbers in the top and
bottom groups get the item correct, it would not be worth-
while having items of zero discrimination in a test, and of
course it would be tragic to have Questions of negative dis-
crimination.

There is evidence that the questions of medium difficulty
(between about 40'76 to 6(40) are the ones that can discriminate
best. The very difficult and the very easy questions do not
seem to be able to discriminate very well. This is probably
because the very difficult items do not engage a sufficient
number of pupils. In the very easy items, of course, many
get the item correct, irrespective of whether they are good or

poor pupils.

It should be remembered that these indices are onlx valid
for a sarticular examinee o ulation at a articular oint in
time and that the indices are BUT absolute values character=
istic of the items. nowever, if the examinee population does
not change significantly from year to year, we can use the data
from a previous year to guide us in the design of new items and
new testi.
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APP.v*Ji

Some !Notes on Structured and Free ±tesoonse Questi ns

by J.C. Wathews

1. In the past it has been usual to classify examination ques-
tions into two types, objective and essay. To the first
there is only one correct answer. To the second an
answer consists of an extended piece of writing, marked,
with varying degrees of flexibility, from a predetermined
marking scheme.

Objective questions usually 'include a number of suggested
answers of which the candidates must pick one. They are
objective in that the marking of the answers, and:to some
extent their purpos, are riot so dependent on the judgment
of individuals as are other forms of question. however,
bere is_a_considerable subjective element in the writing
and seleclion'of these questions, and it would be better
if.they were called fixed_response questions.

While acknowledging that fixed response questions have
brOught to examining an exactness which other forms of
question have lacked, it is now generally recognised that
the sole use of them in school examinations may not be
desirable. In class, teachers allow their pupils to
respend_freely to open-ended questions. Examinations -
if they are to encourage desirable teaching situations,
should do likewise.

The conventional essay-type question sulfers from two

defeats. While apparently allOwing a free response from
candidates, in -fact it does not; because, in an attempt
to achieve reliable marking, examiners usually predeter-
mine what they want candidates to say and use a highly
structured marking scheme. The,difficulty to the candi-
date is that this structuring is not apparent to him and
he is left to guess what it is that the examiner requires
him to say. Over the years,
know what the examiner expect
accordingly; but this leads
tions, and a resistance to eh
teacher.

of course, teachers come to
and guide their pupils

o a rigidity in examina-
nge by both examiner and

it seems self-evident that, if an examiner predetermines
the structure and material of the answer he expects to a
question, he should make the etruature explicit in the
question, and not leave the determination of this struc-
ture by the candidate to either guessing or custom. If,

on the other hand, an examiner wants a candidate to give
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a genuine free response to a question, he must phrase the
queStion sufficiently iooeiy to allow this response, and
he must mark the. ansv,er in a manner in which he does not
predetermine its struct,Ire in detail.

It appears, therefore, th t three main tyues of question
are necessary:

1.1 ixed respon -- cuestions. These may be in various
forms, el-)Jt thv hiv zyne thing n oommon the correct
answer is fl)ce niid and candidates have to
choose it fron ethr suggested answers wh ch are also
statei

1.2 .structured Questions. in these the examiner has
predetermined in detail tne structure of the answers
he expects, and he haa structured, each question into
parts which correspond to the expected answers. The
parts of the question are usually open ended.

l. Free_re_fRanLt_gpestions. In these the examiner has
not predetermined the ans era which he expects. ifs

will give general guidance to those who mark the
answers, but not a detailed marking scheme.

2. Structured ueatipns

2.1 The main featurea of a structured question should
resemble those of a lesson.' 'Modern teaching requires
pupila to work oh_information rather than simply to
recall it, so a structured question has a stem in
which information is given ta the candidates.

2.2 The_stem. The data inthe stet of a question should
be concise so that candidates-are not overburdened
With readin&and cotprehension. If the questions
are.to test higher abilities than the ability to
recall, the data shoull be, partly unfamiliar to
candidates or familiar material prpsented in an
unfamiliar way. The stem should indicate what the
overall purpose of the question is, so that as a
candidate works through the parts he.knowa ther

general direction in which he iz moving.

The 'information in the stem can be-in various fo

2.21 A description of a labOratory experiment -
Often with diagrams.

2.22 A description of an industrial process - often
with diagrams.

2.25 'Data about the behaviour of substances: des-
criptive,.tabular, graphical, Aiagrammatio
and other forms.'
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2.24 A sausage from scientific literature.

2.5 The ouestions. These are best conceived by imagin-
ing the questions one would ask of a class faced
with the information given in the stem of the qu s-
tion.

2.31 Most of the questions comprising a set should
be open-ended. They shoula require short
answers, and be so phrased that the examinex
can predetermine what the answers should be
and the candidates are in no doubt about what
the examiner expects.

2.32 Within a set, questions should start with easy
ones and increase in difficulty.

2.53 Questions should not depend too much on a
candidate having given a correct answer to a
question earlier in a set.

2. 4 An appropriate space should be left on the
question paper so that the candidates know the
maximum amount that they are expected tO write.

2.55 Writers of questions should have in mind the
educational objective of each pa-t of a ques-
tion in a set.

2.56 Writers should try to look at the stem and the
questions from the pupils' point of view, and
a marking scheme should be considered and
written at the same time that the questions
are being written. Tha marking should be
detailed and an appropriate mark allocated
for each point which is expected in the ans-ers,
but there may have to be some marking by
impeession, particularly if a short comment or
explanation is demanded. In the impression
marking the marks should not exceed 2 or 5 for
each part. With a finely structured set of
questions and marking scheme, a high degree of
reliability of marking can be obtained.

). yree response_questions

Pree response questions can be asked about any part of a
course of study, but they are particularly useful for
those parts of a course in which there is a choice of
topics or in which there is a large choice of material
within a topic.

5.1 The oUeStiOne should &now the maximum freedom of
choice of material and.expression to the candidates,
and rarely should the candidates be restricted to
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particular substances, reactions or processes. It

is in these questions that candidates who have read
outside their basic course and those who are capable
of divergent and original thought will be able to
gain merit.

5.2 The examiner should look for general qualities
rather than particular knowledge and candidates
should be told what the examiner is looking for.
If, for example, credit will be given for the
ability to write grammatically and clearly, candi-
dates should be told this either in the question or
n a general rubric.

3.3 Many of the questions will be short, but there is no
reason why this should always be so. A good free
response question could be one in which a lot of
data is given, the candidates being asked to make
various generalisations and comments on the data in
the form of an extended answer.

3.4 The mark scheme should be in the form of general
guidance rather than a finely structured scheme.
Marking is best done by impression on a six-point
scale: 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, U, the process being one of

grading rather than mark allocation. Multiple
marking is desirable.

4. A.general comment to que8ton wri re

Remember that what you write will greatly influence what is
taught and how it is taught. lf, for example, practical
work has a central position in a course it must have a
central position in an examination.
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CEYLON LEVEL, UNITS

IONIZATION I AND IONIZATION II

Structured Ouestions

uestions_l_7 9

This group of questions is based on an investigation .
into the effect of an electric current on a concentrated solu-
tion of lead chloride in water, at a temperature between 90*
and 95*C. The apparatus drawn below was used.

therm meter- moist litmus

1. What general nam
B and C?

is given to the t o pieces of apparatus

2. What ApzIicular name would be given to the pipce of appar-
atus C?

Name a suitable material of which both B and C could be
made.

What ouroose is served by the piece of moist litmus paper
at D?
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5. Suggest a reason for heating the U-tube by surrounding it
with hot water rather than heating it directly at E.

6. What would you expect to be form d on

7. When the temperature of the solution was allowed to fail,

the current decreased. Suggest two reasons for this.

) el 4444

b. This electrolysis resembles a change which takes place
when a piece of zinc ie placed into a sol tion of lead

chloride. State and explain one similarity.

9. This electrolysis also differs from the change which
takes place when a piece of zinc is placed into a solution
of lead chloride. State and explain one difference.

66666 4.0 4444 4. .. .......... ... OO ea*

....

3 ....... a a a a a .... t#O; . ......
... ** ....
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Q,uestiona 10 - 17

This group of questions requires the following data:

Solubility in water at 200 of:

silver chloride (AgO1)

silver sulphate (Ag2S

silver. fluoride (AO)

silver bromide

10. Arrange these fou
bility (mol/litre

0.00000062 g-formula (moles )/
litre

0.0018 g-formula/litre

- 1.4 g-formula/litre

- 0.0 000011 g-.formula/litr

substances in the order of their solu-
putting the leapt soluble first.

....... 04 00 OS o 6Amio . oo ....... o ...... 49 A60 *0.44.6 ...

11. Where would you expect to put silver IODI.Dri in thi- list?

12. What would you ezpeot to observe f anything) it a solu-
tion of potassium bromide were added to a saturated solu-
tion .of silver sulphate?

.4.4 . a .... .. wow. 0 .4 o O.@ O." so444/004.04O ..... 4.6 ..... ..

13. What would you expect:to observe if anything) if a solu-
tion of sulphuric acid were added to a saturated solution

of silver chloride?

+.44 oo6 ika i# . .6

14. What is the con.Centration of silver ions (g-ion
a sa urated solution of silver chloride?

in

15. What is the concentration of silver ions (g-ions/litre
a saturated solution of silver sulphate?

in

O 4044. 046444.400.4 . 00 .... Olo e66.0.0.4& ......
16._Write an equation representing the equilibrium which exists

when a s turated solution of silver bromide is in contact
with sol d silver bromide,

17. Eow would you demonstrate that a saturated solution of
silver bromide did contain ions? Do not give practical
details.
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MARKIN' b'CHEME UR TRUCTUED QUEbT1O

Electrode (1)

Anode (1)

5. carbon is the most likely, but allow any inert electrode
material (1)

4. To test for chlorine (1)

To get easier centre
by impression e-l-

Lead (1)

and more unifOrm heating. Mark

7'. Pall in concentration of ions

pall in mobility of ions (1)

8. Por any reasonable similarity (the most likely is the
formation of lead) (1) Explanation should include the
fact that both the zinc and the cathode provide electrons
for the change: Pb2+ (aq) + (o). Mark by
impression (2-1-0)

9. Por any reasonable differ oe (for example,'the formation
of zinc ions in solution ) (1). Mark explanation by
impression 2-1.,U)

Total for this set

10. J3romide, chloride, sulphate, fluoride (1)

11. In front of bromide (I)

12. Precipitate of silver bro ide (1)
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1,. riothing (1)

14. 0.00000062

15. 2 x 0.0018 (1)

16. AgBr(o) ---kAg÷ q) + Br-aq) ( ) 1 maric for minor
error

17. Electrical conduc "vity (1) compared with that of pure
water (1)

3PBCiFICATIO1 F

Total for this set 10

THE STRuCTURED UNSTI

Weighting is a o ding to the marks allotted.

guestion

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

9.

10.

11.

12.

15.

14.

1.
16.

17.

Activity

A

Ahility

1.

1

2

4

2

5

4
A 4

5

A 4
5
5

2

4

3

2
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A CHANGING MATERIALS

PRACTICAL TECHNIQUES

- PERCEIVING PATTERNS

MEASURING AND CALCULATING

USING CONCEPT

li ties' 1. 4(.WLEDG E

2. UNDERSTANDING

3. APPLICATION

ANALYSIS

5. SYNTHESIS


